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APPENDIX G
Pepperdine University - External Review Summary Sheet (completed by Dr. Theresa S.
Byrd)
Program:_Pepperdine Libraries Information Literacy Self-Study Date of Review: May 6, 2013
Instructions:
Please complete this summary sheet at the end of your site visit and submit it to the Chairperson or
the Director before the exit interview. The summary sheet will assist you in identifying key areas (strengths and
improvements needed) to address in your final report.
Please rate the following program review criteria using the following:
E= Exemplary S= Satisfactory N= Needs Improvement U= Unclear/need more information

1.
1.1
1.2

1.3

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES

Evaluation
E, S, N, or U

The program student learning outcomes reflect the most important skills, knowledge, and
values of the discipline/profession.
The criteria and standards of achievement for the program student learning outcomes
adequately match disciplinary and professional standards.

E

Based on your review of student work samples and annual learning results reports, student
achievement of the program student learning outcomes is adequate for the degree and
discipline.

E

E

I did not review student work. However, I did review the survey data, the student learning
outcomes, and curriculum maps.
1.4

The assessment plan is appropriate and the assessment practices are yielding the needed
information to determine how well students are learning the program student learning
outcomes.

S

The librarians do not have a formal assessment plan. However, Fall 2012 the librarians
deployed SAILS in all First-Year-Seminars and the Great Books Colloquium. They also
review students’ bibliographies using a rubric to make sure they have a good mix of resources
for their papers, and they developed a rubric to use in assessing the Junior Writing Portfolio
papers. The librarians use both formative and summative assessment techniques with students
in instruction sessions at both the undergraduate and graduate level.
1.5

Do you recommend any changes to enhance student achievement or program assessment of the PLO’s? If so,
please explain and advise.
Yes. The librarians should offer SAILS to the same cohort of students during either their third or fourth year at
Pepperdine University. This way the librarians will be able to determine which information literacy skills the
students learned. The latter information may assist the librarians with redesigning their instruction for the next
cohort of students.

2.

CURRICULUM

Evaluation
E, S, N, or U

2.1

The current curriculum content is appropriate to the level and purpose of the program.

E

2.2

The design of the curriculum is adequate (required depth and breadth of study, flow of
courses, frequency of course offerings, overall coherence, alignment with desired learning
outcomes, etc.) to enable students to develop the skills and attain the outcomes needed for

S+
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graduates of this program.

2.3

The Information Literacy Program is highly developed. The Program consists of First-Year
Seminars, capstone courses, subject specific courses, Special Collections, and reference at the
iPoint Desk. The librarians reach 92 percent of First-Year Seminar students with IL
instruction. The librarians have a plan to reach the remaining 8 percent of students through the
use of an online First-Year Library Experience Module that can serve as an alternative to an
in-person class presentation. This online module will assist with providing the students who
take the Great Books Colloquium and the Social Action Justice Colloquium with information
literacy skills, as well as other students whose professors do not schedule IL sessions. The
librarians have developed student learning outcomes (SLOs) and curriculum maps for
disciplines and programs. They now need to strategically focus on getting IL integrated into
the General Education revision, particularly the Research and Inquiry Module, and into the
course sequence for a discipline.
The program clearly outlines program requirements and offers courses regularly to ensure
timely completion of the program.

S

The librarians teach 92 percent of First-Year Seminar students IL skills and they offer one-shot
instruction sessions for courses when such instruction is requested by a professor.
2.4

Do you recommend any changes to enhance the curriculum (content, design, course availability, etc.)? If so,
please explain and advise.
Yes. I recommend IL be integrated into the General Education revision, particularly the Research and Inquiry
Module, and into the course sequence for a discipline.

3.
3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4

3.5

STUDENT EXPERIENCES AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Students are satisfied with the overall quality of their learning experience.
Yes. The focus groups and LibQUAL data indicated that students are satisfied with the
service they receive from librarians and staff. The surveys also indicate that the students who
use the Payson Library and branch campus libraries desire improvement in the building, e.g.,
insufficient group study rooms, noise, and shortage of space. At some branch campuses, the
students wanted the library to be open later. Students wanted more instruction from librarians
and online tutorials. The students also want the library to purchase text books but, as a rule,
academic libraries do not do this because it costs too much money.
Students are adequately supported through the curriculum and advising to ensure their learning
success.
Class size levels are appropriate to enable student learning.
The program provides adequate opportunities for internships, field experiences and
undergraduate research, as appropriate.
There is an internship for an MLS student in Special Collections and MLS students have
assisted with scoring bibliographies.
Student support services are adequate and supportive.

Evaluation
E, S, N, or U
S

N/A
S
S

E

Yes. The libraries provide an array of services for information literacy, reference, both inperson and virtually, interlibrary loan, and co-curricular lectures and displays.
3.6

Do you recommend any changes to improve student experiences and learning environment? If so, please
explain and advise.
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The Payson Library renovation will provide students with some of the spaces that they desire, such as group
study rooms, a theater, a café, and study pods. At the branch campuses, a computer cart with lap tops may need
to be purchased to allow librarians to provide students with hands-on searching experience for information
literacy instruction.

4.

FACULTY QUALITY

Evaluation
E, S, N, or U
E

4.1

Faculty competencies/credentials are appropriate for the discipline and degree.

4.2

Faculty specialties correspond to program needs and to the concentrations in which they teach.

E

4.3

The system for evaluating teaching practices facilitates continuous improvement of teaching
and learning throughout the program.

E

4.4

The librarians determine their teaching effectiveness through peer evaluations, student
satisfaction surveys, and discussions of pedagogy. The SAILS test provides the librarians with
feedback that allows them to redesign instruction. In addition, the librarians participate in
relevant professional development activities related to information literacy.
Faculty are adequately supported and engaged in ongoing professional development necessary
for staying current in their field and continuously updating their courses/curriculum.

S

The librarians receive $1,000 annually for professional development (PD). They can approach
the Dean of Libraries for additional funding, if needed. Given that the average cost of a
professional conference is between $1,200 and $1,500, the librarians need at least $1,200
annually for PD. Also, the Dean of Libraries should consider every other year awarding 3 to 6
librarians $2,000 for PD funding.

4.5

Do you recommend faculty changes (qualifications, expertise, teaching practices, professional development,
etc.) to enhance program quality and student learning? If so, please explain and advise.
Yes. The librarians should place more emphasis on student evaluation at the end of instruction sessions. They
may be doing this but student satisfaction was mentioned once on page 14 of the Self-Study and an example of
an instruction evaluation form was not included in the Self-Study or the appendix.

5.

DIVERSITY

5.1

The program demonstrates a commitment to diversity in its curriculum, student and faculty
composition.

5.2

Do you recommend changes to the commitment of diversity? If so, please explain and advise.

Evaluation
E, S, N, or U
E

No.

6.
6.1

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT
The library and student support resources are current and adequate to meet student and faculty
needs.

Evaluation
E, S, N, or U
S

The LibQUAL data indicates that graduate students and faculty believe the collection, both
print and database, are weak.
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6.2

The laboratory facilities and support are adequate to meet student and faculty needs.

S

The focus group data and the LibQUAL data indicate students would like enhancements to the
libraries’ facilities. See answer to 3.6 above.
6.3

The program has accurately identified and prioritized the program’s most pressing resource
needs.

E

Yes. The most pressing are funding to improve collections, both print and databases, and to
improve the libraries’ facilities, as well as to hire 2.5 librarians.
6.4

The program’s student recruitment and retention processes are adequate.

6.5

Overall program administration is efficient, effective and meets professional standards.

6.6

Do you recommend any changes to strengthen the program’s current administration, support, and resources
(including possible reallocations of resources from current program operations to fund new budgetary needs)?

N/A
E

To achieve full integration of information literacy into the curriculum, it will be necessary to hire 2.5 librarians.
The Dean of Libraries must hire two additional librarians: an Assessment Librarian (first priority) to assist with
instruction, assessment, and reference duties, and an entry-level librarian to assist with the work at the graduate
campus libraries (second priority). The Dean must also hire one part-time (permanent) reference/instruction
assistant to provide continuity in assisting with reference, instruction, and portfolio assessment. The University
will have to provide funding for these important positions.

7.
7.1

PROPOSED CHANGES
The proposed changes are responsive to the program’s most important needs.

Evaluation
E, S, N, or U
E

Yes. Without the 2.5 new librarians, growth of the IL program will be impossible. The
collection weaknesses must be remedied to provide students with the proper resources to do
assignments and research. The renovation of the Payson Library is important because the
library is small for a university library and new student-centered features are needed. Also,
many peer institutions, such as Chapman University, Loyola Marymount University, Santa
Clara University, and CSU San Marcos, have built new libraries. Nationally there are several
spectacular new library buildings, such as Seattle University, North Carolina State University,
and the University of Denver.
7.2

The program makes use of assessment results, institutional research data, and other
information obtained from students/alumni/employers as the basis of its proposed
improvements.

S

7.3

Do you recommend changes to the program’s proposed changes (Part C #11)? If so, please explain and advise.
No.

8. OVERALL PROGRAM SUMMARY
8.1
What are the major strengths and weaknesses of the program? In your formal report, please identify and cite the
evidence that supports your answer.
STRENGTHS
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1. The librarians have been developing an IL program for over 20 years.
2. The librarians reached 92 percent of first-year students with IL classes.
3. The librarians are working on IL for graduate students.
4. The liaison program and librarians’ strong relationship with faculty.
5. The information literacy program is designed to reach students in-person and virtually.
6. The librarians’ collaborative, team-oriented work-style has enabled them to do more with IL.
7. The librarians have designed SLOs and curriculum mapping, rubrics to assess bibliographies and papers, as
well as selected SAILS as the assessment test for students.
8. The formal inclusion of Special Collections in the IL program.
9. The Business Librarian is experimenting with the embedded librarian concept.
10. The connecting of co-curricular library lectures and displays with IL.
11. The desire of the librarians to focus on IL and students with disabilities.
WEAKNESSES
1. The librarians do not have access to the first-year students who take the Great Books
Colloquium and the Social Action Justice Colloquium.
2. The library, at the time of my visit, was not included in discussions about the revision of GE and the inclusion
of IL in the Research and Inquiry Module.
3. The librarians do not have a formal assessment plan.
4. The librarians must incorporate just-in-time tutorials and just-in-time support for IL to be effective to meet the
needs of all students.
8.2

What goals would you suggest the program set for the next five years (please list in order of priority, the most
important goal first) and how do these comport with those identified in the self study? In your formal report,
please identify and cite the evidence that supports your answer.
The goals below are the same as the ones that I listed in the formal report.
Directly Related to Information Literacy – Preface the statements below with “The librarian must . . .”
1. Decide, with a campus-wide perspective in mind, how to not only focus but integrate IL efforts so that this
work is scalable for the librarians
2. Advocate to get IL incorporated into the GE curriculum revision
3. Seek 100% IL inclusion for first-year students by having information literacy included in the Great Books
Colloquium and the Social Action Justice Colloquium
4. Develop a formal assessment plan for the library
5. Increase librarians’ involvement in upper division courses and capstone courses by integrating IL into the
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course sequence of a discipline
6. Team-teach with faculty on the integration of IL into the course sequence of a discipline, and/or work with
faculty in collaboratively designing effective library assignments
7. Hire two additional librarians: an Assessment Librarian (first priority) to assist with instruction, assessment,
and reference duties, and an entry-level librarian to assist with the work at the graduate campus libraries (second
priority)
8. Hire one part-time (permanent) reference/instruction assistant to provide continuity in assisting with
reference, instruction and portfolio assessment
9. Undertake further assessment of IL and use of SAILS (ensure that SAIL is deployed to First-Year students
and again in the third or fourth year to measure student learning) and form partnership with Institutional
Effectiveness and IT to accomplish this goal
10. Make librarians formal reviewers, alongside of the faculty, for the General Education Junior Writing
Portfolio Assessment project
11. Proceed with plans to redesign the instruction laboratory to make it more suitable for active learning
12. Continue to enhance and develop the graduate student IL program and move instruction from the classroom
level to the curriculum level
13. Plan to incorporate IL into distance learning courses (designing tutorials may be a part of this work)

8.3

NOTE: Additional recommendations appear in the report.
What are the most realistic and important strategies the program can use to achieve the highest priority goals?
For achieving integration of information literacy in the curriculum, the most important strategy is for the
librarians to work with the faculty and key administrators on campus. The Dean of Libraries must make the case
to University administrators for more funding for collections, the needs for the library renovation to take place,
and the necessity to hire an additional 2.5 librarians.

8.4

What goals would require additional resources? What level of resources would these goals require? How might
the program secure these resources?
The new librarian positions, the collection enhancement, and library building renovation will require additional
resources. The hiring of the new librarian positions might be achieved through an incremental hiring approach
over two or three years. This means that 1 or 1.5 librarians might be hired one year with a goal of hiring the
other full-time librarian the second year or by year three. The collection weaknesses can be corrected through an
influx of one-time money for purchasing books and some databases. The cost for the building renovation must
be determined by the architectural firm.
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1. Introduction
Internal context
Pepperdine Library Information Literacy Program for students in Seaver College
Pepperdine Library’s Information Literacy program began taking formal shape in the
1990’s. During this decade, the term “information literacy” first became part of the
librarians’ daily language, and the practice, similarly, first was introduced in libraries. A
search on the term “information literacy” in the Library Literature & Information Science
Index database shows that the earliest appearance in the literature was 1985. The
database returns 43 citations between the 1985 and 1990 publication dates. From 1991
to 2000, 340 citations appear, reflecting steady but slow integration of the concept.
However, in the 2001 to 2010 range, 1448 entries on the topic reveal robust research
interest on the topic. Using the information literacy competencies established by the
CSU Information Competence Project and the Association of College & Research
Libraries draft of Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education[i] as
models, the Pepperdine University librarians spent significant time crafting an
Information Literacy Program. In keeping with the terminology current during the late
1990s, the competencies included goals and skills to be learned by the students in
order to meet those goals. As terminology has changed, Pepperdine librarians have
revised the program document accordingly, for example, listing Goals, Outcomes, and
an Implementation Strategy. In the following decade, librarians working at the graduate
campuses contributed the section on competencies to be achieved by students
completing a graduate degree.
Beginning in the summer of 1997, the Payson librarians restructured the First-Year
Experience which includes First Year Seminar, Great Books Colloquium and SAAJ
(Social action and justice colloquium) library instruction sessions to address the
information competencies identified as essential for first year students. Because there
were too many to cover in one session, a virtual catalog tutorial and a virtual library tour
were created. An online quiz identified points to cover further in the library session. An
in-class exercise was structured to reinforce important skills. Specific skills, including
distinguishing between scholarly journals and popular magazines and evaluating
information found on the Internet, were focused on in English 101 library sessions while
others were reinforced in Speech 180.
In October 2002, Payson librarians met with Dr. Erika Olbricht, Associate Director of
General Education and Henry Gambill, Director of Assessment, to discuss information
literacy standards and the new General Education program in development at Seaver
College. Dr. Olbricht concluded that the library’s information literacy program would
ensure that the GE information literacy skills were achieved, namely, “Students who
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graduate from Seaver should be able to identify, access, manipulate, use, and present
information from a variety of sources and media.”[ii]
In January 2009 the librarians began formulating a plan to assess information literacy
outcomes. They decided to continue using the results of the quizzes and in-class
exercises and to begin assessing student papers and bibliographies. Pepperdine
undergraduates are required to submit four papers in their Junior Writing Portfolio and
the librarians were able to work with Dr. Theresa Flynn, Director of the JWP project, to
gain access to the online portfolios. A rubric was created to evaluate the
bibliographies.
Pepperdine librarians continue to monitor changes to the first-year curriculum and make
appropriate changes to library instruction. When a cadre of instructors determined to
offer a ‘Faith and Reason’ option for first-year seminar participants, the librarians
analyzed the syllabus and made appropriate adjustments to the library visit, such as
demonstrating reliable sources for streaming videos of famous speeches. In the Fall of
2011, Seaver College received a grant from the Keck Foundation to implement a new
initiative entitled "Developing the Undergraduate Student as Scholar: An Institutional
Approach to Early Student Engagement." Payson librarians responded by
strengthening library instruction for students participating in these Keck Research Firstyear Seminars with added emphasis on topics such as literature reviews, annotated
bibliographies, and how to identify scholarly publications.
Beginning in the 2011/2012 academic year, the librarians began to work on subject
specific student learning objectives tailored to each major. Each subject liaison
examined the identified research and writing intensive courses for each division, and
developed the appropriate learning outcomes..
With the implementation of the newly acquired LibGuides product in fall 2010, librarians
began transferring information from print handouts to easily-assembled web-pages.
These electronic guides offer students simple yet intuitive organization of library
resources by tabs within a discipline. Librarians now create LibGuides, promoted as
InfoGuides by the Pepperdine Library, for specific classes, instructors, disciplines,
programs and micro-topics, such as the guide for doctoral students on finding “Surveys,
Scales an Measurements.” InfoGuides are available 24/7, cannot be misplaced by the
students, and can be linked to instructor’s class websites. Moreover, they are easily
accessible to all librarians providing one-to-one instruction at the reference desk or
while answering student questions via chat, phone or email. Most of the supplementary
information included in the online virtual tour is provided in InfoGuide tabs, as is the
information formerly provided in the online catalog tutorial.
2

[i]

These standards were approved by the Board of Directors of the Association of College and Research
Libraries (ACRL) on January 18, 2000 and were also endorsed by the American Association for Higher
Education (October 1999) and the Council of Independent Colleges (February 2004). A PDF of this
document is available: http://www.ala.org/acrl/sites/ala.org.acrl/files/content/standards/standards.pdf
[ii]

“Opportunities for Liberal Learning in the Twenty-First Century,” by the Blue Ribbon Commission on
Liberal Learning in the Twenty-First Century, is available at
http://seaver.pepperdine.edu/dean/links/blueribbonreport.pdf

Graduate Campus Programs
In 2009, the graduate campus programs were brought into the Information Literacy
project, and incorporated into the overall information literacy plan. The graduate
librarians developed learning goals and skills, specifically for masters’ and doctoral level
programs. These sections were significantly shorter than those outlined for the
undergraduates because these higher level goals and skills were intended to be
mastered in addition to all the skills required for undergraduates.
The graduate librarians met with deans or associate deans in each of the graduate
programs (GSEP, SPP, GSBM) to determine the best way to deliver information literacy
instruction to all students in all the programs. The decision was made to identify one
course in each program wherein IL instruction would be introduced. Faculty in each
program were consulted to help identify such an appropriate, mandatory course.
Special Collections/Archives
While the Pepperdine University Libraries have held rare books and archival documents
for many years, the special collections department was not managed by a professional
librarian until 2008. In the fall of 2009, an information literacy and instruction program in
the department was initiated. Outreach was conducted throughout the year to raise
awareness of the availability of the instruction program, and several sessions were
taught. The number of instruction sessions held per year has steadily grown over the
past three academic years. Several professors now have standing appointments to
bring their classes in to special collections every year, and each year, new classes are
added. With the rest of the information literacy program in the libraries, the special
collections department began using LibAnalytics in the fall of 2011 to track information
about the instruction sessions that were held in the department. In the summer of 2012,
learning outcomes specific to special collections instruction were drafted and will be
applied to future instruction sessions.
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Information Literacy instruction via reference assistance: Seaver College
(Payson Library)
Payson Library Reference: An additional form of information literacy instruction is
represented by the one-on-one interactions that take place between students and
librarians in the form of individual student requests for research assistance. This can
occur utilizing several different methods of communication aside from the traditional inperson, face-to face meeting at the library’s physical reference desk. Up until 2011, the
Payson Library offered circulation and reference desk services at separate desks.
These two service points were merged during the summer of 2011 into one central
location, identified and marketed as the iPoint, to provide more convenient services
since students could receive research assistance, circulation help and course reserves
from a single desk. One reference librarian at a time staffs the IPoint. The 54 hour
weekly service is shared by eight librarians. Librarians are on-call for assistance 20
additional hours for a total of 74 hours a week of coverage at the Payson Library.
Librarians have been available for help via telephone for many decades, and, more
recently, (1999) email, (2005) chat, (2007) Skype, and (2009) texting. Presently, the
library offers 37 weekly hours of chat-reference service. This service is available to all
library patrons, including alumni, faculty and staff; the hours are shared by 8 librarians,
including three graduate campus librarians. In 2011 librarians additionally began using
a resource-sharing software called JoinMe to facilitate meeting electronically with
students. This tool allows the librarian to share his/her desktop with up to 10 students
at a time, who log in remotely. Students who do not reside locally can observe, via their
home computers or laptops, how the librarian navigates to databases, conducts
research in the databases, creates bibliographies using the RefWorks tool, and more.
This software has been particularly useful when working with students enrolled in
Pepperdine’s distance programs. Finally, in 2012, Pepperdine libraries introduced a
searchable knowledge base of reference/research questions for both students and
librarians to consult. A wonderful benefit to both, this database can save students’ time
by allowing them to quickly look up an answer to their research question, providing the
question has been asked and answered before. Librarians can, likewise, look up
answers to 1. oft-asked questions with complicated answers already composed in the
knowledge-base, 2. questions relating to disciplines outside of the librarian’s expertise
3. any question answered by another librarian, to learn about possible different research
approaches or responses to students. Our aim is to efficiently accommodate students
wherever they are, using the communication tool they find most comfortable and
appropriate for the research they need to conduct.
Embedded Reference assistance
Business reference librarian Marc Vinyard has been embedded over the last academic
4

year in the Seaver business division, spending approximately 4 hours per week
assisting faculty and students with research needs in the CCB building. Additionally,
liaisons are electronically embedded in Sakai Courses websites via posted Infoguides.
Drescher Campus Library IL
The Drescher Graduate Campus lLbrary serves students enrolled in the Graziadio
School of Business and Managment (GSBM), GSEP’s day-format MA Psychology
program, and the Graduate School of Public Policy (SPP). At this location, a total of
439 students are enrolled in classes: GSBM – 324, GSEP – 96, SPP – 115.
The library’s posted reference hours are Monday-Thursday 8am to 4pm, and Friday
11am to 7pm (a total of 40 hours). Students may also utilize chat, email and texting
reference options that are available to all students.
One librarian, Lizette Gabriel, is employed at this library. As the liaison to both the SPP
and GSBM, Ms. Gabriel travels several times monthly to three other graduate
campuses (Westlake Village, Encino, and WLA), and annually to the Northern
California, Santa Clara, campus to teach information literacy classes. She also works
alternate Saturdays at the WLA Campus Library.
West Los Angeles (WLA) Graduate Campus Library IL
The WLA Graduate Campus library serves students in the GSBM and GSEP. At this
location, a total of 1000 students are enrolled in classes: GSBM – 638 (although 236
are in programs that meet mostly offsite for classes), GSEP – 978.
This library’s posted reference hours include Monday - Thursday: 1:00pm - 9:00pm
Friday: 10:00pm - 6:00pm, and Saturday: 10:00am - 5:00pm. (a total of 47 hours).
Students may, of course, also utilize chat, email and texting reference options that are
available to all students.
One librarian, Maria Brahme, is employed full time at this library to offer reference
services, though she receives help from the Drescher campus librarian on alternate
Saturdays. Two full-time support staff members and 12 weekly hours of student
workers manage circulation and other clerical duties. As the Liaison to GSEP, Dr.
Brahme travels several times monthly to three other graduate campuses (Westlake
Village, Encino, and Drescher), to teach IL classes and introduce library services at
New Student Orientation sessions. She also assists a few times each term with IL
instruction for GSBM students.
Encino Graduate Campus (EGC) Library IL
The EGC library serves students in GSBM and GSEP. At this location, a total of 490
students are enrolled in classes: GSBM – 190, GSEP – 202.
This library employs a full time paraprofessional, Krista Pannell, to assist with research.
As mentioned elsewhere in this report, though Ms. Pannell does not hold an MLS, she
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does have an MA in Education, earned at Pepperdine’s GSEP. She is an excellent and
enthusiastic trainer. Assistance is available at all hours the library is open: MondayThursday 2:30Ppm to 10:30pm, Friday 11am to 7pm, Saturday 9am to 5pm (a total of
47 hours). Students may, of course, also utilize chat, email and texting reference
options that are available to all university students. These services are only staffed with
professional librarians. On rare occasion, Ms. Pannell will teach an IL class if no
librarian is available.
Irvine Graduate Campus (IGC) Library IL
The IGC library serves students in GSBM, and GSEP. At this location, a total of 562
students are enrolled in classes: GSBM – 262, GSEP – 304.
This library’s posted reference hours include Monday - Weds: noon - 7:00pm; Thursday
noon - 10:00pm
Friday: 12:00pm - 6:00pm, and Saturday: 9:00am - 5:00pm. (a total of 46 hours). This
library employs one full time librarian, Toby Berger, and a half-time staff, Eliana Ruiz, to
provide reference assistance. Ms. Ruiz, though hired into a staff position, does hold an
MLS. One full time staff position manages circulation services and clerical duties. In
addition, 20 student worker hours provide further circulation support.
Ms. Berger teaches all information literacy courses at this campus.
External context
The information literacy program at Pepperdine University Libraries serves the entire
Pepperdine community, including faculty, staff, and students at all five schools, with
primary focus on the academic work of faculty and students. The libraries meet the
research needs of all programs, divisions, and majors, including both full-time and parttime students, as well as on-campus and distance students.
Secondarily, the information literacy program serves those in the Malibu community and
the greater Los Angeles region through special tours and library sessions on a wide
array of topics. For more information on these frequent and varied events, see the
Programming-Payson Library, and Programming –Special Collections sections listed
under the Additional Learning Experiences heading later in this document.
As we develop our information literacy program, all of these areas are carefully
considered. Through our liaison program, our librarians have cultivated specialized
affinities and expertise in the various schools and programs, and they use this
knowledge to contribute to the development of the information literacy program,
including specialized learning outcomes for the various constituencies as well as
learning models and practices that fit the unique needs of each audience.
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While the information literacy program is customized to respond to the needs of the
various areas of our broad service community, we also work to ensure that the program
is cohesive and standardized. Much of this is done through reliance on professional
standards in the field, as well as through close collaboration amongst the librarians.
The libraries are closely connected with both regional and national professional
organizations that influence the information literacy program. The Association of College
and Research Libraries (ACRL), which is a division of the American Library Association
(ALA), is the most important professional organization for our context. ACRL provides
various standards and best practices, vetted by the professional community, that direct
our information literacy program. Most significantly, ACRL’s “Information Literacy
Competency Standards for Higher Education” have guided the development of our
program (see above). Our librarians also receive training through other national
organizations such as LOEX (Library Orientation Exchange). The librarians serve the
library field through reporting on our information literacy efforts in professional
presentations and papers. Later in this document details about how librarians discuss
and develop new pedagogic approaches and techniques will be described.
Mission
In direct support of the broader university mission to Prepare students for lives of
purpose, service and leadership, the library vision states: “We respond to our mission
by providing our faculty, students, alumni, and community partners with the best
possible access to knowledge. The libraries are a global gateway to information and a
cornerstone for 21st-century learning, teaching and research at Pepperdine. Our aim is
to build dynamic collections and facilities, offer personalized service, and foster a
community of lifelong learners of students, faculty, alumni, and friends.” To see how the
library goals align with the university mission, refer to Appendix A.
Goals
Pepperdine University Library Dean, Mark Roosa, articulates the library’s goal in his
welcome statement on the library website, “As the information universe continues to
evolve, our goal is to remain responsive to users’ needs by providing seamless access
to both print and digital resources essential for learning, teaching and research. In
pursuit of this goal, we strive to make a positive impact in the lives of our students and
faculty so they are equipped to change the world.” https://library.pepperdine.edu/about/
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2. Analysis of Evidence
Evidence of program quality
Learning Outcomes and Curriculum Mapping
This section lists the library’s Information Literacy Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs),
written by Pepperdine librarians, as mentioned in the introductory section of this SelfStudy/program review. The SLOs are presented in two categories: general outcomes,
applicable to all students, and discipline-specific SLOs for students in respective
divisions or departments. Additionally, librarians have written separate outcomes for
students in our graduate programs.
The library’s general SLOs, for both undergraduate and graduate students, can be
found on the library website by following this path: click on the “Research” button on the
main navigation bar, click on “Information Literacy Program,” select the “Information
Competencies” link. Or use this URL:
http://library.pepperdine.edu/research/tips/information-literacy/competencies.htm
Discipline-specific SLOs are listed on the following website:
See Appendix A for the complete list of Student Learning Outcomes and Curriculum
Mapping
Alignment of Program
See Appendix B for aligning course, program and school/college learning outcomes.
Students
Profile of students at Pepperdine University - Introduction
Because the library’s information literacy program aims to reach all 7,539 students in all
university programs, the student profile encompasses all Pepperdine students. Of
course, this includes the complete range of individuals enrolled at Pepperdine
University. Loosely described, this group is represented by undergraduates, graduates
(master’s and doctoral level), residential, commuter and distance format courses and
programs, as well as us citizens and international students with student Visas. The full
range of ages, ethnicities, prior degrees and other student demographics are described
on the Office of Institutional Effectiveness (OIE) website. The details are collected
annually on the Common Data Set page, listed under the OIE data warehouse link.
http://services.pepperdine.edu/oie/data-warehouse/common-data-set.aspx
At the Graduate campuses, the specific programs offered for the most part, identify the
populations served by the library. Further demographic details of these students can be
found on the OIE website as well as within the individual program reviews written by the
Graduate Schools and Departments.
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Drescher Graduate Campus Students
Drescher students include GSEP psychology students in the daytime format full-time
Master’s program. SPP students, likewise, are full-time. The 324 GSBM students
attending programs at this at Drescher include:
186 (MBAR )Full time MBA students,
107 (MS) students from the Master of Science programs (either in Entrepreneurship,
Applied Finance, or Global Business),
9 (JDM) students enrolled in the full time, joint JD and MBA program,
6 (MBMP) enrolled in the joint MBA and Public Policy master’s
16 (IMBA) International MBA students
24 students enrolled as non-degree/exchange students

Full descriptions of these programs can be found on the GSBM website:
http://bschool.pepperdine.edu/
WLA Graduate Campus Students
GSEP students in WLA include weekend, evening and full-day workshop courses (the
latter mainly for hybrid/distance programs: HybridDis.) in Education Master’s, Education
Doctorate, Psych MA and Psych Doctorate studies.
Education programs (Local)
110 EdD Organizational Leadership
94 EdMA students
Education HybridDis programs:
64 EdD in Learning Technologies
68 EdD Leadership Administration and Policy
30 EdD in Organizational Change
72 EdD Global Access programs in Organizational Leadership
20 EdMA in Learning Technologies
43 EDMA in Social Entrepreneurship
Psychology Programs:
278 MAFT Clinical Psychology
91 MA Psych
147 (PsyD) Psychology Doctorate
Graziadio students at the WLA campus include:
264 (MBFE) Fully Employed Master of Business Administration
31 (MBAJ) Joint Bachelor of Science in Management and Masters of Business
Administration
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21 (MSML) Master of Science in Management and Leadership (for part-time students)
9 (MSEN) Master of Science in Entrepreneurship
117 (BSM) Bachelor of Science in Management
1 (MBA) Masters of Business Administration
though the following groups meet both on and off campus, they are technically counted
as part of the WLA population
125 (EMBA) Executive MBA
40 (P/KE) Presidents and Key Executives MBA
71 (MSOD) Master of Science in Organizational Development
Encino Graduate Campus Students
GSEP students in Encino include weekend, evening and full-day workshop courses for
Ed Master’s, and Psychology Master’s students.
Education programs (Local)
26 EdMA students
Psychology Programs:
130 MAFT Clinical Psychology
44 MA Psych
Graziadio students at the Encino campus include:
86 (MBFE) Fully Employed Master of Business Administration
13 (MBAJ) Joint Bachelor of Science in Management and Masters of Business
Administration
4 (MSML) Master of Science in Management and Leadership (for part-time students)
3 (MSEN) Master of Science in Entrepreneurship
84 (BSM) Bachelor of Science in Management
1 (MBA) Masters of Business Administration
Irvine Graduate Campus Students
GSEP students in Irvine include weekend, evening and full-day workshop courses for
Ed Master’s, Education Doctorate, and Psychology Master’s students.
Education programs (Local)
65 EdD Organizational Leadership
Education programs :Dis Hybrid
1 EdD Leadership Administration and Policy
1 EdD in Organizational Change
Psychology Programs:
165 MAFT Clinical Psychology
45 MA Psych
Graziadio students at the Irvine campus include:
122 (MBFE) Fully Employed Master of Business Administration
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15 (MBAJ) Joint Bachelor of Science in Management and Masters of Business
Administration
17 (MSML) Master of Science in Management and Leadership (for part-time students)
2 (MSEN) Master of Science in Entrepreneurship
106 (BSM) Bachelor of Science in Management
1 (MBA) Masters of Business Administration
note: EMBA classes meet occasionally on this campus

Westlake Village Graduate Campus Students
There is no library at the WLV campus. Graduate liaison librarians Maria Brahme and
Lizette Gabriel travel to this campus to teach IL sessions. Books requested from other
Pepperdine campuses are delivered daily by courier. WLV students’ reference and
research questions may be answered by phone, chat, and email.
GSEP students at this campus include MA Education students
14 EdMA students
Graziadio students at the Westlake campus include
57 (MBFE) Fully Employed Master of Business Administration
4 (MBAJ) Joint Bachelor of Science in Management and Masters of Business
Administration
3 (MSML) Master of Science in Management and Leadership
There is no library at the WLV campus. Graduate liaison librarians Maria Brahme and
Lizette Gabriel travel to this campus to teach IL sessions. Books requested from other
Pepperdine campuses are delivered daily by courier. WLV students’ reference and
research questions may be answered by phone, chat, and email.
Two additional meeting locations are used by the Graziadio school for class sessions,
however there are no libraries or courier delivery services at these sites. These
students are, by all definition, distance students.
Pasadena Encino Co-Location
10 (MBFE) Fully Employed Master of Business Administration
Westlake Village-Santa Barbara
46 (MBFE) Fully Employed Master of Business Administration

Curriculum and Learning environment
As the introductory section to this document illustrates, Pepperdine librarians continue
to assess and update the library’s information literacy program on a broad scale,
reviewing program curricula and evolving discipline trends. Additionally, emerging and
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improving technologies and software allow librarians to interact with more students, with
increasing efficiency and ease. During the fall of 2012, a new chat/email reference
program was introduced, called LibAnswers. This software allows students to submit
chat, text or email questions easily, and allows librarians to create a knowledge base of
responses to questions that students are able to search for quick information. Librarians
are, moreover, able to gather numerous statistics on the types of questions asked, the
exact time of day and the types of students submitting questions.
Librarians also actively experiment with various tools to improve the delivery of
information and assistance to students. Marc Vinyard, for example, explored the use of
Jing, creating quick instructional mini-videos to email students. These videos could
illustrate logging into a database, requesting a book, or creating a search in a database,
to name just a few uses.
Maria Brahme and Lizette Gabriel were two librarians who have used the online
meeting software called JoinMe. This product allows several students to remotely view
the librarian’s desktop on their own laptops while all are in voice contact via telephone.
The librarian can both explain how to research a certain topic while simultaneously
demonstrating the search visually on the computer. This tool has been used with some
success with distance students as well as students who request help from their local
homes or offices.
Peer Institution literacy programs
For evidence of information literacy programs at peer institutions, please refer to
Appendix C
Assessments used of librarian teaching effectiveness: peer evaluations,
scholarship on issues of teaching, student satisfaction, discussions of pedagogy
Pepperdine teaching librarians hone, assess and improve their skills in a number of
ways.
Many take advantage of professional associations’ offerings of continuing education
opportunities.
Sally Bryant, Mary Ann Naumann, and others are members of SCIL (Southern
California Instruction Librarians), a special interest group of CARL (California Academic
and Research Libraries), a regional ACRL group. In addition to participating in this
organization’s events, Ms. Bryant and Naumann have presented at SCIL conferences.
Several librarians also attend LOEX conferences. This spring, LOEX of the West was
held in Burbank, CA. Sally Bryant, Melinda Raine, Mary Ann Namann and others
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attended. Elizabeth Parang has attended this conference in the past. Other local
events include the Southern California Electronic Library Consortium (SCELC) Vendor
Day, Colloquium day, and newly added Research Day. Pepperdine librarians are
always robustly represented at these highly informative sessions, that also draw
librarians from all over California and other South Western states. It is a great
opportunity, furthermore, to network and explore new teaching and research tools
offered by vendors. Other conferences and events attended by librarians include:
ACRL, California Library Association (CLA), CNI, College and Research Libraries
(CARL), CLIR, Distance Library Services Conference, EduCAUSE, Internet Librarian,
NASIG, Society of California Archivists, Southern California Electronic Library
Consortium (SCELC) Colloquia and Vendor Day, Special Libraries Association (SLA),
WASC workshops. Additionally, Librarians frequently attend webinars and streaming
video versions of presentations and workshops offered by these and similar
organizations.
Pepperdine librarians are fortunate to be located in close proximity to several
universities that offer Master’s degrees in Library and Information Science, and
consequently, lectures, workshops, colloquia, and wide-ranging professional learning
events are easily accessible. Lizette Gabriel and Maria Brahme recently took
advantage of an IL assessment clinic taught by IL expert, Joan Kaplowitz at UCLA.
Lizette Gabriel also attended a Business Reference Resources workshop at UCLA.
Mary Ann Naumann attended a similar American Library Association Preconference in
July, 2012.
Whenever possible, Pepperdine librarians make an effort to co-teach IL sessions,
and/or to sit in on each other’s presentations to learn from and/or offer feedback to one
another.
Pepperdine librarians enthusiastically encourage each other in their educational
pursuits. Lizette Gabriel is finishing up her MBA in Pepperdine’s GSBM, and many
librarians have volunteered to cover shifts and teach classes on her behalf so that she
could attend lectures. Maria Brahme received collegial encouragement and support
while pursuing her EdD in Educational Technology.
Eager to share tips and to learn from each other, Pepperdine librarians additionally hold
meetings to discuss teaching techniques and share best practices. At a recent
instruction meeting/workshop, one librarian, Mary Ann Naumann demonstrated how she
teaches the concept of peer review via a play format that includes participation of
student in the classes.
Pepperdine librarians further share ideas online. An InfoGuide simply entitled
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“Conferences” was created for librarians as a space where reports from conferences
and workshops could be posted and shared. This effectively serves as a convenient
space for librarians to communicate asynchronously with each other about lessons
learned at conferences, from classes taken, lectures attended, and/or any other
extracurricular learning in which they engage.
Assessments used of librarian teaching effectiveness…peer evaluations, scholarship on
issues of teaching, student satisfaction, discussions of pedagogy
Pepperdine librarians enthusiastically encourage each other in their educational
pursuits. Lizette Gabriel is finished up her MBA in Pepperdine’s GSBM in December
2012, and many librarians volunteered to cover shifts and teach classes on her behalf
so that she could attend lectures. Maria Brahme received collegial encouragement and
support while pursuing her EdD in Educational Technology.
Eager to share tips and to learn from each other, Pepperdine librarians additionally hold
meetings to discuss teaching techniques and share best practices. At a recent
instruction meeting/workshop, one librarian, Mary Ann Naumann demonstrated how she
teaches the concept of peer review via a play format that includes participation of
student in the classes.
Additional learning experiences for students:
Academic Center for Excellence (ACE)
The Payson Library Academic Center for Excellence (ACE) facility described more
thoroughly in the “facilities” section later in this report, offers a wealth of tools for the
development of student information literacy in the area of technology familiarity and
expertise. ACE provides a single location for academic support, including assistance in
research, writing, speech, presentation, and media production, as well as subject
tutoring. It is designed to be both high-tech and high-touch. The setting is a comfortable
and flexible space for students to engage in learning. This space also supports a peerto-peer teaching and learning model, offers skills workshops, and is available to
students when they want it most, late at night.
Internships – Special Collections and Archives
The Special Collections and University Archives offers for-credit internships for
Pepperdine students as well as for local graduate students in library science. The
internships focus on the learning experience of the students, and introduce students to
the principles and practice of archives, preservation, or rare book librarianship through
readings, discussions, and hands-on projects. Each student has an opportunity to
explore special collections work through a specific project that matches their interest.
Many of these students come from the history department, and the internship exposes
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the students to primary source research from a new perspective. We work with the
history faculty to provide these internships.
Programming - Payson Library
At the Payson library, a robust, relevant and varied series of colloquia, book talks,
seminars and presentations serve as extracurricular enhancement of Information
Literacy, and introductions to research and scholarship for students and faculty. Faculty
describe research, authors present their books and talk about the writing process, poets
read their works and discuss the creative life and process. The 2011-2012 year was
focused on diversity and featured nearly 30 presentations in Payson Library. These
included a reading and remarks by Maxine Hong Kingston; Ambassador Tony Hall
speaking on world hunger; a reading and discussion of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have
a Dream" speech by actor Felix Justice; a symposium entitled "Borders of Faith," which
explored how the Abrahamic faiths impact American foreign policy, featuring Dr. Arieh
Saposnik, UCLA's Israel Chair; an Irish Poetry Jam, presentations by Father Eric Hollas
and others on The Saint John's Bible, and much more. Recently, media strategist, Don
Ringe spoke about voter I.D. laws and their potential impact on the 2012 election
campaign. Dan Schnur, Director of USC's Jesse Unruh School of Government,
analyzed the presidential campaign, and scholars such as Dr. Lori Anne Ferrell and Dr.
Darryl Tippens spoke on the 400th anniversary of the King James Bible. Such events
occur with great frequency. Often, several presentations appear on the library website
schedule each week. Highlighting the library’s commitment to this effort, Ken
LaZebnik’s role, as Director for Library Advancement and Public Affairs, is principally to
orchestrate this kind of programming.
Programming – Special Collections and Archives
Complementing the programming at Payson Library, the Special Collections and
University Archives sponsors several events per year that highlight the rich research
resources housed in the collections, and expose students, faculty, and the community to
the value of preserving our cultural heritage and conducting research utilizing primary
source materials. Each year, the Special Collections hosts a three-day open house for
Pepperdine’s Bible Lectures. This open house regularly draws several hundred visitors
over the three days. Other events highlight new collections that have been recently
opened for research or recently installed exhibits. The librarians in the department are
frequently asked to speak at events for local community groups on a variety of topics
related to the library’s collections. Finally, many groups, both those associated with
Pepperdine and those from the community, regularly schedule customized tours of the
special collections to see the various collections, including the collection of historic
surfboards and the Saint John’s Bible.
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Programming – Graduate Campus Libraries
Librarians at the Graduate campuses have organized a series of Colloquia entitled
Student To Scholar. The central idea of these events is to create a forum where alumni
and current students can showcase academic, professional, and or philanthropic
accomplishments. Student To Scholar was created to inspire and encourage current
students to do the same, as well as provide the “how-to” via presenters’ stories.
Additionally, the colloquia provide alumni and student-presenters a chance to practice
public speaking and, moreover, become an accomplishment in themselves that the
presenters can add to their Cvs.
Presentations have included, for example, Leo Mallette, graduate of GSEP’s
Organizational Leadership doctoral program, who discussed his book, “Writing for
Conferences.” Alezandra Russell, Seaver college graduate, talked about her
experience starting a nonprofit in Thailand. Her organization, Urban Light, assists
teenage boys escape the world of human trafficking.
The Student To Scholar colloqia series has been offered at the West Los Angeles, and
Drescher Campus Libraries.
Displays – Payson library, Special Collections
Displays created by the Special Collections and University Archives department serve
as out of the classroom learning experiences for students and others, and raise
awareness of the resources available to students that may enhance their academic
work. Over the past three years, displays have taken several formats. Small one-case
exhibits have highlighted rare books and archival documents and have been designed
to coordinate with significant events on campus. These exhibits are usually on display
for several weeks or months, and include descriptive captions so users can browse at
their leisure. One-day or multi-day open houses in the special collections department
have highlighted many more materials, including especially rare and valuable
documents, and allow students and others to view the materials up close. Although
these open houses include descriptive captions, they also offer the benefit of a librarian
who is on hand to further discuss the materials with the visitors. Finally, in the fall of
2012, four museum-quality cases were purchased to be utilized for special collections
displays. These cases will allow more materials to be displayed for longer amounts of
time. The current exhibit is entitled “Becoming America: An Exhibit of Colonial
Documents,” and it opened in October 2012. Occasionally, displays are positioned
outside of the library, accommodating a wider or more specific audience. For example,
at a recent Pepperdine faculty conference, a case was placed in the lobby of Elkin’s
auditorium, the venue used for key presentations of the conference. All attendees filed
past the display on their way in and out of the meeting hall, enjoying the items gathered
specifically in support of the conference theme.
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Displays – Graduate Campus libraries
Displays at the Graduate campus libraries also function to enhance information literacy
for library patrons embracing entertaining and scholarly foci. A varied program of
displays has included holiday themed displays, scholarly themes, displays supporting
campus speakers, and more. Holiday displays often reveal how research databases
and library collections can provide both amusing and fascinating facts and research
related to holidays. For example, a recent Thanksgiving display included articles about
raising turkeys as well as turkey-cartoons, and facts about thanksgiving celebrations
across the united states, and, finally, holiday recipes. All excavated from library
research databases; each piece identified what journal and what database supplied said
article. The 2011 and 2012 Halloween displays at the West Los Angeles Campus
Library have included large installations created by local artists in honor of the Dia de
Los Muertos event. Library patrons enjoyed the large and colorful displays and could
pick up a brochure and bookmark, describing the purpose, symbolism, and various
traditions of the celebration in Mexican culture. These displays, cosponsored by the
Pepperdine library and the student chapter of the California Association of Bilingual
Educators also reflect the library and university’s efforts to enhance cultural diversity
education and understanding. Other examples of displays include the Encino campus
library display assembled by Krista Pannell that included publications (books and
articles) authored by faculty on that campus, and their portraits. A final example, this at
the West LA campus, highlighted famous Psychologists and their authored books,
available in the library collection.
Electronic InfoGuides
The Pepperdine Library Website offers students hundreds of research guides, which
describe research tools suitable for different disciplines, classes, as well as sources
recommended by specific instructors. The guides, which are all linked to the Library
Website, can include numerous different features, including direct links to research
databases, newsfeeds, lists and images of books, videos, suggestion “boxes,” and
more. Many of the guides have been posted directly in Instructors’ Sakai sites,
providing convenient access at a web-location frequented by students. Many times,
students will come in to the library and comment to the librarian, “oh, I saw your picture
in Sakai.” This is a wonderful way to help students keep the library in mind, and also for
students to “meet” their liaison librarian and learn to whom they should turn for help with
research.
A Business & Economics (B&E) guide created by business librarian Marc Vinyard, for
example, offers 10 different webpages. These individual pages are organized by tabs
covering different, specific topics relevant to B&E. Some of these topics include:
Company Research, Industry Research, Market share, Economic Data, International
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Information, and Organizational Behavior. The Company Research page is divided into
several different fields or boxes, which offer help on researching different types of
company information. These different sub-topics include: Company Financial Data,
Researching Private Companies, Investment Information, and Directories. Each of
these boxes offers lists of databases, and other resources that can be helpful in locating
the data on the specific sub-topic. The cover-webpage (identified as “home” on the tab)
for this B&E Infoguide describes the purpose of the guide and how it will help the
student, includes profile information about Marc Vinyard and how to contact him, offers
a relevant RSS newsfeed, a Google Scholar Search Box, and a Pepperdine Library
Twitter feed.
Librarians create Infoguides for all classes they teach, most often working with the
instructors to build guides that include the most relevant and appropriate research tools
for class assignments.
The Infoguides make several different kinds of information available to students and
other library patrons. For example, one guide is dedicated exclusively to helping
patrons understand how to use the RefWorks citation-management database. Another
guide provides access to Library Electronic Class Reserves. Named the “Online MBA”
guide, one is designed specifically for the Graduate Business School’s new, and
completely online, program. For this new program, the library also created various
instructional videos, welcoming and ntroducing students to the library these are
embedded in the online MBA website.
The Infoguides offer students, and other patrons, convenient means of developing IL
skills on their own time and in their own, chosen location. As a result, they are
especially useful IL tools for distance students.
Large Scale Assessment projects
Focus Group Assessments
From January thru March 2008, the University Libraries conducted focus groups of
Payson undergraduate students, international programs alumni, GSEP and GSBM
students in order to determine library and information needs. While needs varied by
program and location, some common themes emerged. Students preferred online
resources over print resources. One exception to the preference for online resources
was the students’ desire for the library to purchase required textbooks. The helpfulness
of librarians was appreciated by every constituency. Additionally, the students wanted
more opportunities for library instruction from librarians and online tutorials. Many library
locations were not always conducive to studying because of, noise and shortages of
space.
For additional outcomes from the focus group assessments, please see Appendix D
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LibQual Assessments
Pepperdine University Libraries’ LibQUAL Survey – Fall 2010
In the Fall of 2010, Pepperdine University Libraries surveyed current students, faculty and staff
at Pepperdine University (excluding the Law School) about their perceptions and expectations of
the services provided by the Library. The Library did so by administering the LibQUAL+
survey which was developed and tested by the Association of Research Libraries and has been
administered by over 1000 libraries world-wide. This is the Library’s second administration of
the LibQUAL+ survey – the first LibQUAL+ survey was conducted in 2007. The library
received 1,598 responses to the 2010 LibQUAL Survey, a substantial increase from the 877
responses received in response to the 2007 survey.
LibQUAL + is a standard assessment tool (survey) that aids libraries in “identifying best
practices, analyzing deficits, and effectively allocating resources.” LibQUAL+ does this by
measuring, “library users’ minimum, perceived, and desired service levels of service quality
across three dimensions: affect of service, quality of collections, and library as place.” The
LibQUAL+ survey consists of 22 standardized items and 5 locally selected items. Demographic
information is collected and survey respondents are able to compose open-ended comments.
LibQUAL - Key Findings
The results of the 2010 LibQual+ Survey indicate that overall, Pepperdine students, faculty, and
staff perceptions about the quality of Library services fall between their minimum expected level
of service and their desired level of service. Of the three dimensions measured, Affect of Service
(or quality of service) was the closest to the desired level of service. Quality of Collections and
Library as Place were both perceived as closer to the minimum level of service and farther from
the desired level. Faculty rated several Quality of Collections survey items as below their
minimum service level and this suggests that additional funding for collections (both print and
electronic) would assist the Library in meeting this Faculty need. This finding is consistent with
the concerns voiced by Faculty in the 2007 LibQUAL+ survey. A notable change for Faculty
between 2007 and 2010 is in the dimension Library as Place. For Undergraduates, none of the
surveyed items or dimensions were rated as falling below their minimum expected level of
service. However, like Faculty and Graduate students, Undergraduates perceived each of the
items related to Quality of Collections as closer to their minimum than their desired level of
service.
For more informationabout the LibQUAL assessment see Appendix E.

Survey of Graduating Students’ opinions of Library Services
Every year, graduating students are asked to fill out a survey reflecting their personal educational
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experience in various areas. The survey results that follow have been extracted from the overall
surveys and exclusively include students’ remarks about library services. This data is
collected by Pepperdine’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness.
In this report, OIE focused on collecting data pertaining to library use and satisfaction by
students at Pepperdine University. Recent survey data exists for Seaver College,
Graziadio School of Business and Management (Graziadio) and Graduate School of
Education and Psychology (GSEP). Data for Seaver came from the College Senior
Surveys of the UCLA Higher Education Research Institute (HERI), while data for
Graziadio and GSEP came from the Noel Levitz Adult Student Priorities Survey. All
surveys were administered in Spring 2012. This information may be used for annual
assessments and program reviews.
SEAVER COLLEGE
Table 1. Seaver graduating students' responses on library usage, Spring 2012
Since entering College,
how often have you: used
the library for research or
homework

Pepperdine University

Nonsectarian, Catholic,
Other Religious 4yr
Colleges*

Private Universities

Frequently

55.5%

59.7%

60.1%

Occasionally

38.7%

35.8%

36.2%

Not at all

5.8%

4.5%

3.7%

Total (n)

607

4,210

17,710

Note: *This category represents three combined groups: nonsectarian 4yr, Catholic 4yr, and other
religious 4yr colleges
Source: UCLA HERI College Senior Survey Spring 2012

Table 2. Seaver graduating students' responses on electronic access of library resources,
Spring 2012
Since entering College,
how often have you:
accessed your campus'
library resources
electronically
Frequently

Pepperdine University

71.3%

Private Universities

66.9%

Nonsectarian, Catholic,
Other Religious 4yr
Colleges*

65.9%
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Occasionally

25.9%

29.5%

30.5%

Not at all

2.8%

3.6%

3.6%

Total (n)

607

4,210

17,698

Note: *This category represents three combined groups: nonsectarian 4yr, Catholic 4yr, and other
religious 4yr colleges
Source: UCLA HERI College Senior Survey Spring 2012

Table 3. Seaver graduating students' responses on satisfaction with library facilities, Spring
2012
Please rate your
satisfaction with your
college in each area:
Library facilities

Pepperdine University

Nonsectarian, Catholic,
Other Religious 4yr
Colleges*

Private Universities

Very satisfied

19.4%

32.0%

26.1%

Satisfied

48.4%

46.2%

47.4%

Neutral

22.1%

15.5%

18.4%

Dissatisfied

7.6%

4.7%

6.3%

Very dissatisfied

2.4%

1.7%

1.8%

578

3,815

16,619

Total (n)

Note: *This category represents three combined groups: nonsectarian 4yr, Catholic 4yr, and other
religious 4yr colleges
Source: UCLA HERI College Senior Survey Spring 2012

GRAZIADIO SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

Table 4. Graziadio students' responses to the statement, "Library resources and services
are adequate for adults", Spring 2012
Program

n

Importance

Satisfaction

Gap

21

BS in Management

81

6.67

6.22

0.45

Joint BSM and
MBA

37

6.24

6.55

-0.31

Fully Employed
Master of Business
Admin

251

5.99

5.85

0.14

Full-time Master of
Business
Administration

182

6.25

5.72

0.53

Master of Science in
Organizational
Development

16

6.57

6.21

0.36

Master of Science in
Management and
Leadership

24

6.50

6.09

0.41

Master of Science in
Applied Finance

29

6.14

5.59

0.55

Graziadio (overall)

656

6.22

5.91

0.31

National adult
students

92,945

6.26

5.46

0.80

Note: Responses on importance and satisfaction are on a scale of 1(lowest)-7(highest). Data on national
adult students are averaged from ASPS responses from September 2008 through May 2011. This national
comparison group is used by Noel Levitz for ASPS institutional surveys administered from June 2011 to
May 2012. National adult students include both graduate and undergraduate students who responded to
the ASPS.
Source: Noel Levitz Adult Student Priorities Survey (ASPS)

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

Table 5. GSEP students' responses to the statement, "Library resources and services are
adequate for adults", June 2012
Program

n

Importance

MAEd with
Teaching Credential

18

6.59

Satisfaction

6.00

Gap

0.59
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coursework
MAEd only

10

6.33

5.78

0.55

EdD in
Organizational
Leadership

60

6.49

6.41

0.08

EdD in Learning
Technologies/Educat
ional Technology

19

6.67

6.47

0.20

EdD in Educational
Leadership

22

6.58

6.33

0.25

MA Clinical
Psychology (evening)

103

6.39

5.92

0.47

MA Psychology

48

6.46

5.83

0.63

PsyD

33

6.41

5.53

0.88

MA in Social
Entrepreneurship
and Change

18

6.35

6.24

0.11

GSEP (overall)

366

6.47

6.03

0.44

National adult
students

90,254

6.30

5.53

0.77

Notes: Responses on importance and satisfaction are on a scale of 1(lowest)-7(highest). Data on national
adult students are averaged from ASPS responses from September 2009 through May 2012. This national
comparison group is used for institutional surveys administered from June 2012 to May 2013. National
adult students include both graduate and undergraduate students who responded to the ASPS.
Source: Noel Levitz Adult Student Priorities Survey (ASPS)

SAILs Assessments
The Standardized Assessment of Information Literacy Skills (SAILs), developed and tested at
Kent State University, is a knowledge test for undergraduate students. The test includes
45 questions, and is based on ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards. The
Pepperdine University library is currently conducting this assessment.
https://www.projectsails.org/Background
The SAILs initiative at Kent State aimed to develop an instrument for standardized
assessment of information literacy skills. From the outset, a standardized tool was
envisioned that would be valid and reliable; contain items not specific to a particular
institution or library but rather assesses at an institutional level. The instrument would
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be easily administered; and provide for both external and internal benchmarking. As a
result, SAILs offers the ability to measure information literacy skills, gather national
data, provide norms, and compare information literacy measures with other indicators of
student achievement.
The skills examined using this assessment include: developing a search strategy; selecting
finding tools; retrieving and evaluating sources; documenting sources.
Test FAQs
Logistics:
For the cohort test, each student will answer 45 questions, which are randomly pulled
from the larger item bank
Most students complete the cohort test within 35 minutes
Web-based – students take the test entirely online
Cohort test benchmarks: Pepperdine students’ performance is compared to that of
other universities
Does not provide individualized student performance data or analysis
Optimally need at least 200 students.
Pepperdine testing to take place in Fall 2012, results in Spring 2013.
SAILs implementation at Pepperdine University:
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Initial Findings from SAILs assessment at Pepperdine University (summary)
1. Pepperdine students performed better on all of the assessed skills than students at
other institutions in our cohort group
2. Pepperdine students scored highest on: Developing a research strategy and Using
Finding tool features
3. Pepperdine students scored lowest on: Documenting sources and retrieving sources

Applying the results of the findings (summary)
The SAILs results will enable librarians understand in what aspects our IL program is
succeeding, and to most effectively focus IL teaching in the areas needed among
Pepperdine undergraduate students in the ways described below:
1. Integrate activities into the classroom that allow students to locate materials in the
library
2. Help students navigate across databases to full-text articles
3. Implement a flipped classroom strategy with interactive tutorials completed prior to
class sessions, allowing more time for active learning in class
4. Use InfoGuides to have students create online bibliographies
Student Learning and success
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Introduction
A variety of assessments, both formative and summative, both direct and indirect, are
used by librarians to understand the effectiveness of teaching techniques and of
students’ information literacy competence. Megan Oakleaf, has published extensively
on information literacy and learning assessment. In her 2011 Library quarterly article,
she lists key tools available for well-rounded assessments of student learning. Her
suggestions include, “ tests, rubrics, and performance/artifact
assessments…observations, interviews, focus groups, surveys and artifact analysis”
(Oakleaf, 2011, p. 75). Pepperdine library appraisals of student learning have included
all of these tools, as this program review will demonstrate.
Seaver College information Literacy assessments
From the Introduction; p.1 of this report
In October 2002, the Payson librarians met with Dr. Erika Olbricht, Associate Director of
General Education and Henry Gambill, Director of Assessment, to discuss information
literacy standards and the new General Education program then been created by
Seaver College. Dr. Olbricht concluded the library’s information literacy program would
ensure that the GE information literacy skill was achieved, namely, “Students who
graduate from Seaver should be able to identify, access, manipulate, use, and present
information from a variety of sources and media”
In January 2009 the librarians began formulating a plan to assess information literacy
outcomes. They determined to continue using the results of the quizzes* and in-class
exercises and to begin assessing student papers and bibliographies. Pepperdine
undergraduates are required to submit four papers in their Junior Writing Portfolio and
the librarians were able to work with Dr. Theresa Flynn, Director of the JWP project, to
gain access to the online portfolios.
*this quiz, used for years, was accessible online and required students to respond to
each question in order to progress to the next page. Outcomes were electronically
delivered to the librarian upon completion of the quiz. It is no longer in use and has
been removed from the library website.
Library Junior Writing Portfolio (JWP) Assessment
Librarians developed a rubric to use in assessing JWP papers (see Appendix F for more
information about the rubric, about the JWP and analyses of the scoring). Access to
Junior Writing Portfolio submissions was arranged for librarians for Fall 2007, Spring
2008, Fall 2008 and Spring 2009 student papers. Please note: the portfolio
assessments were halted for a period of years while the library assessed a portion of
our Information Literacy program. Librarians have since resumed assessing portfolio
papers, and more data will be forthcoming.
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Number of portfolios available to the library:
Fall 2007 – 491 portfolios
Spring 2008 – 204 portfolios
Fall 2008 – 372 portfolios
Three librarians were responsible for rating the portfolio papers. Inter-rater reliability
among them was established at the beginning of the project by comparisons and
discussions of ratings selected for a small number of student papers.
Google Docs spreadsheets were used as a central place for coding. This allowed
librarians to easily collaborate, view each other’s ratings, and work simultaneously.
Furthermore, updates were immediately updated, and accessible from anywhere.
The Google spreadsheets included the following data: student's name, major, number
of research papers in portfolio, course number of graded paper, course instructor, and
date paper submitted.
Librarian comments on spreadsheets included: whether the papers were good or poor,
if no works were cited in the paper, if discipline allows for less variety of sources (e.g.,
history papers citing mostly books; psych/com paper citing only journal articles), and if
student clearly used library databases.
"Grades" for each of the 3 elements of the rubric were also recorded(clearness of
topic/search statement, variety of sources, completeness of citations); each element
graded as 0, 1, 2
This project provided librarians with profoundly useful data about student information
literacy, usage of library research tools, and clear evidence of continuing need for IL
instruction.
In-class, formative assessments:
“One minute challenge” This technique involves the teaching librarian challenging
students, in the middle of an IL session to recall and write down one or more facts
presented. For example, “name three databases mentioned this morning.”
“Peer-review play” This is an activity where 2 or three students role play the peer
review process in an IL class-session led by the librarian. The class is asked to
comment on the play in terms of what they think about the process, the perspectives of
the reviewers, and next steps for the researcher.
Graduate campus student assessments
Graduate campus librarians have developed rubrics to score reference lists from
student research papers. These rubrics, attached below, have been used to
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Rubric designed to assess graduate student projects:
Assessing Graduate Student Reference Lists
Scale:
5-6 Points: Exceptional
3-4 Points: Acceptable
1-2 Points: Partial
0 Points: Unacceptable
Areas to be evaluated
A. Search/Topic Statement (Goal 3)
0 - Lacking
1 - Identifiable with some effort, not easily understood
2 -Easily identifiable, clearly expressed
B. Variety of sources (i.e., journals, books, online)
(Goals 4 & 5)
0 - No sources listed
1 - Only one or two types of sources
2 - Variety of sources
C. Scholarly quality of sources used
0 - no or very few peer-reviewed sources
1 - partial use of scholarly sources
2 - majority of sources of scholarly/academic quality
D. Currency of sources
0 - Sources dated
1 - minority of sources new; imbalance of publication dates
2 - Good balance of publication dates reflecting focus on current research with a
consideration for historic material as well.
E. Correct/Complete citations (i.e., are there elements that indicate how to locate the
material?)
0 - Neither correct nor complete
1 - minor errors - pretty close
2 - Correct/Complete citations in bibliography and in-text/footnotes/endnotes
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Summative assessment of graduate level IL session:
Multiple choice quizzes, are given to students in GSEP and GSBM at the end of an
information literacy session. Questions on the quiz reflect SLOs developed by librarians
for the specific program. Upon handing the completed quiz to the librarian, each
student receives an answer key. It is interesting to note that students most often
eagerly review the answer sheet and comment to their classmates. As a result, the
answer key serves as an additional learning tool. Please see appendix I for sample
quizzes and answer keys.
Use of quizzes as Pre-test
Occasionally, instructors will report to the librarian that their students feel they are
adequately informed about research tools and do not need an IL session. In such a
case, the quizzes (see Appendix I) can be used as a pre-test. Should the students
score poorly on the test, the instructor can decide to schedule an IL session regardless
of the students’ claims. Of course, the students will also realize that they aren’t as
informed as they assumed.
Formative assessments of Graduate Students
Graduate students are asked to collaborate on exercises involving finding information
or a type of article in the library databases. (see Appendix J for sample in-class
exercises). Following the exercise, students present what they have learned (“teach
back”) to their colleagues. These sessions are often lively as the students “take control”
of the classroom.
Dissertation reference list assessment project.
One the WLA campus, Maria Brahme has begun a project to assess the scholarly
content of Pepperdine dissertation reference list. A rubric was created, in collaboration
with GSEP faculty member Doug Leigh. UCLA GSEIS Information Studies students
conducted the assessments of reference lists. The project was halted for some time
due to time limitations.
Faculty/Staff
All Pepperdine librarians have earned Master’s degrees in Library Science from
institutions accredited by the American Library Association . Many librarians also
possess additional degrees that align with their liaison & teaching subject area. Please
see Appendix G for Librarian CVs.
Library faculty who teach and/or answer reference questions:
Toby Berger:
BA, University of Colorado;
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MLS, Simmons College.
Rank: Associate Librarian
Maria Brahme:
BA Graphic Design, UCLA;
MLS, UCLA, Beta Phi Mu Honor Society;
Ed.D. (specializing in Educational Technology), Pepperdine University, Graduate
School of Education and Psychology:
Rank: Librarian
Sally Bryant:
BA, Asian History, Bates College;
MLIS, San Jose State University;
MA, International Relations (Specializing in China and Japan) American University,
Washington, DC.
Rank: Senior Assistant Librarian
Lizette Gabriel :
B.A., History and Spanish Literature, UCLA;
MLIS, UCLA.
MBA, Graziadio School of Business and Management, Pepperdine University .
Rank: Senior Assistant Librarian
Kevin Miller:
B.A. Anthropology (Ethnomusicology, Minor), University of Florida, Highest
Honors;
M.A. Ethnomusicology, UCLA;
Ph.D. Ethnomusicology, UCLA, Dissertation title: “A Community of Sentiment: IndoFijian Music and Identity Discourse in Fiji and its Diaspora.”;
MLIS, UCLA.
Rank: Assistant Librarian
Mary Ann Naumann
MLIS, University of California, Los Angeles
JD, University of California, Los Angeles School of Law
BA, Political Science, summa cum laude, Arizona State University
Rank: Senior Assistant Librarian
Melissa Nykanen
Rank: Senior Assistant Librarian
BA , English, Trinity International University, Deerfield, IL
MSLIS University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Rank: Senior Assistant Librarian
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Elizabeth Parang:
B.S. in Secondary Education, Western Montana College;
MLS, University of Washington School of Librarianship.
Rank: Librarian
Melinda Raine:
BA, English, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa;
MLS, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa..
Rank: Associate Librarian
Marc Vinyard,
BA International Studies, University of Washington, Magna Cum Laude;
MLS, University of Washington, Beta Phi Mu honor society.
Rank: Senior Assistant Librarian
Grace Ye:
Diploma of Electronics and Computer Science, Nanjing University;
MS, East Asia Electronic Publishing, Nanjing University;
MLIS, McGill University, Canada.
Rank: Associate Librarian
Library staff who teach and/or answer reference questions:
Krista Pannell:
BA, MA in Education, Pepperdine University. Krista Parang teaches an occasional
class only if a librarian is not available to travel to the Encino campus the particular night
on which a session is requested
Katherine Stewart
Katherine does not hold academic degrees, however, she has over 25 years of
experience working in and managing corporate and company libraries. Katherine only
works on Saturdays. She does not teach classes, but answers reference questions in
the library.
Eliana Ruiz:
BS, History and Spanish, University of California Riverside, Riverside, CA
MLIS, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
Diversity of faculty.
Library faculty include 9 women, 2 men, 9 caucasians, , one Asian-American and one
Latina.
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B Evidence of program viability and sustainability
Demand for the program
Portions of this essay also appear in Appendix A: alignment with university mission
Demand for Information Literacy instruction.
A number of factors offer assurance that the demand for Information Literacy Instruction
in higher education will both continue and, in fact, increase into the future. In requesting
this Program Review, WASC acknowledges the significance of the practice and
promises a robust outlook for IL. Moreover, Laura Saunders’ 2008 review of standards
from all six regional accreditation bodies “revealed that all of them mention information
literacy within their standards” (p. 305). Significantly, Saunders found, this was an
increase from 2002 when only three of the same organizations included this
requirement. (p. 308)
The Pepperdine libraries’ information literacy teaching program has demonstrated
robust numbers of classes and students taught over the last several years. In addition
to support for the demand of IL described in the literature review below, and WASC
requirements above, the steady and generally increasing demand among teaching
faculty requesting librarians to meet with their students reflects faculty recognition of the
significance of this work.
Year

Number of students taught

Number of classes taught

2006

2084

107

2007

2428

142

2008

2,211

133

2009

3938

214

2010

3785

197

2011

3900

201

2012

3576

211
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Research assistance requests (traditionally described by librarians as reference
questions)
Semi-annual counts of reference questions answered prior to installation of analytics
software. Prior to 2012, when the Summary of Instructional and Research Support
Activities (SIRSA) software was acquired, each campus library collected statistics for
two, two-week periods annually. Parameters identifying research questions (as distinct
from directional or quick & simple, “ready-reference” or directional inquiries) were
somewhat looser at that time. A primary advantage of the SIRSA program is in
providing clearer definition of various types of questions.
Payson/Seaver

Wla

Drescher

Irvine

Encino

Fall 2008

488

115

93

235

35

Spring 2009

445

209

28

36

79

Spring 2010

398

82

42

32

XX

Fall 2010

430

130

xx

36

29

Spring, 2011

449

155

22

33

64

Record of reference questions answered after installation of analytics software

Sept-Dec
2012

Payson/Seaver WLA

Drescher

Irvine

Encino

Total

465

69

47

4

698

113

The literature supports anecdotal observations that the Internet has become an
information resource providing answers to questions previously answered by reference
librarians. Restaurant options, locations and reviews are provided by Yelp. Wikipedia
(though typically denounced by scholars as unreliable) offers global historical
information (on kings queens, battles, parliamentary procedures, dog breeds, musical
theory, and everything in-between). (Carlson, 2001; Horrigan & Rainey, 2006; Martell,
2008; Tyckoson, 2004) Professional associations, charity groups, government
organizations and just about every club and enterprise have websites describing their
services, missions, significance and achievements. Additionally, government and other
publicly funded organizations often make statistics (such as census data) available;
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universities frequently allow access to electronic, institutional repositories that may
include faculty research papers, digitized student dissertations, archived yearbooks and
photographic collections.
In addition to the vast data that is freely available, the Electronic World Wide Web is
also where proprietary electronic research databases reside, offering the full text of
scholarly journal publications covering all imaginable disciplines. Though many open
access publications are available without a fee on the Internet, most journal articles are
only accessible in subscription databases. (Corbett, 2011). The profound mix of
resources, types of data, co-residing on the Internet, as well as the malleability of said
data, raises concerns for many scholars. In William Badke’s (2010) essay on published
material’s manipulability in the online environment, he expresses concern about
students’ potential to ignore informational context. “Just learning the signposts that
distinguish a book from a journal article from an essay in a book can start the process of
recognizing that not all content is equal,” he writes. On the Internet, where peerreviewed articles, books, blogs, RSS Feeds and tweets often are rendered
indistinguishable, Badke maintains that “Students need to see the distinctions and
recognize the value of those distinctions” (p. 54). A year earlier, President Obama
(2009) expressed parallel concerns, “Over the past decade, we have seen a crisis of
authenticity emerge. We now live in a world where anyone can publish an opinion or
perspective, whether true or not, and have that opinion amplified within the information
marketplace. At the same time, Americans have unprecedented access to the diverse
and independent sources of information, as well as institutions such as libraries and
universities, that can help separate truth from fiction and signal from noise. (Para. 2)”
Digital natives, who have not experienced the life without the Web, tend to exhibit a high
level of comfort with information and communication technologies, and, not surprisingly,
also an inflated sense of their own competence regarding information literacy skills.
(Tenopir & Rowlands, 2007; Manafy, 2011; Prenksy, 2001; Houston, 2012; Zimmerman,
2012) This confidence, unfortunately, often causes individuals to assume they need no
assistance or instruction in research techniques and/or resources. In 2006, Bawden
and Vilar’s literature review of the ease of use of the Internet led them to conclude that
“Users believe that the web search is fast and easy providing immediate access to
information and giving them what they want” (p. 349) As many studies have shown,
however, computer literacy does not naturally equate to information literacy (Becker,
2012; McDonald, 2004; Messineo & DeOllos, 2005; Goodfellow, 2004, Tenopir &
Rowlands, 2007)
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Of course, scholars whose livelihoods depend on research and peer-reviewed
publishing, are keenly aware that information is, in fact, profoundly expensive. Articles
appearing in academic journals, for example, require months and years of writing
proposals, data gathering, analysis and writing, typically carried out by academicians
trained for decades at institutions of higher learning. In addition to the cost in terms of
professional time to produce the articles, scholarly research databases demand
expensive subscription fees. (Corbett, 2011) At Pepperdine University, for example,
the libraries spend roughly one million dollars annually on database subscriptions.
In 1994, Peter Drucker, legendary management theorist and scholar, described the
critical need for information literacy among business professionals, “... [they must] take
information responsibility: What information do I need to do my job? In what
form?...When do I need it? From whom? What information do I owe?” (Para.18 ).
Gathering information about the environment external to one’s company is essential to
business success, Drucker wrote, “Our biggest challenge will continue to be obtaining
this outside information so that we can make good decisions (para. 37)…Executives
need to make themselves and their businesses information literate” (para. 46). Over a
decade and a half later, President Obama (2009) elaborated on this perspective,
“Though we may know how to find the information we need, we must also know how to
evaluate it” (Para. 2). A study published in 2012 by Alison Head suggest that the need
to gather, assess and utilize quality information remains essential in the marketplace.
The Project Information Literacy’s Passage Studies, sponsored by the Institute of
Museum and Library Services (IMLS) and conducted in collaboration with the Berkman
Center for Internet and Society at Harvard aimed to discover information seeking
behaviors of college graduates transitioning into the workplace” (p. 1) Business
information literacy, as described by Drucker above, continues to demand professionals’
sophisticated appreciation for quality data, as well as the ability to interpret, assess and
apply findings. Simply locating information quickly on the Internet does not equal
business information literacy, findings revealed. Head interviewed 23 employers and
conducted focus groups with 33 recent college graduates. “…our findings suggest there
is a distinct difference between today’s graduates who demonstrated how quickly they
found answers online and seasoned employees who needed college hires to use a
combination of online and traditional methods to conduct comprehensive research”
(p.1).
in 2009, In view of economic recovery efforts of the time, and the dire need for
American business professionals & and enterprises to maintain a competitive edge, the
White House declared the month of October to be Information Literacy month. “Every
day, we are inundated with vast amounts of information. A 24-hour news cycle and
thousands of global television and radio networks, coupled with an immense array of
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online resources, have challenged our long-held perceptions of information
management. Rather than merely possessing data, we must also learn the skills
necessary to acquire, collate, and evaluate information for any situation.” (Obama,
para. 1) Almost four years later, January 2013, Sharon Weiner, Vice President of the
National Forum on Information Literacy (NFIL), declared on their website, “Governors in
twenty states have issued Information Literacy Awareness Proclamations…Another 17
states …and two territories are working on drafts to submit” (Para 1, 2012).
In conclusion, three central factors argue for the continued and growing need for
Information Literacy instruction into the future. First, all six regional college and
university accreditation organizations mention Information Literacy in their standards.
Secondly, the Pepperdine libraries’ information literacy teaching program has
demonstrated robust numbers of classes and students taught over the last several
years, both in-class and via individuals’ requests for research assistance. Finally, the
literature reveals that, digital natives demonstrate great comfort with technology. As
studies repeatedly show, however, “computer literacy does not naturally equate to
information literacy.”

Allocation of resources
Number of full-time faculty; Student-faculty ratio.
All teaching librarians work full time. Eleven librarians teach information literacy classes
to the Pepperdine student body.
Toby Berger teaches all students at the Irvine Graduate Campus. This includes a total
of 562 students.
Maria Brahme is library liaison to GSEP at four campuses. This includes a total of
1,359 students.
Sally Bryant is Liaison Librarian to Seaver College International Studies &Languages
Division; Screenwriting and Film Studies Department. She is responsible for 259
students.(2011 data)
Lizette Gabriel is library liaison to SPP and GSBM (except at the Irvine Campus). She
teaches a total of 1427 students.(2012 data)
Kevin Miller is liaison librarian to Sever College’s Music Department, which includes 116
students.(2011 figures)
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Mary Ann Naumann is library liaison to the Seaver College Natural Science Division.
This division includes 502 students (2011 figure).
Melissa Nykanen is Head of Special Collections and University Archives. She is the
library liaison to the Seaver Religion Division. This division includes 29 undergraduates
and 17 MA students, a total of 46 (2011 figure).
Elizabeth Parang is library liaison to the following departments: Seaver College African
American Studies Department, American Studies Department, Art Department, Art
History Department, Education Department, English Department, Literature
Department, Philosophy Department, Psychology Department, Sociology Department,
Theater Department, Writing & Creative Writing Department, and Women’s Studies
Department. These departments include 418 students. (2011 data)
Melinda Raine is liaison librarian to the Seaver College Communication Division and the
Political Science department. The communication department includes 535
undergraduates and 27 MA students =562; Political Science: 131, a total of 693
students (2011 figure).
Marc Vinyard is liaison librarian to the to the Seaver College Business Division, History
Department, and Economics Department. Students enrolled in these disciplines total
830 (2011 data).
Grace Ye is liaison librarian to the Seaver College Computer Science Department. This
department includes 16 students within the Natural Sciences Division (2011 figures).
Faculty review and evaluation processes
The complete Pepperdine Librarian Handbook is attached in Appendix H
Pepperdine Library faculty, in addition to the annual reviews conducted on all
Pepperdine employees by their supervisors, also follow a peer review and promotion
process described in the Pepperdine Librarian Handbook. Similar to the review,
promotion and tenure systems observed by the teaching faculty, and described in their,
respective, academic school handbooks, librarians apply for and proceed through a
number of ranks based on accomplishments and years of service. Unlike the teaching
faculty, however, librarians are not awarded tenure. The ranks are as follows:
Assistant Librarian
Senior Assistant Librarian
Associate Librarian
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Librarian
Promotion through the Associate rank is required of Pepperdine Librarians. However,
they may choose to not advance beyond the Associate Librarian rank, and can remain
at this rank indefinitely while employed at Pepperdine University.
Many forms of professional and service activities can be listed as accomplishments by
librarians seeking promotion. On page 17, the Librarian Handbook describes a variety
of activities as examples of accomplishments:
“The pursuit of excellence in academic librarianship is demonstrated in a librarian’s
ongoing commitment to academic, intellectual and creative activities. Areas of
evaluation include:











Publication of books, articles, research papers, exhibit catalogs,
scholarly book reviews, bibliographies, chapters contributed to
published books, articles contributed to compilations, handbooks
in an area of subject/language specialization or which relate to
professional matters, manuals in journals or university
publications;
Creation of procedure manuals, newsletters, brochures and
reference tools;
Editorship or acknowledged contributing editorial services for
professional or other scholarly journals, series, or compilations;
Creation, development, and implementation of courses in
librarianship or in one’s field of subject/language specialization;
Artistic and creative activities and works;
Professional lectures or presentations to the University or to
learned societies;
Presentation of papers at conferences;
Awards, grants, fellowships, honors; and
Advanced studies such as: (i) continuing education activities, (ii)
completion of advanced degrees in an academic discipline, and
(iii) completion of an advanced certificate or Ph.D. in librarianship
or
information
science.”

Professional development opportunities and resources for Pepperdine Librarians
Librarians each are offered $1000 per academic year to use for professional
development activities, including workshop or conference registration, travel and
lodging. Occasionally additional funds are available. If a librarian wishes to engage in
more activities requiring additional monies, he/she can submit a proposal to his/her
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supervisor describing the activity, cost and benefit. The Dean of Libraries makes the
final decision on such requests.
School-wide and co-curricular student opportunities
Described earlier in this report (starting on page 11, under the heading “Additional
Learning Experiences for Students”), school-wide and co-curricular opportunities
include the ACE learning facility and laboratory (see also page 22 of this report),
Library Programming and Displays, and student internships available in Special
Collections and Archives.

Facilities
Payson Library
The Payson Library, located on the Malibu Campus is the largest of Pepperdine’s
Libraries and primarily serves the undergraduate student population. Arranged into two
floors or levels, the library offers 13 separate study rooms of various sizes and
configurations. Small study rooms can be reserved by students online.
Two rooms may be described as laboratories, offering computer workstations. One of
these, arranged in a traditional classroom style, is used heavily by Payson librarians for
information literacy (IL) instruction. This room is also referred to as an Instruction
Laboratory and may, as a result, also be defined as a classroom.
Academic Center for Excellence
The second laboratory space housed in the Payson library is named the Academic
Center for Excellence (ACE). ACE provides a single location for academic support,
including assistance in research, writing, speech, presentation, and media production,
as well as subject tutoring. It is designed to be both high-tech and high-touch. The
setting is a comfortable and flexible space for students to engage in learning. This
space also supports a peer-to-peer teaching and learning model, offers skills
workshops, and is available to students when they want it most, late at night.
ACE is composed of six key components
1. The Research Services Desk
The first stage in the genesis of a student project is usually research. The desk will be
staffed by librarians and Library Ambassadors during peak hours. The mission of
Research Services is to engage users in their research pursuits.
2. Writing and e-Publishing Support
The existing Writing Center is housed in ACE. This program is supported by the
Director of the Undergraduate Writing Center and a cohort of student tutors.
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3. Speech Lab
The Speech Lab, part of the Communication Division of Seaver College, is also being
integrated into ACE. Undergraduates may record a speech, which upperclass and
graduate student tutors then view and offer critiques.
4. Media Suite
The library has partnered with the Center for Entertainment, Media & Culture to develop
a high-tech media editing and production lab within ACE. Workshops and tutoring in
audio/video production will also be available.
5. Tutoring
ACE provides collaborative tutoring spaces for all of the functions mentioned above.
These spaces may also be available for use by any academic department at Seaver
College that wishes to provide specialized tutoring help.
6. E-Scholarship
The Library has recently implemented an e-publishing platform for University
scholarship, and will offer specialized instruction in e-publishing and writing for
publication.
Programming Venues
The Pepperdine Libraries offer students and faculty a robust and relevant series of
colloquia, book talks, seminars and presentations that serve as extracurricular
enhancement of Information Literacy and introductions to research and scholarship.
The library space within the Payson library primarily used for this purpose is a study
area named the Kresge Reading Room. Easily accessible off of the main library lobby,
this area offers three major advantages for programming. First of all, it is easy for
attendees to find, secondly a substantial wall buffers noise from events, and finally, it is
removed from the main quiet study areas in the library and therefore does not generate
unnecessary traffic to disturb students studying.
Drescher Graduate Campus Library
The Drescher campus library, all on one floor, seats a total of 137 patrons. The main
study area, offering a mix of table seating and comfortable lounge chairs,
accommodates 62 persons. Ten study rooms along the perimeter of the library, each
seating 5 students, can be reserved online. One of these small rooms is outfitted with
equipment accommodating visually impaired students. Additionally, the library includes
a classroom seating 20. This room can be reserved by student groups where they may
practice presentations using overhead projection, or, alternatively, may be used for IL
instruction or, finally, as a programming venue. One full time librarian has an office,
and is employed, at this library. At this campus, IL teaching is done entirely in the
students’ departmental classrooms, not in the library classroom. At the graduate
campuses, librarians travel to the students’ locations for in-class instruction. The
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Drescher librarian, in addition to teaching IL in WLA classrooms, travels to four other
campuses to teach.
An ACE facility, similar to the one installed at the Payson Library, is currently under
discussion for the Drescher Campus Library as well.
WLA Graduate Campus Library
The West Los Angeles Graduate Campus Library accommodates students in the
Graduate School of Education and Psychology and in the Graziadio Graduate School of
Business and Management.
The library, all on one floor, seats a total of 103 patrons. The main study area includes
a mix of table seating, comfortable lounge chairs, and study carrels accommodating 78
students. Fivel study rooms seat up to five students at a time, and can be reserved
online. Two of these rooms are equipped with projection screens so that students can
practice presentations. Additionally, one of these study rooms includes equipment
accommodating visually impaired students. Two librarians have offices in the library,
although only one full time librarian is employed at this campus. The second librarian
alternates weekend shifts, working approximately every other Saturday. At the
graduate campuses, librarians travel to the students’ locations for in-class instruction.
The WLA librarian, in addition to teaching IL in WLA classrooms, travels to three other
campuses to teach. At the WLA campus, library programming, colloquia and such take
place in the campus’ classrooms.
Encino Graduate Campus Library
The library, all on one floor, seats a total of 53 patrons. The main study area includes a
mix of table seating, comfortable lounge chairs, and study carrels accommodating 37
students. Four study rooms seat up to our students at a time, and can be reserved
online. One full time staff, and one part-time, 8-hour per week staff, are employed at
this library and share one office. IL teaching takes place in the students’ classrooms.
Irvine Graduate Campus Library
The library, all on one floor, seats a total of 62 patrons. The main study area includes a
mix of table seating and comfortable lounge chairs accommodating 50 students. Three
study rooms each seat up to six students at a time, and can be reserved online. One
full time librarian has an office in the library. IL teaching takes place in the students’
classrooms.
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Learning Outcomes (General, Undergraduate)
Information Literacy Program - Information Competencies
Undergraduate - Orientation
Learning Outcome: The student is able to identify Pepperdine Library services and
collections and the personnel who help locate needed information.
Criteria:







The student is able to describe Payson Library as part of the larger network of
Pepperdine information sources and can explain the collection strengths of the
various Pepperdine libraries.
The student is able to locate specialized collections on a Payson Library floor
plan and both locate and explain the purpose of some primary service areas.
The student knows the Pepperdine ID acts as a library card, how long the loan
periods for materials are, and correctly identifies how to renew books online.
The student knows what to use as a network ID for access to electronic
resources.
The student will be able to locate a book, journal article, or other material placed
on Reserve by a professor.

Assessment: The student completes a Quiz after completing the Library Catalog
Tutorials
Learning Outcome: The student is able to physically locate information resources on a
given topic.
Criteria:





The student is able to locate identified journal articles in the Library.
The student is able to locate Payson Library books on the shelf by call number.
The student is able to explain how to get books/journals from Pepperdine Center
Libraries and how to complete a Pepperdine Campus Loan form.
The student is able to explain the function of Interlibrary Loan for obtaining
books/journal articles not owned by the Pepperdine Libraries.

Assessment: The student completes a Quiz after completing the Library Catalog
Tutorials
Instruction
Learning Outcome: The student is able to develop a plan for gathering information on a
topic.
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Criteria:







A library search strategy is planned and refined as the student is able to:
o state a topic either in a sentence or as a question
o identify main concepts in the question
o state the concepts as terms that may be searched
o develop a list of synonyms & related terms
The student is able to use the online catalog to locate a source which defines
and summarizes issues in the research topic.
The student is able to explain the benefits of using sources which summarize
topics.
o The student understands what the problems and issues are in the field.
o The student is able to identify and challenge assumptions/ biases as they
appear in a more specific source, such as a journal article or book written
by one or a few authors.
o The student is able to compare ideas expressed in a more specific source
to conventional wisdom, established scholarship, professional practice,
government policy, etc. Included in class discussion on evaluating
sources.
Using a source which summarizes the chosen topic, the student is able to identify
the main issues for the topic.

Assessment: Student completes exercise in class utilizing databases.
Learning Outcome: The student is able to identify print and electronic information
sources on a topic (book titles and journal article citations/abstracts/full text documents).
Criteria:






The student is able to identify and explain the four access points for information:
author, title, subject, and keyword.
The student is able to use Pepperdine's online catalog to identify materials held
by the Pepperdine Libraries.
o The student is able to search by title, author, subject, and keyword.
o The student is able to interpret the screen (find the call number, location
description, citation elements, subjects, material's format).
o The student is able to retrieve the longer description for a book.
o If the student does not know the official LC subject heading for a book, he
is able to do a keyword search, identify a useful/ appropriate item, and
then retrieve subject headings for that topic.
The student is able to identify journal articles on the given topic by using the
appropriate electronic database.
The student is able to define and give examples of truncation proximity, and fieldspecific searching.
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Assessment: Student completes exercise in class utilizing databases; librarian obtains
bibliographies created later in semester and evaluates. Librarians examine papers in
Junior Writing Portfolio to see that appropriate and varied library sources have been
utilized.
Learning Outcome: The student is able to further refine the research question.
Criteria:


After doing a preliminary search for information on the topic, the student is able
to narrow or broaden the topic question as necessary.
o Generally speaking, researching very broad, general topics, such as "the
causes of World War II" yield so much information that it is difficult to deal
with even in a term paper. The topic/ question needs to be more specific.
o On the other hand, a very specific and recent incident may not have much
written on it yet, so the student may need to look at the broader problem
or issue underlying the incident. First year students learn how to broaden
topic by utilizing synonyms, truncation, thesauri

Assessment: Student completes exercise which requires the student to write a research
topic or questions.
Learning Outcome: The student is able to evaluate sources of information, including
internet sources.
Criteria:








The student is able to explain differences between scholarly and popular journal
titles.
The student is able to evaluate a given book or journal article and can explain
inherent biases or limitations (e.g. look at author or organizational source of
information, date material was published, etc).
The student can differentiate between primary and secondary sources.
The student is able to know when it is appropriate to use internet sites for
research.
The student is able to evaluate information retrieved on the Internet.
The student is able to use a variety of different sources and not just rely on the
internet.

Assessment: Student completes exercise in class utilizing databases; librarian obtains
bibliographies created later in semester and evaluates. Librarians examine papers in
Junior Writing Portfolio to see that appropriate and varied library sources have been
utilized.
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Learning Outcome: The student understands information ethics: citing sources and Fair
Use Policy.
Criteria:







The student is able to identify the bibliographic elements essential for properly
citing an information source.
The student is able to apply appropriate ethical guidelines to the use and citing of
information.
The student can identify Pepperdine's Academic Integrity home page.
The student has an understanding of copyright and plagiarism. Classroom
discussion and decision tool
The student recognizes that existing information or raw data can be combined
with original thought to make new information.
The student understands that Pepperdine uses plagiarism detection software.

Assessment: Student completes exercise in class utilizing databases; librarian obtains
bibliographies created later in semester and evaluates. Librarians examine papers in
Junior Writing Portfolio to see that appropriate and varied library sources have been
utilized.
Undergraduate General Ed SLO (Student Learning Outcomes)
SL1: Learning Outcome: The student is able to identify Pepperdine Library services
and collections and the personnel who help locate needed information.
SL2: Learning Outcome: The student is able to physically locate information resources
on a given topic.
SL3: Learning Outcome: The student is able to develop a plan for gathering
information on a topic.
SL4: Learning Outcome: The student is able to identify print and electronic information
sources on a topic (book titles and journal article citations/abstracts/full text documents).
SL5: Learning Outcome: The student is able to further refine the research question.
SL6: Learning Outcome: The student is able to critically assess sources of
information, including internet sources, for accuracy, reliability and authority.
SL7: Learning Outcome: The student understands information ethics: citing sources
and Fair Use Policy.
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Undergraduate Curriculum mapping – General Information Literacy Instruction
SL1

SL2

SL3

SL4

SL5

SL6

SL7

Freshman
seminar

I,D

I

I

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

English 101

I,D

I

I

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

Great books
colloquium

I,D

I

I

I

I

I

I, D

SAAJ

I,D

I

I

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

One on one
I,D,M
appointments
in the library

I,D,M

I,D,M

I,D,M

I,D,M

I,D,M

I,D,M

Questions at
the reference
desk

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

chat

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Email
inquiries

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

Infoguide

i

D

D

D

D

D

D

I=INTRODUCE D=DEVELOP M=MASTER

Graduate
Learning Outcome: The student possesses sophisticated and in-depth knowledge of the
literature of a specific discipline.
Criteria:



The student is able to discuss special characteristics of the literature.
The student is able to discuss the scholarly communication process in the
discipline.
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Assessment: Sampling of bibliographies from target classes, theses, Capstone projects,
or dissertations.
Learning Outcome: The student is familiar with the major information resources in a
discipline.
Criteria:




The student is able to identify specific critical resources
The student is able to complete a research assignment using these sources.
The student is able to use advanced search techniques.

Assessment: Sampling of bibliographies from target classes, theses, Capstone projects,
or dissertations.
Learning Outcome: The student evaluates the reliability and significance of disciplinespecific information.
Criteria:



The student is able to critically assess sources of information, including internet
sources, for accuracy, reliability and authority.
The student is able to discuss the economic, legal, and social issues which affect
information in the discipline.

Assessment: Sampling of bibliographies from target classes, theses, Capstone projects,
or dissertations.
Learning Outcome (doctoral level students only): The student understands how
information literacy skills enhance his or her knowledge of the discipline and advance
new knowledge creation.
Criteria:


The student completes a work of original research.

Assessment: Doctoral dissertations
Graduate Programs – curriculum mapping
SL8: Learning Outcome: The student possesses sophisticated and in-depth
knowledge of the literature of a specific discipline.
Criteria:
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The student is able to discuss special characteristics of the literature.
The student is able to discuss the scholarly communication process in the
discipline.

SL9: Learning Outcome: The student is familiar with the major information resources
in a discipline.
Criteria:




The student is able to identify specific critical resources
The student is able to complete a research assignment using these sources.
The student is able to use advanced search techniques.

SL10: Learning Outcome: The student evaluates the reliability and significance of
discipline-specific information.
Criteria:



The student is able to critically assess sources of information, including internet
sources, for accuracy, reliability and authority.
The student is able to discuss the economic, legal, and social issues which affect
information in the discipline.

SL11: Learning Outcome (doctoral level students only): The student understands
how information literacy skills enhance his or her knowledge of the discipline and
advance new knowledge creation.
Criteria:


The student completes a work of original research.

Assessment: Doctoral dissertations
Graduate School of Education and Psychology
Graduate Programs – Education (MA)
orientation
Ed601

SL8
I
D

SL9
I
D

SL10
I
D

Ed611

D

D

D

I,D,M

I,D,M

One on one
I,D,M
appointments
in the library
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I,D
I,D
Questions at
the reference
desk
chat
I
I
Email
I,D
I,D
inquiries
InfoGuides
I
I
I=INTRODUCE D=DEVELOP M=MASTER

I,D

I
I,D
I

Assessment Planning

SL8
SL9
SL10

Direct evidence
quiz
quiz
quiz

Indirect evidence
In‐class exercise , observation in library
In‐class exercise , observation in library
In‐class exercise , observation in library

Analysis Reporting

Graduate Programs – Education (EdD)
SL8
I
D
D
I,D,M

SL9
I
D
D
I,D,M

SL10
I
D
D
I,D,M

SL11
I
D
D
I,D,M

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

I
I,D

I
I,D

I
I,D

I
I,D

Email
inquiries

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

JoinMe or other
webmeeting
software

I,D

I,D

I,D

I,D

I

I

orientation
Edd 739
Ed 745
One on one
appointments
in the library
Questions at
the reference
desk
chat
JoinMe or other
webmeeting
software

InfoGuides
I
I
I=INTRODUCE D=DEVELOP M=MASTER

Assessment Planning

SL8

Direct evidence
quiz

Indirect evidence
In‐class exercise , observation in library

Analysis Reporting
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
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SL9

quiz

In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL10

quiz

In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL11

Reference list
assessment

Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents

Graduate Programs – Psychology (MA)
SL8
SL9
orientation
I
I
Psy626
D
D
Psy603
D
D
Psy641
D
D
I,D,M
I,D,M
One on one
appointments
in the library
I,D
I,D
Questions at
the reference
desk
chat
I
I
Email
I,D
I,D
inquiries
InfoGuides
I
I
I=INTRODUCE D=DEVELOP M=MASTER
Assessment Planning

SL10
I
D
D
D
I,D,M

I,D

I
I,D
I

SL8

Direct evidence
quiz

Indirect evidence
In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL9

quiz

In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL10

quiz

In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL11

Analysis Reporting
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions

Graduate Programs – Psychology (PsyD)
SL8
I,D
I,D,M

PsyD790
One on one
appointments
in the library
Questions at
I,D
the reference

SL9
I,D
I,D,M

SL10
I,D
I,D,M

SL11
I,D
I,D,M

I,D

I,D

I,D
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desk
chat
I
I
Email
I,D
I,D
inquiries
InfoGuides
I
I
I=INTRODUCE D=DEVELOP M=MASTER

I
I,D

I
I,D

I

I

Assessment Planning

SL8

Direct evidence
quiz

Indirect evidence
In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL9

quiz

In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL10

quiz

In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL11

Reference list
assessment

Analysis Reporting
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions

Graziadio Graduate School of Business and Management
Graduate Programs –Business (MBA)
International
Business
MKT615
BSCI651
BSCI468
EMBA project
day
MKT658
Strategy619
ECNM477
ECMN670
Group appts. In
library
Individual appts.
in library
Questions at the
reference desk
chat
JoinMe or other
webmeeting
software

SL8
I,D

SL9
D

SL10
D

I,D
I
I
I,D

D
D
I,D
D

D
D
D
D

I,D
D
I,D
I,D
D

D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

D,M

D,M

D,M

D

D

D

I
I,D

I
D

I
D
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Email inquiries
D
D
phone
D
D
InfoGuides
I
I
Citation Style
I
I
handout
I=INTRODUCE D=DEVELOP M=MASTER

D
D
I
I

Assessment Planning

SL8

Direct evidence
quiz

Indirect evidence
In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL9

quiz

In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL10

quiz

In‐class exercise , observation in library

Analysis Reporting
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions

Graduate School of Public Policy
Graduate Programs – Psychology (MA)
orientation
Group appts.
In library
One on one
appointments
in the library
Questions at
the reference
desk
chat
Email
inquiries
InfoGuides
I=INTRODUCE

SL8
I
D

SL9
I
D

SL10
I
D

D,M

D,M

D,M

D

D

D

I,D
D

I,D
D

I,D
D

I
I
D=DEVELOP M=MASTER

I

Assessment Planning

SL8

Direct evidence
Capstone Proj

Indirect evidence
In‐class exercise , observation in library

SL9

Capstone Proj

In‐class exercise , observation in library

Analysis Reporting
Program review/internal
documents& discussions
Program review/internal
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SL10

Capstone Proj

In‐class exercise , observation in library

documents& discussions
Program review/internal
documents& discussions

Expected learning Outcomes for Specific Undergraduate Disciplines
International Studies
ISSLO1
Students should be able to construct a research question appropriate for
international studies.
ISSLO2

Students should be able to find resources for literary criticism.

ISSLO3

Students should be able to find resources for foreign language criticism.

ISSLO4
Students should be able to list the differences between scholarly and popular
publications in international studies.
ISSLO5
Students should be able to gather information from credible international studies
primary and secondary sources.
ISSLO6
Students should be able to select an appropriate documentation style and use it
consistently and correctly to cite sources.
ISSLO7
Students should be able to identify which database is best for their international
studies research (ie. Specialized vs. general)
ISSLO1

ISSLO2

ISSLO3

ISSLO4

ISSLO5

ISSLO6

ISSLO7

I

I

I

I

GSCL 199.04

I

INTS 497

M

D, M

D, M

M

M

M

M

French 370

M

D, M

D, M

M

M

M

M

GSCL 199.02

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Jewish
Cultures
GSCL 199.02
holocaust in
film and
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literature
INTS/COM
514

M

M

M

M

M

Individual
student
appointments
with librarian

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D, M

I, D

Questions at
Ref. Desk

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D, M

I, D

chat

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Email

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

Phone

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

I, D

Infoguides

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Citation
Style
handout

I

I
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documents
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Reference list assessment
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Film Studies
FSSLO1
Students should be able to construct a research question appropriate for
film studies.
FSSLO2

Students should be able to find resources to research a film or a director.

FSSLO3
Students should be able to list the differences between scholarly and
popular publications to evaluate film studies articles.
FSSLO4
Students should be able to gather information from credible film studies
primary and secondary sources.
FSSLO5
sources.

Students should be able to use MLA consistently and correctly to cite

FSSLO6
Students should be able to identify which database is best for their film
studies research (ie. Specialized vs. general)
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assessment

Screenwriting
SWSLO1
Students should be able to construct a research question appropriate for their
screenplay.
SWSLO2

Students should be able to find resources to research a screenplay or a director.

SWSLO3
Students should be able to gather information from credible screenwriting
primary and secondary sources.
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SWSLO4
Students should be able to identify which database is best for their screenwriting
research (ie. Specialized vs. general)
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Thesis
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Literature
LITSLO1
Students should be familiar with the three online sources of literary
critcism: MLA International Bibliography, Literature Resource Center, Literature Online
(LION).
LITSLO2
Students should be able to distinguish between primary sources and
seocndary sources.
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LITSLO3
Students should demonstrate the ability to request via InterLibrary Loan
materials not owned by Pepperdine.
LITSLO4

Students should be able to properly cite sources utilizing MLA format.
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Psychology
PSYSLO1 Demonstrate the ability to locate scholarly articles on psychology topics
using library databases.
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PSYSLO2 Demonstrate the ability to locate books and videos/DVDs on psychology
topics using the library catalog and to obtain titles not in Payson Library using the hold
function for other Pepperdine libraries or InterLibrary Loan for non-Pepperdine titles.
PSYSLO3 Locate dissertations on appropriate topics in psychology using a variety of
sources: the library catalog, the Dissertations & Theses database (ProQuest), and
PsycINFO.
PSYSLO4 Demonstrate correct citation using APA citation styles and understand the
importance of bibliographic citation as it relates to academic integrity.
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Psy 310
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PSYSLO 4

JWP assessment

observation in library

Program review/internal
documents

Sociology and Social Work
SSWSLO1 Demonstrate the ability to locate books on sociological topics using the
library catalog.
SSWSLO2 Demonstrate the ability to locate articles on sociological topics using
library databases.
SSWSLO3

List the differences between scholarly and popular publications.

SSWSLO4 Demonstrate the ability to request books/DVDs/articles through Interlibrary
Loan if they are not available from the Pepperdine Libraries.
SSWSLO5 Demonstrate correct citation using either the American Sociological
Association (ASA) style or the American Psychological Association (APA) style and
understand the importance of bibliographic citation as it relates to academic integrity.
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SSWSLO 2

Portfolio Assessment

SSWSLO 3

Portfolio Assessment

SSWSLO 4

Portfolio Assessment

SSWSLO 5

Portfolio Assessment

library
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library
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documents
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Communication
COMSLO1 List the differences between scholarly and popular publication as they
relate to the discipline of Communication.
COMSLO2 Demonstrate the ability to locate books and DVDs in the library related to
specific subjects in Communication.
COMSLO3 Demonstrate the ability to locate scholarly articles on Communication
topics using library databases.
COMSLO4 Demonstrate the ability to use linking software in order to locate full-text
articles across databases.
COMSLO5 Have the ability to request articles/books/DVDs via interlibrary loan if they
are not available from the Pepperdine Libraries.
COMSLO5 Describe the difference between primary and secondary sources of
information in Communication by giving examples.
COMSLO6 Demonstrate the ability to locate full-text speeches using library databases
and the Internet.
COMSLO7 Understand the difference between rhetorical analysis and a general
review of a speech.
COMSLO8 Know how to find information regarding the setting and context of an
historical speech.
COMSLO9 Demonstrate correct citation and understand the importance of
bibliographic citation as it relates to academic integrity.
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COMSLO 7

In‐class work

COMSLO 8

In‐class work

COMSLO 9
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Chemistry
CHSLO1
Understand scientific ethics and accountability; awareness of intellectual
property issues and developments in scholarly communication
CHSLO2
Be able to find chemistry-specific sources of background information (e.g.,
encyclopedias, review articles, etc.)
CHSLO3

Be able to find articles and other chemical literature

CHSLO4
understand the content and organization of databases (e.g., SciFinder
Scholar, Scopus, ACS Web Editions)
CHSLO5
conduct searches appropriate for each database (e.g., CAS RN, reaction,
structure, topic, author, etc)
CHSLO6

be able to find journal titles using CASSI

CHSLO7
Be able to search for chemical structures and know which databases
provide structure searching
CHSLO8
Be able to locate syntheses for compounds of interest using resources like
SciFinder Scholar
CHSLO9
Be aware of and be able to use reference books that contain basic and
comprehensive property information
CHSLO10

Be able to properly cite references according to the ACS Style

CHSLO11

Be aware of citation and reference manager software

CHSLO12

Be aware of professional standards of chemists (e.g., ACS Chemist Code)

CHSLO13

Be aware of research misconduct types and issues
CHSLO1

CHSLO2

CHSLO3

CHSLO4

CHSLO5

CHSLO6

CHSLO7

CHSLO8

CHSLO9
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Theater
THSLO1
Utilizing WorldCat Local, students should be able to locate monologues
and plays in Payson Library.
THSLO2
Students should demonstrate the ability to locate books and DVDs in the
library related to specific subjects in theatre.
THSLO3
Students should have the ability to request articles/books/DVDs via
interlibrary loan if they are not available from the Pepperdine Libraries.
THSLO4
Students should demonstrate correct citation and understand the
importance of bibliographic citation as it relates to academic integrity.
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Music
MUSLO1
Access print and electronic resources related to developing aural skills,
keyboard skills, sight-reading, and musical analysis: Locate and use scores
MUSLO2
Access print and electronic resources related to developing aural skills,
keyboard skills, sight-reading, and musical analysis: Locate and use recorded music
MUSLO3
Demonstrate a basic knowledge of music history beginning with the
antiquities, being able to identify major periods, composers and significant works of
music through a fundamental knowledge of music style: Locate and use key online
music reference sites and databases effectively, such as Oxford Music Online
MUSLO4
Demonstrate a basic knowledge of music history beginning with the
antiquities, being able to identify major periods, composers and significant works of
music through a fundamental knowledge of music style: Use WorldCat Local to
effectively find, filter, and access results
MUSLO5
Ability to use primary sources for original research: Locate and use music
specific primary sources
MUSLO6
Demonstrate a general knowledge of the music industry, being able to
identify significant contemporary artists, cultural centers, publications and trends:
Locate and use current industry publications
MUSLO7
Access career and professional development resources related to
performance or music education
MUSLO8

Demonstrate a command of Chicago/Turabian citation style
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MUSLO6

MUSLO7

MUSLO8
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Art
ARTSLO1 Students should be able to locate information on artists and movements in
Grove Art Online.
ARTSLO2 Students should be able to locate articles on relevant art topics in
databases such as Art Full-Text and JSTOR.
ARTSLO3

Students should be able to locate reviews of art exhibits.

ARTSLO4 Students should use WorldCat Local to effectively find, filter, and access
results on artists and to borrow books not owned by Pepperdine via InterLibrary Loan.
ARTSLO5
style.

Students should demonstrate a command of Chicago/Turabian citation
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RESLO3
needed.

Find the version/translation of the Bible (or other religions text) that is

RESLO4

Find and use religion data.

RESLO5

Find articles related to Bible citations.

RESLO6

Cite sources using the Society of Biblical Literature standard.

RESLO7

Find and use relevant maps and atlases.

RESLO8

Find and use Bible dictionaries (i.e., Anchor Bible Dictionary).
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Special Collections and Archives
SCSLO1 - Students will know what special collections are and how they can be used in
research.
SCSLO2 - Students will know how to locate repositories with relevant materials.
SCSLO3 - Students will be able to identify materials relevant for their research and how
to find them.
SCSLO4 - Students will understand how to read a finding aid and how to use it to select
materials for their research.
SCSLO5 - Students will be able to explain the differences between primary and
secondary sources.
SCSLO6 - Students will be able to cite primary sources.
SCSLO7 Students will evaluate and analyze primary sources, including their context,
audience, and reliability.
SCSLO8 - Students will understand unique policies and procedures used in special
collections and how to handle fragile documents.
SCSLO9 - Students will identify different types and formats of primary sources
SCSLO10 - Students will understand the differences between a physical object and its
digitized surrogate.
SCSLO11 - Students will understand elements of book and printing history and their
relationship to literature in particular eras.
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Observation in library

Observation in library

SCSLO 11

Observation in library

Observation in library

Analysis Reporting
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents

Seaver Business Division
BUSSLO1 Locate financial data on companies: Understand that all financial data
comes from reports filed with the Securities and Exchanges Commission (or the foreign
equivalent)
BUSSLO2 Locate financial data on companies: Be aware that very little financial data
is available for private companies
BUSSLO3 Research companies as potential investments: Consult several sources of
information on the company and be aware that investment recommendations from
experts in the field are not infallible
BUSSLO4 Research an industry: Obtain an overview of the industry from sources
such as IBISWorld, Passport (Euromonitor), Mintel if a relevant one is available. If a
really narrow industry is being researched, it might be necessary to consult a broader
industry report.
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BUSSLO5 Research an industry: Understand that industry overviews and market
research reports are very expensive if you lack library access to these resources
BUSSLO6 Research an industry: Supplement the industry overview with sources
such as articles and government statistics.
BUSSLO8 Locate both historical and forecasted economic indicators: Research the
business climate of a foreign country and determine the market potential for a given
product or service
BUSSLO9 Locate scholarly articles on topics such as nonprofit organizations,
management and organizational behavior
BUSSLO10 Research a nonprofit organization: Locate financial data from the 990 form
BUSSLO11 Research a nonprofit organization: Locate articles on topics of interest to
this nonprofit organization. Scholarly articles will be especially helpful if any have been
written on your topic.
BUSSLO12 Research a nonprofit organization: If applicable, locate statistics such as
Census data that is relevant to the community that the nonprofit organization serves
BUSSLO13 Research a nonprofit organization: Locate books on topics such as
nonprofit management, fund raising, marketing or accounting.
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phone
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Citation Style
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Assessment Planning

BUSSLO1

Direct Evidence
Read student papers

Indirect Evidence
Observation in library, faculty feedback

BUSSL02

Read student papers

Observation in library, faculty feedback

BUSSL03

Read student papers

Observation in library, faculty feedback

BUSSL04

Read student papers

Observation in library, faculty feedback

BUSSL05

Read student papers

Observation in library, faculty feedback

Analysis reporting
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
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BUSSL06

Read student papers

Observation in library, faculty feedback

BUSSL07

Read student papers

Observation in library, faculty feedback

BUSSL08

In‐class exercise, faculty feedback

BUSSL09

In‐class exercise

BUSSL10

In‐class exercise

BUSSL11

In‐class exercise

BUSSL12

In‐class exercise

documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents

History
HISSLO1

Locate secondary sources from books and articles.

HISSLO2
Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Letters and diaries
HISSLO3
Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Autobiographies
HISEL04
Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Newspaper and magazine articles written when the
event occurred
HISSLO5
Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples:. Oral histories and interviews with individuals who
witnessed or participated in the event
HISSLO6
Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Laws, treaties, court cases and other official
government sources
HISEL07
Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Correspondence
HISSLO8
Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Books written at the time the event occurred
HISSLO9
Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Items from archives and special collections
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HISSLO10 Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Video footage, pictures and sound recordings
HISSLO11 Locate primary sources and be aware of the variety of primary sources
available. Here are some examples: Pamphlets
HISSLO12 Properly cite sources in Chicago/Turabian format and be aware of citation
manager software
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Analysis Reporting

HISSLO 1

Direct
evidence
JWP

HISSLO 2

JWP

HISSLO 3

JWP

HISSLO 4

JWP

HISSLO 5

JWP

HISSLO 6

JWP

HISSLO 7

JWP

HISSLO 8

JWP

HISSLO 9

JWP

HISSLO
10
HISSLO
11
HISSLO
12

JWP
JWP
JWP

Indirect evidence

Analysis Reporting

In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library
In‐class exercise,
observation in library

Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents

Education (Undergraduate)
EDSLO1
demonstrate the ability to locate books on educational topics using the
library catalog.
EDSLO2
demonstrate the ability to locate articles on educational topics using library
databases, specifically ERIC and Education Full-text.
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EDSLO3
databases.

demonstrate the ability to utilize the thesaurus function of online

EDSLO4

list the differences between scholarly and popular publications.

EDSLO5
demonstrate the ability to request books/DVDs/articles through Interlibrary
Loan if they are not available from the Pepperdine Libraries.
EDSLO6
demonstrate correct citation using the American Psychological Association
(APA) style and understand the importance of bibliographic citation as it relates to
academic integrity.

Educ561
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student
appointments
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Questions at
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Citation Style
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Indirect evidence

Analysis Reporting

Observation in
instruction sessions & in
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EDSLO 5
EDSLO 6

Observation in library
JWP
assessment

Observation in library

Program review/internal
documents
Program review/internal
documents

Women’s Studies
WMSLO1
Demonstrate the ability to locate books on women’s studies using the
library catalog.
WMSLO2
Demonstrate the ability to locate articles on women’s studies using library
databases, specifically GenderWatch.
WMSLO3
Demonstrate the ability to utilize the thesaurus function of online
databases such as PsycINFO.
WMSLO4

List the differences between scholarly and popular publications.

WMSLO5
Demonstrate the ability to request books/DVDs/articles through Interlibrary
Loan if they are not available from the Pepperdine Libraries.
WMSLO6
Demonstrate correct citation using the American Psychological
Association (APA) or Modern Language Association (MLA) style and understand the
importance of bibliographic citation as it relates to academic integrity.
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I=introduce

D=develop

M=master

Assessment Planning

WMSLO 1
WMSLO 2
WMSLO 3
WMSLO 4

WMSLO 5
WMSLO 6

Direct evidence
JWP assessment
JWP assessment

JWP assessment

Indirect evidence
Observation in library
Observation in library
Observation in library
Observation in
instruction sessions &
in library
Observation in library

Analysis Reporting
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents

Program review/internal documents
Program review/internal documents
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Appendix B
Aligning the Library’s work with the University Mission
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The University mission statement can be found on the Pepperdine University
Welcome website. http://www.pepperdine.edu/about/mission-vision/ It affirms that,
“Pepperdine is a Christian university committed to the highest standards of academic
excellence and Christian values, where students are strengthened for lives of purpose,
service, and leadership.” The Pepperdine Library’s Information Literacy program deeply
and broadly supports this effort, both philosophically and practically.
The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), a branch of the
American Library Association, published the most recent Information Literacy
Competency Standards for Higher Education in 2006. Endorsed by the American
Association for Higher Education and the Council of Independent Colleges, the ACRL
Standards defines information literacy as “a set of abilities requiring individuals to
‘recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use
effectively the needed information’” (p. 2)
The importance of information literacy skills in the lives of high achieving
members of society cannot be overstated. Back in 1994,Peter Drucker, legendary
management theorist and scholar, described the critical nature of information literacy
among business professionals, “... to take information responsibility: What information
do I need to do my job? In what form?...When do I need it? From whom? What
information do I owe?” (para. 18). Gathering information about the environment
external to one’s company is critical to business success, Drucker wrote, “Our biggest
challenge will be obtaining this outside information so that we can make good
decisions(para. 37)… Executives need to make themselves and their businesses
information literate” (para 46). In William Badke’s (2010) essay on published material’s
manipulability in the online environment, he expresses concern about students’ potential
to ignore informational context. “Just learning the signposts that distinguish a book from
a journal article from an essay in a book can start the process of recognizing that not all
content is equal,” he writes. On the Internet, where articles, books, blogs, RSS Feeds
and tweets often are rendered indistinguishable, Badke maintains that “Students need
to see the distinctions and recognize the value of those distinctions” (p. 54). A year
earlier, President Obama (2009) had expressed parallel concerns, “Over the past
decade, we have seen a crisis of authenticity emerge. We now live in a world where
anyone can publish an opinion or perspective, whether true or not, and have that
opinion amplified within the information marketplace. At the same time, Americans have
unprecedented access to the diverse and independent sources of information, as well
as institutions such as libraries and universities, that can help separate truth from fiction
and signal from noise” (para. 2). The ACRL (2006), Standards similarly describe the
need for IL skills, “The uncertain quality and expanding quantity of information pose
large challenges for society. The sheer abundance of information will not in itself create
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a more informed citizenry without a complementary cluster of abilities necessary to use
information effectively” (p. 2)
In 2009, President Barack Obama established October as National Information
Literacy Awareness Month. The development of the president’s proclamation was a
result of a petition submitted to the White House jointly by Senators John F. Kerry and
Edward M. Kennedy. Both senators agreed that equipping Americans with information
literacy skills is essential in preparing professionals to seek highly skilled jobs and
compete successfully in a global marketplace. In view of economic recovery efforts of
the time, Americans’ literacy competence was understood as a critical element in
developing the country’s competitive edge in business and industry. (National Forum on
Information Literacy, 2012)
Information literacy has been linked to qualities and skills such as, “problem
solving…networking… communication with clients,” (Bruce, 1999, p. 43). “Judgment
used to assess alternative developing objectives… …mak[ing] informed decisions by
weighing costs and benefits…Comparing information in order to evaluate its accuracy,
reliability and timeliness…selecting the appropriate investigative
method…understanding how to organize content in writing,” (Klusek & Bornstein, 2006,
pp. 12-14).
In his 2009 proclamation, President Obama elaborated on the critical nature of
information literacy proficiencies, “Though we may know how to find the information we
need, we must also know how to evaluate it” (para. 2)
An additional, key component of IL is to enable lifelong learning. The ACRL (2006)
Standards document explains,
“Information literacy forms the basis for lifelong learning. It is common to all
disciplines, to all learning environments, and to all levels of education. It
enables learners to master content and extend their investigations, become
more self-directed, and assume greater control over their own learning. An
information literate individual is able to:
Determine the extent of information needed
Access the needed information effectively and efficiently
Evaluate information and its sources critically
Incorporate selected information into one’s knowledge base
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Use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose
Understand the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of
information, and access and use information ethically and legally” (pp.2-3)
Information literacy updates the the centuries-old adage, “knowledge is power,”
represented in the Old Testament.: A man of knowledge increaseth strength. Proverbs
24:5, King James Version. Today, in the Information Age, we have a clear
understanding of many specific ways information literacy enables individuals to succeed
in all facets of their lives. Indeed, these skills are critically important in our efforts, at
Pepperdine University, to strengthen and prepare students for lives of purpose, service,
and leadership.
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Appendix C
Evidence of Information Literacy programs at peer institutions
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1. Loyola Marymount University Libraries
http://www.lmu.edu/about/services/academicplanning/assessment/Assessme
nt_Resources/Rubrics/Example_Rubrics/Information_Literacy_Example_Ru
bric.htm

Information Literacy Example Rubric
Learning outcome: Students will be information literate.
Work product: Portfolio of writing
Learning Outcome
Component

Novice

Developing

Proficient

Accomplished

1. Cannot develop
a thesis statement

1. Develops a
clear thesis
statement,
formulates a
question based on
information
needed

1. Defines or
modifies information
to achieve a
manageable focus
and can identify key
concepts and terms

1. Combines
existing information
and original
thought,
experimentation
and/or analysis to
produce new
information

2. Does not
recognize that
knowledge is
organized into
disciplines and
cannot locate
information
beyond local and
print resources

2. Recognizes that
knowledge is
organized into
disciplines and
identifies the value
differences of
potential
resources

2. Identifies the
purpose and
audience of
potential resources,
reevaluates the
nature and extent of
information needed,
and differentiates
between primary
and secondary
sources

2. Recognizes the
use and importance
of primary and
secondary sources
and realizes that
information may
need to be
constructed with
raw data from
primary sources

Access to
information:
1. Retrieves
information using
a variety of
methods

1. Cannot retrieve
information
effectively from
any source

1. Uses various
search systems in
a variety of
formats

1. Uses specialized
services as well as
surveys, letters,
interviews and
other forms of
inquiry to retrieve
primary information

2. Extracts,
records, and
manages the
information and
its sources

2. Cannot select
appropriate
information
technologies to
gather information

2. Selects
appropriate
sources and can
create a system
for organizing the
information

1. Uses various
classification
schemes and other
systems to locate
information
resources and
indentifies specific
sites for exploration
2. Differentiates
between types of
sources and
understands the
elements and
syntax of citations

Extent of
information:
1. Defines and
articulates the
need for
information

2. Identifies a
variety of types
and formats of
potential sources

2. Uses various
technologies to
manage information
and can record all
pertinent citation
information for a
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wide range of
resources

Evaluation of
information:
1. Summarizes
main ideas to
construct new
concepts

1. Cannot
synthesize main
ideas

1. Uses computer
and other
technologies for
studying the
interaction of
ideas and other
phenomena

1. Recognizes
interrelationships
among concepts
and combines them
into potentially
useful primary
statements with
supporting evidence

1. Extends initial
synthesis to
construct new
hypotheses that
may require
additional
information

2. Determines
whether the
initial query
should be
revised.

2. Cannot
determine if
information needs
have been
satisfied

2. Determines if
original
information need
has been satisfied
or if added
information is
needed

2. Reviews search
strategy and
incorporates
additional concepts
as necessary

2. Reviews
information retrieval
sources and search
strategies used to
revise initial queries

Rubric is a modification of one presented by: Maki, P. (2004). Assessing for learning: Building a sustainable
commitment across the institution. Sterling, VA: Stylus Publishing, LLC.
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2. California Lutheran University
http://www.callutheran.edu/iss/research/infolit.php

Information Literacy at CLU: Faculty
Competency Standards & Learning Outcomes
Our Information Literacy Program (ILP) is built on the national standards of the Association of
College & Research Libraries entitled the Information Literacy Competency Standards for
Higher Education and is designed to support the CLU Student Learning Outcomes, in
particular, Liberal Learning:








Critical thinking
Information literacy
Written communication
Oral communication
Ability to comprehend issues from disciplinary and interdisciplinary perspectives
Understand of culture and global diversity
Integration of knowledge with ethical reflection

Our Goals
The goal of our program is to have a seamless blending of information literacy concepts and
course content. Another goal is to develop student skills sequentially an in concert with their
course content. Among our program objectives are to:




Introduce information competency skills during the freshman experience, e.g., including skill
building in core courses such as University Life, English 111 and Religion 101.
Support faculty and students building on freshman level skills via information literacy activities
and assignments in sophomore and junior level courses.
Integrate advanced information literacy skills and concepts to coincide with research‐intensive
papers in capstone courses.

Three "tiers" have been developed which outline how we introduce specific information literacy
concepts in First Year, Sophomore, Senior/Capstone , and Graduate level courses through
our instruction sessions. For example, as freshman English students study literature, they also
learn about databases for literary criticism and how to create citations in MLA style.
Services for Faculty
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The Pearson Library offers various services revolving around information literacy to support
faculty. These include:
Fifty-Minute Instruction Sessions
“One-shot” 50-minute instruction sessions are customized instruction sessions focusing on
orientations to library resources and using resources for specific assignments. A goal is to
sequence and integrate them more into the curriculum so that instruction sessions build on each
other, present unique content, and avoid repetition.
Customized Workshops & Boot Camps
Customized workshops are offered at the start of each semester for new students starting the
Adult Evening Program (ADEP), MBA, graduate psychology and School of Education
programs. Half-day workshops are also offered for incoming doctoral cohorts. These focus on
CLU online databases, APA format, framing research questions and search queries for advanced
online searching.
Support for Program Reviews
Librarians are offering assistance in reviewing and ensuring that the library collections and
resources support the various academic programs. This collaborative service is very useful in
preparation for accreditation and meeting other program evaluation goals.
Information Literacy Tutorials for Students
Try these fun and interactive tutorials courtesy of St. John's University Libraries in New York
and the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and learn about research strategies,
finding articles, Internet research, evaluating information, citing sources, and avoiding
plagiarism and more. Includes downloadable handouts too! Go ahead and give them a try!




Citing Sources Research Tutorial (Eastern Washington University)
Information Literacy Tutorial (ILT) (St. John's University)
Success with Less Stress (University of CA, Los Angeles)
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3. California Chapman University Libraries
http://www1.chapman.edu/library/instruction/instruction.html

Library Research Instruction Services
Leatherby Libraries Information Literacy Program

Mission of Information Literacy Program

The mission of the Leatherby Libraries Information Literacy Program is to provide the Chapman
University community with lifelong information literacy skills. Information literacy "is common to all
disciplines, to all learning environments, and to all levels of education. It enables learners to master
content and extend their investigations, become more self‐directed, and assume greater control over
their own learning."1 The program supports the University's mission "to provide personalized education
of distinction that leads to inquiring, ethical, and productive lives as global citizens" and the Library's
mission "to provide personalized services and relevant collections in support of the curricular, creative,
and scholarly needs of the Chapman University community to ensure the development of the
information‐literate global citizen."
Information Literacy Program Learning Outcomes
Information literacy forms the basis for lifelong learning. Information literacy is defined as the ability to
"locate, evaluate, and effectively use information for any given need."2 The Program Learning Outcomes
enable an information literate individual to:







Determine the extent of information needed
Access the needed information effectively and efficiently
Evaluate information and its sources critically
Incorporate selected information into one's knowledge base
Use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose
Understand the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information, and
access and use information ethically and legally3

Overview of the Information Literacy Program
The Library’s Information Literacy Program includes both general and subject‐specific instruction at the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Librarians at the Leatherby Libraries collaborate with faculty to
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design research sessions that increase student information literacy skills and research strategies to
successfully complete projects, assignments, and papers. Information literacy instruction is designed
using the Student Learning Outcomes outlined in the Curriculum Map. By using a scaffolding
instructional methodology, as demonstrated by the curriculum map, students will receive information
literacy instruction throughout their academic career at the University. The Information Literacy
Program supports and contributes to Chapman University’s institutional learning outcomes of
personalized education and student/faculty research through its course‐based and individualized library
research instruction. The Library’s Information Literacy Program Learning Outcomes are based on the
Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education, approved by the Board of Directors of
the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL).
Course‐Based Information Literacy Instruction
Course‐based information literacy sessions are available to Chapman faculty whose students would
benefit from library instruction suited to their course requirements.
The online course‐based library instruction session form must be completed before a session can be
scheduled and it is located at http://www.chapman.edu/library/instruction/courseform.html. See also
the Instruction Room Policy.
Faculty need only complete this online form and a librarian will contact you to schedule an instruction
session within 2‐3 working days. Please allow the librarian a minimum of 7‐10 days advance notice when
scheduling a course‐based library instruction session.
The instruction session is usually held during a regularly scheduled class session and can be facilitated in
the Leatherby Libraries' instruction room or in a "wired" classroom. There is a minimum time allotment
of 40 minutes for a library instruction session. Faculty are strongly encouraged to be present during the
instruction session to demonstrate to their students the importance of the library and its
resources/services for research purposes.
Faculty may also contact their subject liaison librarian directly to schedule a session.
Course Learning Outcomes for Freshman Foundations:


Freshman Foundations Course Syllabus

Course Learning Outcomes for subject‐specific instruction are forthcoming.
If you have any questions regarding information literacy instruction, please feel free to contact Maria
Yanez at 532‐7719 or myanez@chapman.edu.
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Individual Research Consultations (IRC)
IRC services are available to Chapman faculty and students that need in‐depth and/or more
individualized research assistance or guidance. Examples of research/information needs that fall within
the scope of this service include: instruction and research strategies on specific electronic research
resources or databases on a specific topic or discipline; understanding and strategies on searching for
peer‐reviewed resources; how to cite electronic sources, etc. This service is available by appointment
with a librarian, within a reasonable turn‐around time after a request is submitted. Individual research
consultations generally last for 30‐60 minutes. To facilitate your request, please complete this form. A
librarian will contact you within 2 business days to schedule a consultation.
NOTES

1. Association of College and Research Libraries Information Literacy Competency Standards for
Higher Education
2. American Library Association Presidential Committee on Information Literacy: Final Report
3. Association of College and Research Libraries Information Literacy Competency Standards for
Higher Education

Additional links to library Information Literacy pages at other universities
4. California Chapman University Libraries
http://libguides.usc.edu/acrl-il
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Library Focus Groups - 2008

Executive Summary:

From January thru March 2008, the University Libraries conducted focus groups of Payson
undergraduate students, international programs alumni, GSEP and GSBM students in order to determine
library and information needs. While needs varied by program and location, some common themes
emerged. Students preferred online resources over print resources. One exception to the preference of
online resources was the students’ desire for the library to purchase required textbooks. The helpfulness
of librarians was appreciated by every constituency. Additionally, the students wanted more
opportunities for library instruction from librarians and online tutorials. Many library locations were not
always conducive studying because of insufficient study rooms, noise and shortages of space.

Masters of Arts in Psychology (West LA and Irvine campus libraries):
13 students at the West LA Campus, 10 students at the Drescher campus and 12 students at the Irvine
Campus enrolled in the Masters of Arts in Psychology program participated in focus groups about the
library.

Services:

What we heard:



Library staff provides excellent service



More opportunities for library instruction needed

Implications:



Continue to have librarians available to assist students
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Provide more library instruction

Collections:

What we heard:



Online databases are inadequate for some assignments



Too many articles indexed in PsycINFO aren’t available in the full‐text



Students are much more likely to use databases than print resources



Educational DVD collection is outdated

Implications:



Students need to be educated about our superb interlibrary loan service. In addition, we should
provide links to ILL on the article linker results page.



More collections of full‐text journals should be purchased



We should order more educational DVD’s

Community:

What we heard:



Library furniture is unacceptable and uncomfortable (Irvine)



Library space is very limited and too many non‐Pepperdine students are using resources
(West LA)
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Implications:



The remodel of the West LA and Irvine campus libraries should alleviate some of the issues
with library facilities.



Users unaffiliated with Pepperdine should not be allowed to monopolize library resources.

Masters of Arts in Education (Westlake and Encino Campus libraries)
12 students at the Westlake Campus and 10 students at the Encino Campus enrolled in the Masters of
Arts in Education program participated in focus groups about the library.

Services:

What we heard:



Library staff are helpful



Students feel isolated from the rest of the Pepperdine community

Implications:



Continue to have librarians available to assist students



Promote services such as Ask‐a‐Librarian to students that are in physically remote locations

Collections:

What we heard:
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Many important articles are not available in the full‐text



Students prefer online databases to print resources



Textbooks should be on reserve since many professors require textbooks that only used for
a single chapter

Implications:



Students need to be educated about our superb interlibrary loan service. In addition, we
should provide links to ILL on the article linker results page.



More collections of full‐text journals should be purchased



The library could make chapters of textbook available on electronic reserve for students

Community:



Color printer in computer lab would be helpful (Encino)

Graziadio School of Business and Management (West LA and Drescher)
9 students in the fully‐employed MBA program in the West LA campus and 8 students enrolled in the
full‐time MBA program at the Drescher campus participated in a focus groups about the library.

Services:

What we heard:
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Library staff is helpful



More training and instruction on library resources needed

Implications:



Continue to have librarians available to assist students



Provide more library instruction both in‐person and with online tutorials

Collections:

What we heard:



Students strongly prefer online databases over print resources



Many of the print resources are out of date



Provide alumni with remote access to more databases

Implications:



Shift some of our funding of print resources toward online databases



Explore the possibility of making more databases available to the alumni remotely

Community:

What we heard:
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Expand library hours
o

Students from West LA want the library to be open later hours on the weekends
even if the library opens later in the day.

o

Drescher students want expanded hours during finals and for the library to be open
by 10 am on Sundays.

Insufficient study rooms
o

West LA students want more study rooms and for the soundproofing to be
improved.

o

Drescher students think that enough study rooms exist but too many students use
the study rooms for individual study instead of for group work. Online study room
reservation would help.



Library has scenic views and comfortable chairs (Drescher)



Students need a social hub and feel the library could meet that need (West LA)

Implications:



Expand the number of study rooms and enforce policies giving priority to groups



Modify library hours to meet the needs of the students (staffing permitting)

Payson Library- Seaver

Services:

What we heard:



Library staff are very helpful
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Students receive library instruction during their first‐year, but forget what they learned
when they have to write papers as juniors.



Students are pleased with the interlibrary loan service

Implications:



Continue to provide librarians to assist students. Possibly hire a library school student to
provide additional assistance in reference.



Attempt to provide additional library instruction to students in 300 level courses.

Collections:

What we heard:



Students like and heavily use the online databases



Students begin their research with online resources and only use books when necessary



Student want the library to purchase required class textbooks

Implications:



Since students prefer online resources we should cut back the book budget in disciplines
which are less interested in books (business, communications and science, etc.) and spend
more on online resources.



The library could consider the purchase of textbooks (dependent on budget)

Community
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What we heard:



There are insufficient study rooms
o

They are often occupied by individuals who want a quiet place to study.

o

The 2 hours time limit on study rooms isn’t enforced

o

The study rooms need more soundproofing since the groups that meet in the study
area create too much noise for the areas surrounding the study rooms.

Seaver International programs alumni

14 Seaver students that studied at the Heidelberg, Buenos Aires, London, Florence and Lausanne
programs participated in a focus group about library use.

Services

What we heard:



Only one student knew about the Ask‐a‐Librarian service



Most students didn’t know about specialized web pages for the International Program



Many students weren’t aware of the resources that were available to them overseas

Implications:



The library needs to make students more aware of resources for international students.
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o

The student workers assigned to the international programs libraries will help
promote services such as Ask‐a‐Librarian

o

The International Programs office can help the library make students aware of
resources

o

The International Programs web pages should be placed in a more visible location
on the library web site

Collections

What we heard:



The students want the international programs libraries to carry assigned textbooks.



Nearly all students used internet and library online resources



JSTOR and LexisNexis were the most popular databases



Maps and travel books in the libraries were very popular



Many books in the libraries were too old and seldom used (Heidelberg and London)

Implications:



The library is purchasing books for the London, Heidelberg, Florence and Lausanne
programs. In addition, the library purchased many travel books.



The library can consider the possibility of purchasing assigned textbooks

Community

What we heard:
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Internet access varied in quality according to the program
o

Buenos Aires has very slow Internet access at Pepperdine Casa and few host families
had internet access.

o

Florence and London have good internet access

o

Lausanne has very unreliable internet access

o

Heidelberg needs to have WIFI. Also, wireless would be helpful for the downtown
classroom.

Libraries weren’t always conducive to studying
o

Heidelberg and Buenos Aires are too noisy to study since they are also used as
meeting places/social rooms

o

London’s library has excessive foot traffic since students must cross through the
library to reach the backyard. Also, the library is taken over by the law students
during the semester they share the house with Seaver students.

o

Lausanne didn’t have a library at the time of focus group

o

Florence students were satisfied with their library

Computers in library are inadequate at some international programs
o

Buenos Aires has old computers with foreign keyboards

o

Lausanne only had 2 computers in the entire house

Implications:



The library can encourage IT to upgrade Internet connectivity and technical support for the
international libraries.



Library can explore remodeling/configuration options to make the library more conducive to
studying.



The library can purchase additional computers
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Pepperdine University Libraries’ LibQUAL Survey – Fall 2010
In Fall 2010, Pepperdine University Libraries surveyed current students, faculty and staff at
Pepperdine University (excluding the Law School) about their perceptions and expectations of
the services provided by the Library. The Library did so by administering the LibQUAL+
survey which was developed and tested by the Association of Research Libraries and has been
administered by over 1000 libraries world-wide. This is the Library’s second administration of
the LibQUAL+ survey – the first LibQUAL+ survey was conducted in 2007. The library
received 1,598 responses to the 2010 LibQUAL Survey, a substantial increase from the 877
responses received in response to the 2007 survey.
LibQUAL + is a standard assessment tool (survey) that aids libraries in “identifying best
practices, analyzing deficits, and effectively allocating resources.” LibQUAL+ does this by
measuring, “library users’ minimum, perceived, and desired service levels of service quality
across three dimensions: affect of service, quality of collections, and library as place.” The
LibQUAL+ survey consists of 22 standardized items and 5 locally selected items. Demographic
information is collected and survey respondents are able to compose open-ended comments.
Key Findings
The results of the 2010 LibQual+ Survey indicate that overall, Pepperdine students, faculty, and
staff perceptions about the quality of Library services fall between their minimum expected level
of service and their desired level of service. Of the three dimensions measured, Affect of Service
(or quality of service) was the closest to the desired level of service. Quality of Collections and
Library as Place were both perceived as closer to the minimum level of service and farther from
the desired level. Faculty rated several Quality of Collections survey items as below their
minimum service level and this suggests that additional funding for collections (both print and
electronic) would assist the Library in meeting this Faculty need. This finding is consistent with
the concerns voiced by Faculty in the 2007 LibQUAL+ survey. A notable change for Faculty
between 2007 and 2010 is in the dimension Library as Place. For Undergraduates, none of the
surveyed items or dimensions were rated as falling below their minimum expected level of
service. However, like Faculty and Graduate students, Undergraduates perceived each of the
items related to Quality of Collections as closer to their minimum than their desired level of
service.

Appendix F
Library Junior Writing Portfolio Assessment Project
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Background Info about JWP
JWP is a General Education requirement designed to promote the development of
written communication skills
All students admitted to Pepperdine University are responsible for the creating and
maintaining a portfolio of formal writing assignments generated in their first four
semesters of university study.
When students have acquired 60 units of credit, they will submit a portfolio for
evaluation by the JWP Committee (consisting of faculty members from across the
disciplines). Each portfolio must include:
A cover letter from the student (2 pages, double-spaced), which explains the choice of
papers included in the portfolio and describes his/her writing experiences during first
two years at Pepperdine.
4 papers from classes taught at Pepperdine and a copy of the assignment, if available.
Record of Portfolio Submission form, detailing the name of the instructor and the class
for which the paper was written, and the date the paper was submitted for grading.
Specific Requirements
Papers should be from at least 3 different courses
At least one should be in the student's major. (If no class has been taken in the
student's major then please explain this in your cover letter and submit a paper in a
related discipline.)
At least one paper should be research based.
At least 2 papers should be written during the sophomore and/or junior years.
One paper (but no more than one) must be from ENG 101 or equivalent (such as Great
Books or Social Action and Justice Colloquium). If you did not take these course, please
submit an appropriate substitute and explain your choice in your cover letter.
The entire portfolio should include approximately 20 pages of writing. (20 pages is the
minimum required number of pages. It is fine to include more than 20 pages.)
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Pepperdine University Libraries' Rubric for Assessing Junior Writing Portfolio
Papers
last updated: 2/2010
Scale:
5-6 Points

Exceptional

3-4 Points

Acceptable

1-2 Points

Partial

0 Points

Unacceptable

Areas to Be Evaluated:
A. Search/Topic Statement (Goal 3)
0 - Lacking
1 - Identifiable with some effort, not easily understood
2 -Easily identifiable, clearly expressed
B. Variety of types of sources (i.e., journals, books, online) (Goals 4 & 5)
0 - No sources listed
1 - Only one type of source
2 - Variety of sources
C. Correct/Complete citations (i.e., are there elements that indicate how to locate the
material?) (Goal 7)
0 - Neither correct nor complete
1 - Correct/Complete citations in bibliography only
2 - Correct/Complete citations in bibliography and intext/footnotes/endnotes
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Library Analysis of JWP papers
Fall 2007
Clearness of
Topic/Search
Statement (0,1,2)

Variety of
Sources (0,1,2)

Completeness of
Citations (0,1,2)

0

5 (1.2%)

15 (3.5%)

11 (2.6%)

1

87 (20.4%)

154 (36.1%)

34 (8%)

2

335 (78.5%)

258 (60.4%)

381 (89.4%)

Rubric Total Fall 2007
n/a
Numbe
r (%)

65
(13.2
%)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0 (0%)

2
(0.4%)

10
(2%)

22
(4.5%)

50
(10.2
%)

121
(24.6
%)

221
(45%)

Spring 2008
Clearness of
Topic/Search
Statement (0,1,2)

Variety of
Sources (0,1,2)

Completeness of
Citations (0,1,2)

0

10 (5.8%)

0 (0%)

12 (6.9%)

1

50 (28.9%)

79 (45.7%)

19 (11%)

2

113 (65.3%)

94 (54.3%)

141 (82.1%)

Rubric Total Spring 2008

Numbe
r (%)

n/a

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

32
(15.6

0 (0%)

1
(0.5%)

7
(3.4%)

12
(5.9%)

38
(18.5

47
(22.9

68
(33.2
111

%)

%)

%)

%)

Fall 2008
Clearness of
Topic/Search
Statement (0,1,2)

Variety of
Sources (0,1,2)

Completeness of
Citations (0,1,2)

0

0 (0%)

35 (9.7%)

27 (7.5%)

1

34 (9.4%)

171 (47.2%)

113 (31.3%)

2

327 (90.6%)

156 (43.1%)

221 (61.2%)

Rubric Total Fall 2008
n/a
Numbe
r (%)

8
(2.2%)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0 (0%)

2
(0.5%)

27
(7.3%)

20
(5.4%)

85
(22.8
%)

92
(24.7
%)

138
(37.1
%)

TOTAL RUBRIC DISTRIBUTIONS Comparison
n/a
Fall
2007

65
(13.2
%)

Spring
2008

32
(15.6
%)

Fall
2008

8
(2.2%)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0 (0%)

2
(0.4%)

10
(2%)

22
(4.5%)

50
(10.2
%)

121
(24.6
%)

221
(45%)

0 (0%)

1
(0.5%)

7
(3.4%)

12
(5.9%)

38
(18.5
%)

47
(22.9
%)

68
(33.2
%)

0 (0%)

2
(0.5%)

27
(7.3%)

20
(5.4%)

85
(22.8
%)

92
(24.7
%)

138
(37.1
%)
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Total

105
(9.8%)

0 (0%)

5
(.005
%)

44
(4.1%)

54
(5%)

Unacceptable (0)

0 (0%)

Partial (1,2)

49 (5.1%)

Acceptable (3,4)

227 (23.6%)

Exceptional (5,6)

687 (71.3%)

173
(16.2
%)

260
(24.3
%)

427
(40%)

Examples of Papers in Each Category

Semester

Info Lit
Session
Taught?

History 390 Pamuk

Fall 2006

No

Death of
Marat

Humanities
313

Spring
2008

No

3

British
Mandates

History 390 Lalor

Unknown

No

4

Luminosity
in Gothic
Architectur
e

Hum 282

Lastilla

Fall 2006

No

SecondHand
Smoke

Eng 101

Dr. Kanet
Thomas

Spring
2007

Yes Elizabeth

Rubric Total

Paper

Class

1

Petroeuro

2

Professor

Partial
Credit

Hicks

Acceptable

Exceptional
5

113

6

Homescho
oling

Ed 561

Erbes

Spring
2006

?

Below is a screenshot of the Google Docs spreadsheet, populated with data from the
portfolio assessment process

In-class, formative assessmenst: “One minute challenge” This technique involves the
teaching librarian challenging students, in the middle of an IL session to recall and write
down one or more facts presented. For example, “name three databases mentioned
this morning.”
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Toby Berger
VITA
Education:
BA University of Colorado
Elected to National History Honorary Phi Alpha Theta
MLS Simmons College
Employment:
H.W. Wilson & Co.
Indexer, Book Editor, Original Cataloguer
Joseph E. Seagram & Sons
Assistant Reference Librarian
Chase Manhattan Bank
Reference Librarian for World Headquarters
Chase World Information Center
Hired to establish new library for this Chase subsidiary
Orange County Public Library
Reference Librarian for two branch libraries: San Juan Capistrano Regional Library and Irvine
Public Library, University Branch
Pepperdine University
‐‐Reference Librarian, as well as responsible for the day to day operation of the Irvine Graduate
Center Library.
‐‐Responsible for ordering and/or approving all the books and many of the periodicals in the
Irvine Graduate Center Library.
‐‐Selected core collection for Drescher Library when it was established on the Malibu campus.
‐‐Established children’s collections solely through donations at 3 campus libraries
Teaching/Information Literacy Instruction
Education Courses (GSEP): EDOL 765, MATP 691, TESOL, EDTC 645, 602, EDIM 718
Psychology Courses (GSEP): 659, 607, 641
Business Classes (GSBM) 468, 469, 470, 477, 478, 651, 652, 657, 658, 659, 669, 670, 673 at the
Irvine campus, the WLA campus, the Long Beach campus and the Pasadena campus
Pepperdine Program Presentations: Developed Library Instruction for the Business School’s
Entrepreneurial Management Program, given presentations for FEMBA (Fully Employed MBA), PKE
(Presidents Key Executive Program) and the EMBA (Executive MBA) programs. Also, co‐presented
programs to the Business Faculty at their monthly meetings.
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Brochures for Pepperdine Libraries:
Internet Resources for Country Statistical Data
Online Education Resources
Business Databases at the Pepperdine Libraries
Publications:
Senior high school library catalog, 10th Edition, and supplement 1, by Estelle A Fidell and Toby M
Berger; N. Y.: H.W. Wilson Company
Junior high school library catalog, Supplement 1 & 2 to the 2nd Edition, by Toby M Berger; Gary L
Bogart; H.W. Wilson Company.
Biz‐Dex, editor, monthly business publication produced by Chase Manhattan Bank
Internet Basics for Educators in Elementary School (unpublished). Distributed to select teachers
in the Irvine Unified School District
Awards:
Finalist, Online World Best Practices Award for my categorized list of new books at the Irvine
Graduate Center and online acquisition.
Fellow, U. S. Department of Education. Invited to participate in the Department’s Institue of
Education Sciences, Cooperation System Fellows Program.
Current infoguides:
Behavioral Principles & Theories of Learning
E2B Marketing
Economics 657
ECMN 477 National Economic Markets
ECMN 478 International Business
ECMN 670 Economic Data
EDOL 765 Strategic Leadership and Management of Global Change
EDTE 604‐Classroom Inquiry
EMBA 90
Everything Legal
Government Resources in Education
Legal Education 470
Legal Resources for MBA students
MATP 691 Design and Action Research
Marketing 658
Marketing Management Resources
Conferences: Computers and Libraries Conference, various years
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American Library Association , various years
CARL annual conference, various years
Pepperdine Conferences:
Faculty Conferences, various years
Technology & Learning Faculty Conference (Feb. 2013)
Additional Professional Activities:
President, Contacts of Orange County
Past Chair, Library Review and Promotion Committee
Member Emergency Response Team, Irvine Graduate Campus
Friends of the Library, Pepperdine University
Challenge to Lead campaign
The Campaign for Pepperdine: Changing Lives
SCELC Vendor Day, various years
Professional Memberships:
American Library Association
Association of College and Research Libraries
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VITA
Maria Brahme
Los Angeles, California
Education
Ed.D., Educational Technology, Grad. School of Education and Psychology; Pepperdine Univ., 2010
M.L.S., Grad. School of Library and Information Science; Univ. of California, Los Angeles, 1990
B.A.,

Graphic Design, School of Fine Arts; University of California, Los Angeles, 1984

Professional Experience
Head, Pepperdine West Los Angeles Campus Library; Liaison, Graduate School of Education and Psychology; Los
Angeles, CA (September 2010 - present)
Reference Librarian, Pepperdine West Los Angeles Campus Library; Liaison, Graduate School of Education and
Psychology; Los Angeles, CA (September 2004 – September 2010)
Reference Librarian, Pepperdine Drescher Graduate Campus Library; Malibu, CA (September 2003 - September
2004)
Reference Librarian, Pepperdine Encino Graduate Campus Library; Encino, CA (September 1998 – September
2002)
Adjunct Librarian, Pepperdine West Los Angeles Campus Library; Los Angeles, CA (February 1993 – September
1998)
Group Project Manager, Library Catalog Data Processing Division; AutoGraphics, Inc.; Pomona, CA (June 1991 –
November, 1992)
Graphic Librarian, Photography Division, Los Angeles Times Editorial Library, Los Angeles Times; March 1990 –
June 1991)
Teaching/Information Literacy Instruction
Education Courses (Graduate School of Education and Psychology)
Master’s Level Courses: Education 601, 602, 603 608, 611
Doctoral Level Programs: Learning Technologies, Organizational Leadership, Organizational Change,
Education Leadership Administration and Policy
Psychology Courses (Graduate School of Education and Psychology):
Master’s Level Courses: Psychology 603, 626, 629, 641
Doctoral Program: GSEP Doctorate of Psychology

Business Programs (Graziadio Graduate School of Business and Management)
Undergraduate Business program at WLA, Encino and Westlake Village programs
Fully Employed format MBA program at West Los Angeles, Westlake Village , Encino campuses
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Presidents and Key Executives program at WLA, Encino and Westlake Village campuses
Executive MBA programs at WLA and Santa Clara Campuses
Publications
Brahme, M., Delich, P., & Heilman, E. (2012). THREE PERSPECTIVES ON INDEPENDENT EBOOK ADOPTION IN
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES. Computers in Libraries. 32(7), 16‐22.
Brahme, M., & Gabriel, L. (2012). Are students keeping up with the ebook evolution?;
Are e‐books keeping up with students’ evolving needs?; Distance Students and E‐book usage, A Survey. Journal of
Library Administration, 52(5/6) in press
Brahme, Maria. (2010) Differences in information seeking behavior between distance and residential doctoral
students. (Doctoral Dissertation - accessible in the Dissertations & Theses database))
Brahme, M., & Walters, L. (2010). While Technology Poses as the Great Equalizer, Distance Still Rules the
Experience. Journal Of Library Administration, 50(5/6), 484-514.
Brahme, M., Gebhardt, J., and others (2001) Learning in a virtual world. CD
http://blogs.nasa.gov/cm/wiki/?id=2731
Presentations
Brahme, M., & Gabriel, L. (2012). Memphis, Tennessee. “Are students keeping up with the ebook evolution?; Are
e-books keeping up with students’ evolving needs?; Distance Students and E-book usage, A Survey.” Presentation
to be delivered at the Fifteenth Distance Library Services Conference April 19, 2012.
http://ocls.cmich.edu/conf2012/
Panel Discussion Participant (January 2011). San Diego, CA. American Library Association midwinter meeting.
“Applications for Science and their Impact on Search and Discovery,” with Maria Brahme, Peter Clinton, and Bill
Mischo. Jan 8, 10:30 AM
Brahme, Maria. (2010). Cleveland, Ohio. “While Technology poses as the great equalizer, Distance still rules the
experience.” Presentation delivered at the Fourteenth Off Campus Library Services Conference April, 2010 in .
http://ocls.cmich.edu/conf2010/presentations.html
UCLA GSEIS Student SLA Chapter (April 2, 2010) UCLA Campus. Career Panel member "librarians from
various librarians to speak to our students about the different library environments they work in."
Brahme, M. & Walters, L., (April 13, 2007). Irvine, CA. "Vygotsky would have been a blogger." WASC Annual
Conference.
Brahme, M. & Walters, L., (January 6-9, 2006) Honolulu, HI. "Blogs: Learning after school's out, or Vygotsky
would have been a blogger." Fourth Annual International Conference on Education.
Brahme, M. & Walters, L., (March 31-April 2, 2005) Long Beach, CA. “Situational and principle-centered
coaching for servants: A reference for the rest of us!” Society of Educators and Scholars annual conference.
Additional Professional Activity:
Chair, Library Rank and Promotion Committee (2012-2014)
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President-Elect, Special Libraries Association-southern California Chapter (2013-2014)
Portfolio Assessment Committee Member, (2007-present); UCLA Information Studies Department MLIS Candidate
Portfolio presentations
PPDC(Program and Professional Development Committee), SCELC (Southern California Electronic Library
Consortium). Chair 2010-2012, Member 2008-2010, 2012-present.
Advisory Board, Mentor Chair, SLASCC (2007 - 2012) Southern California Chapter, Special Libraries
Association.
SLASCC President-Elect, (2013-2014)
Distance Services Bibliography Committee, Member (2012 - present). Association of College and Research
Libraries.
Institutional Review Board, Member, (2009 - present). Pepperdine Graduate and Professional Schools.
Collaborative Campus Library Group (Fall 2010, charter year,- 2012) Chair. Charge of committee: envision new
collaborative approaches for working together and taking ownership of the trajectory into the future.
Collaborative Campus Library Group (Fall 2012 - present) Member. Charge of committee: envision new
collaborative approaches for working together and taking ownership of the trajectory into the future.
Advisory Committee, Fourteenth Off-Campus Library Services Conference (2009-10). Peer review and selection of
presentation proposals submitted to conference; moderator of conference sessions.
Mock Interviewer (October 30, 2010). CSUN, Oviatt Library. Los Angeles LISSA (Library & Information Science
Student Association). Resume and Mock Interview Workshop.
Software Judge, CODiE Awards (2007-2010). Software judge for "Best education reference or search service"
category of software products. Software and Information Industry Association (SIIA) for excellence in software
development within the software industry. http://www.siia.net/codies/2011/&nbsp
Librarian Handbook writing committee, member, 2003-2009.

Professional Memberships
American Library Association
Association of College and Research Libraries
Special Library Association
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Sally Bryant
Head of Access Services, 2007‐Present
Head of Technical Services, 2006‐2007
Pepperdine University
VITA

Education:
MLIS (Master’s of Library and Information Science)
San Jose State University, San Jose, CA
MA in International Relations (Specializing in China and Japan)
American University, Washington, DC
BA in Asian History
Bates College, Lewiston, ME
Junior Year Abroad
School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London

Library Instruction Courses Taught:
First‐Year Seminar: Holocaust in Film and Literature
First‐Year Seminar: Faith of Fairy Tales
First Year Seminar: “Let Justice Roll …”
First‐Year Seminar: Faith and Reason
First‐Year Seminar: Foundations for a Rewarding Life
First‐Year Seminar: Exploration in Human Geography
First‐Year Seminar: Leading an Extraordinary Life
First‐Year Seminar: Preparing for a Life of Purpose, Service and Leadership
First‐Year Seminar: Begin with the End in Mind: Living Intentionally
First Year‐Seminar Video Games and Virtual Worlds
Keck Scholars Program –Cinema and Society: The Case of Spain
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First‐Year Seminar: Discovering Your Strengths
First‐Year Seminar: Jewish Cultures around the World
English 100
English 101
Communication 180
Film 200
Film 210
Film 431
Film 440
Film 441
English 380
Senior Thesis: International Studies
New Student Orientation Full‐time MBA Students
New Student Orientation Full‐time Public Policy Students Orientation
Selected Works:
Books Reviewed for Library Journal: “Lew Ayres: Hollywood’s Conscientious Objector” by Lesley L.
Coffin; “Most Talkative: Stories from the Front Lines of Pop Culture” by Andy Cohen; “My Happy Days in
Hollywood” by Garry Marshall; “Writing the Comedy Blockbuster: The Inappropriate Goal” by Keith
Giglio; “Top of the Rock: The Rise and Fall of Must See TV” by Warren Littlefield and T. R. Pearson;
“Houdini: Art & Magic," by Brooke Kamin Rapaport; “Growing Up Laughing: My Story and the Story of
Funny," by Marlo Thomas; “Seven Dirty Words: The Life and Crimes of George Carlin" by James Sullivan;
"Backstory 5: Interviews With Screenwriters of the 1990s," edited by Patrick McGilligan; “Tales From the
Script: 50 Hollywood Screenwriters Share Their Stories," edited by Peter Hanson and Paul Robert
Herman; “The George Carlin Letters: The Permanent Courtship of Sally Wade” by Sally Wade;
“Learning To Live Out Loud” by Laurie Piper; “The Days of Our Lives: The Untold Story of One Family’s
Dream and the True History of Days of Our Lives” by Ken Corday; “Now Write! Screenwriting:
Screenwriting Exercises from Today's Best Writers and Teachers,” ed. by Sherry Ellis & Laurie Lamson;
“Last Words” by George Carlin with Tony Hendra; “Seriously...I'm Kidding” by Ellen DeGeneres; “7
Dirty Words: The Life and Crimes of George Carlin” by James Sullivan; “This Time Together : Laughter
and Reflection” by Carol Burnett; “Robert Redford: The Biography” by Michael Feeney Callan.
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CARL 2012 Conference Proceedings, “#Doesthatreallywork? Transforming the Traditional, Rethinking,
Letting Go,” with Michelle Jacobs‐Lustig. http://www.carl‐
acrl.org/conference2012/2012CARLproceedings/DoesthatreallyworkTransformingtheTraditional.pdf
“Article in Journal of Access Services, Volume 9, Number 1, January‐March 2012 with Grace Ye,
“Implementing OCLC’s WMS (Web‐Scale Management Services) at Pepperdine University.”
Article in Spring 2011 issue of SJSU‐SLIS AlumNews with Grace Ye, “ In the Cloud with OCLC – New
System at Pepperdine University Libraries.”
Book review for “Freedom of Information in a Post 9‐11 World” in Journal of Access Services, Volume 3,
Number 2 2005.
Selected Presentations/Conferences:
Presented at Back in Circulation Again Conference at the University of Wisconsin/Madison with Grace Ye
on our Journal of Access Services article, “ Implementing OCLC's WMS (Worldshare Management
Services) Circulation at Pepperdine University” October 2012.
Attended LOEX of the West Conference in Burbank, CA, June 2012.
Presented at ALA 2012, “Adopting OCLC Worldshare Management Services: Perspectives from Different
Positions in Libraries,” in Anaheim, June 2012.
Presented, “#Doesthatreallywork? Transforming the Traditional, Rethinking, Letting Go,” with Michelle
Jacobs‐Lustig at 2012 CARL (California Association of Research Libraries) Conference in San Diego, April
2012.
Attended SCIL (Southern California Instruction Librarians) Works Conferences and business meetings
2008‐2012.
Evaluated SCIL WORKS 2012 Lightning Round Presentation Proposals.
WMS Circulation presentations to other libraries – Santa Monica Public Library, California Institute of
the Arts, Jet Propulsion Library, Westmont College, Marymount College, Cal Lutheran, conference call
Johns Hopkins University, conference call Library Consortium of New Zealand (four universities),
conference call Robert Morris University and CSU Bakersfield.
Attended ALA (American Library Association) Annual Conferences 2008, 2011, 2012.
Represented CLS (College Library Association) at the “ACRL 101” meeting at ALA 2011 New Orleans, LA
and ALA 2012 Anaheim, CA.
Attended 2010 Center for Intellectual Property preconference and Conference in Washington, DC, June
2010.
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Presented at SCIL (Southern California Instruction Librarians) Works 2010 poster session “Writing and
Citing: the Relationship of Student Portfolios to Library Instruction” on February 5, 2010 in Long Beach,
CA.
Presented “How to Get a Reserve System Up and Running.” Session presentation for Endeavor’s
ENDUSER 2005 Conference, Chicago, IL, April 28, 2005.
Professional Organizations:
Serve on ACRL’s (Association of College and Research Libraries) CLS Membership Committee
Serve on ACRL’s (Association of College and Research Libraries) LLAMA SASS Circulation / Access Services
Committee (Systems and Services Section) Committee
Serve on SCELC (Statewide California Electronic Library Consortium) OCLC’s Camino (Navigator) Task
Force
Member of American Library Association (ALA) College Libraries and University Libraries Sections
Member of ACRL (Association of College and Research Libraries)
Member of CARL (California Academic and Research Libraries)
Member of SCIL (Southern Californian Instruction Librarians) Steering Committee 2009‐
Served as Director‐at‐Large for the SJSU SLIS (San Jose State University School of Library and Information
Science) Alumni Board from 1/06‐1/08
Member of Seaver Faculty Association
Serve on ERT (Emergency Response Team) Committee (received latest first aid/CPR training Spring 2012)
Serve on Pepperdine University Libraries Streaming Video Committee
Serve on Pepperdine University Libraries WMS (Worldshare Management Services) Implementation
Committee
Serve on Pepperdine University Libraries Computer Issues Committee
Served on Pepperdine Seaver College Academic Support Committee
Served on Pepperdine University Libraries Information Literacy Assessment Committee
Served on Pepperdine University Libraries as Chair of Customer Service Committee
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LIZETTE GABRIEL
328 E 60th Street., Los Angeles, CA 90003
Phone 323-947-4991(cell) ● 310-506-8564(work)
E-mail lizgabriel@yahoo.com

EDUCATION__________________________________________________________________
Pepperdine University, Graziadio School of Business and Management,
MBA Candidate
August 2008-December 2012
University of California, Los Angeles
M.L.I.S
March 2008
Title of Thesis: Virtual reference service: a study of business libraries in the top
100 global MBA programs
University of California, Los Angeles
B.A., History and Spanish Literature

June 1998

CONTINUING EDUCATION____________________________________________________
Business Information Resources Workshop, Friday Forums UCLA GSEIS,
May 2009.
Assessing Information Literacy Instruction: Why? What? And How? Workshop,
Friday Forums UCLA GSEIS, April 2009.
RUSA Business Librarianship 101, American Library Association annual
conference, June 2008.
Business Reference 101 online course, RUSA Professional Development Online,
November-December 2007

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY____________________________________________________________
Pepperdine University Libraries
October 2008-Present
Drescher Graduate Campus Library
Library Liaison to the Graziadio School of Business and Management (GSBM)
and School of Public Policy
Senior Assistant Librarian
July 2011
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Pepperdine University Libraries
West Los Angeles Graduate Campus Library
Information Services Librarian

August 2007-Present

Pepperdine University Libraries
West Los Angeles Graduate Campus Library
Intern

April 2007-August 2007

County of Los Angeles Public Library
Angelo M. Iacoboni Library
Librarian Intern

July 2006-August 2006

PUBLICATIONS ____________________________________________________

_

Article: Brahme, M., & Gabriel, L. (July 01, 2012). Are Students Keeping Up
with the E-book Evolution? Are E-books Keeping Up with Students’ Evolving
Needs?: Distance Students and E-book Usage, A Survey. Journal of Library &
Information Services in Distance Learning, 6, 180-198.

CONFERENCES AND TALKS ________________________________________________________
“Are students keeping up with the ebook evolution? Are ebooks keeping up with
students’ evolving needs?” Paper presented at the Fifteenth Distance Library
Services Conference, Memphis, TN, April 12, 2012.

SCHOLARY/CREATIVE ACTIVITIES__________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Web-based course materials for BSCI 468: Behavior in Organizations, 2010;
revised 2012, InfoGuide and subsequently to Sakai. URL: http://
infoguides.pepperdine.edu/newman; currently in 2012,
http://courses.pepperdine.edu
Web-based course materials for BSCI 651: Behavior in Organizations, 2010;
revised 2012, InfoGuide and subsequently to Sakai. URL:
http://infoguides.pepperdine.edu/content.php?pid=177204; currently in 2012,
http://courses.pepperdine.edu
Web-based course materials for EMBAs: Project Day, 2010; revised 2012,
InfoGuide. URL: http://infoguides.pepperdine.edu/EMBA
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Web-based course materials for Marketing, 2010; revised 2012, available as an
InfoGuide. URL: http://infoguides.pepperdine.edu/MKTG
Web-based course materials for MKTG 658: Marketing Management, 2010;
revised 2012, InfoGuide and subsequently to Sakai. URL:
http://infoguides.pepperdine.edu/marketingmanagement; currently in 2011,
http://courses.pepperdine.edu

TEACHING
For the Graziadio Business School of Management:
• Semester presentations to several Behavior in Organization classes
• Semester presentations to several Marketing Management and E2B classes
• Semester presentations to Presidents & Key Executives MBA and Executive
MBA (EMBA) classes at Westlake, West L.A, and Northern California
campuses
• Library presentations for Faculty orientations
For the Graduate School of Education and Psychology
• Annual presentation for program orientation
For the School of Public Policy
• Annual presentation for program orientation

UNIVERSITY SERVICE______________________________________________________________
Graduate Campus Library Group, Pepperdine
University, Chair

August 2012-Present

Library Rank and Promotion Committee,
Pepperdine University

2009-2011

LibQual Committee, Pepperdine University

2010

Salary Survey Committee, Pepperdine University

2010

Information Literacy Assessment Committee
Graduate Programs, Pepperdine University

2009-Present

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS______________________________________________________
California Academic & Research Libraries (CARL)
Special Libraries Association (SLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)
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KEVIN C. MILLER
2348 29 Street · Santa Monica, CA 90405
(310) 795-2799 · kevin.miller3@pepperdine.edu
Education
2009 Masters of Library and Information Science, University of California,
Los Angeles. Portfolio title: “Sound Ethics for Data Repositories.”
Advisor: Anne Gilliland.
2008 Ph.D. Ethnomusicology, University of California, Los Angeles
Dissertation title: “A Community of Sentiment: Indo-Fijian Music and
Identity Discourse in Fiji and its Diaspora.” Advisor: Anthony Seeger.
2003 M.A. Ethnomusicology, University of California, Los Angeles
1999 B.A. Anthropology (Ethnomusicology, Minor), Univ. of Florida, Highest
Honors
1996

A.A. Anthropology, Santa Fe Community College (Gainesville, FL)

Professional Experience
2010 – Present Librarian for Digital Curation and Publication, Pepperdine
University
As a part of the Digital Initiatives group of Payson Library, I plan and manage the digitization of
materials in the archives and special collections, and oversee the library’s e-publications
platform and digital repository. I am also liaison librarian for students and faculty in the music
department.
2010 (June – Aug.) Assistant Archivist, Los Angeles Philharmonic Archives
In this half-time position, I lead a reevaluation of the LAPO Archives and spearheaded
initiatives to streamline workflows, digitize materials, and bring collections online. Projects
included the creation of conglomerate online databases/indices for internal use, standardizing
metadata for EAD-encoded finding aids, and long-term planning for new digital collections.
2009 Library Assistant II, Performing Arts Special Collections, UCLA
As a principal architect of this project, I establish standardized metadata descriptors and access
points for an important online collection of digitized motion picture stills from the silent era of
film history. I conducted research to determine the historical value and scholarly worth of the
material. Additionally, I physically processed and arranged photographic prints, slides, and
negatives, and prepared them for scanning.
2008 – 2009 Library Assistant II, Center for Primary Research and Training, UCLA
As a part of an academic yearlong appointment, I researched, processed, and created an online
(EAD-encoded) finding aid for the archival collection of American songwriter Jimmy Van
Heusen. This project involved arranging, describing, and preparing for preservation the various
materials in his collection, including correspondence, business records, ephemera, manuscript
music, graphic art, photography, sound recordings, home movies, and realia.
2008 Instructor, Music Around the World, Dept. of Ethnomusicology, UCLA
As the primary instructor for a world music survey course designed for nonmusic
major undergraduates, I built the course from the ground-up, lectured, arranged for guest
lectures and performers, and shared grading responsibilities with my teaching assistant.
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Professional Experience, cont.
2002 – 2004 Teaching Assistant, Various courses, Dept. of Ethnomusicology, UCLA
Responsibilities included section lectures, audiovisual help, office hours, and
grading.
2003 Bibliographer, Ethnomusicology Archive, UCLA
During this summer appointment, I processed and organized boxes of manuscripts and other
paper records for the D. K. Wilgus Collection of American folklore.
2002 – 2003 Graduate Student Researcher, Ethnomusicology Publications, UCLA
While positioned with Ethnomusicology Publications I spearheaded the writing, editing, design,
and sale of in-house publications, including academic journals, programs, pamphlets, and
compact disk releases.
2001 – 2002 Library Assistant, Music Library, Special Collections, UCLA
My primary duty was reformatting digital sound files for The Strachwitz Frontera Collection of
Mexican and Mexican American Recordings, a digital collection of historic borderlands music
recordings.
1999 – 2001 Various positions, Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, Washington, DC
Beginning as an intern, I continued work at Smithsonian Folkways Recordings (SFW) and the
Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage (CFCH) as an employee. Although my job title changed
frequently, I performed most of my duties under the guidance of Jeff Place, the CFCH Archivist,
and Atesh Sonneborn, the SFW Associate Director. Duties included customer service
representative, marketing assistant, production assistant, and assistant to the Assoc. Director.
Internships
2009 UCLA University Archives
During this internship, I researched and organized the Thelner Hoover collection, an important
online collection of historical photographs of UCLA campus and events. Working with both the
original prints and the digitized images, I conducted deep research on the image content,
composed descriptive metadata, and arranged the items into an online, digital collection
designed forresearchers and interested users. Supervisor: Charlotte B. Brown
2009 UCLA Ethnomusicology Archive
During a two-month internship apprenticed with the digital projects archivist, I
digitized analogue magnetic tape recordings, generated descriptive, administrative, and
preservation metadata, and created an online finding aid for the materials. This experience gave
me hands-on familiarity with a variety of analogue and digital carriers, and furthered my
understanding of the principles of data migration. Supervisor: Aaron M. Bittel
Selected Continuing Education
2011 – Present Digital Archives Specialist (DAS) Curriculum and Certificate Program
Society of American Archivists (in process).
2010 Using RDA: Moving into the metadata future
American Library Association webinar in 3 sessions. Oct – Nov.
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2010 Minimizing Legal Risk in Digitization Projects
Infopeople workshop sponsored by the Local History Digital Resources Project, San Jose, CA.
July 26.
2010 Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS)
Society of American Archivists workshop, Los Angeles, CA. June 25.
Selected Awards
2006 Dissertation Year Fellowship (UCLA Graduate Division).
2005 Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad Fellowship.
2004 Research Mentorship Grant (UCLA Graduate Division).
Publications
2012 Choreographing (Against) Coup Culture: Reconciliation and CrossCultural Performance in the Fiji Islands.
In Music, Global Conflict and the Politics of Identity, edited by Susan Fast and
Kip Pegley. Wesleyan University Press (Forthcoming).
2012 Oceania (Pacific).
In A Basic Music Library: Essential Scores and Sound Recordings, edited by Daniel
Boomhower, 4th edition. Chicago: American Library Association.
2006 Hindus.
In Encyclopedia of American Folklife, ed. Simon Bronner. Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe.
2004 Bolly’hood Re-mix.
Newsletter of the Institute for Studies in American Music 32(2): 6-7, 15. City University of New
York, Brooklyn.
Selected Conference Papers and Presentations
2012 Catching the Wave: Using a Milestone to Reach New Audiences.
Poster session. With Jamie Henricks, Melissa Nykanen, and Katie Richardson.
American Library Association Annual Conference, Anaheim, CA. June 23.
2012 Celebrating the George Pepperdine Collection
Primary speaker, Pepperdine University. February 23.
2011 An Inside Look at the Newly Redesigned CONTENTdm
Primary speaker, OCLC Webinar. March 15.
2011 Take Another Look: Introducing the New Face of CONTENTdm
Primary speaker, American Library Association Midwinter Meeting, San Diego,
CA. January 9.
2007 Choreographing (Against) Coup Culture: Reconciliation and CrossCultural Performance in the Fiji Islands.
Presented at the Annual National Meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology,
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Columbus, OH. October 25 – 28.
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2006 From Immigrant to Emigrant in the Pacific Rim: Indo-Fijian Music and
the Forging of a Transnational Community.
Presented at the Annual National Meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology,
Waikiki, HI. November 15 – 19.
2006 Indo-Fijian Music and Shades of Ethnic Identity.
Presented at the international workshop “Indo-Fijians at Home and Abroad,”
Lautoka, Fiji. May 11 – 12.
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Mary Ann Naumann
24255 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, CA 90263
Tel: (310) 506-7413. E-mail: maryann.naumann@pepperdine.edu

EDUCATION
University of California, Los Angeles
Master of Library and Information Science, 2010
Showcase Portfolio: “The Academic Library at a Crossroad: Why a Focus on
Information Literacy Instruction & Assessment are Integral to its Future”
University of California, Los Angeles School of Law
Juris Doctorate, 2000
American Jurisprudence Award for highest grade in Contracts
WOMEN’S LAW JOURNAL, Managing Editor (1998-1999)
Arizona State University
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, summa cum laude, 1996
Honors: Phi Beta Kappa; Truman Scholarship Finalist
EXPERIENCE
Pepperdine University, Payson Library
Research and Reference Librarian August 2010 – present
Natural Science Division Liaison
Provide general reference assistance (via in-person, telephone, chat, email, and text
messaging) for undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty at Pepperdine
University.
Lead information literacy sessions for a variety of student populations.
Participate in the evaluation of emerging web and instructional technologies.
Conduct analyses of undergraduate research of both liaison areas and other disciplines.
Act as Library Liaison to Natural Science Division and support Natural Science faculty
and student research through personal research consultations, bibliographic instruction,
and the creation of online research guides.
Systematic analysis of natural science print and electronic resources in support of
collection development in the sciences.
Librarian for the Sports Medicine Research Team (led by Professor Priscilla MacRae)
investigating “The Effects of CrossFit Training on Physical and Cognitive Performance
in College Students.”
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Served as Moderator for Oral Presentations at Southern California Conference for
Undergraduate Research (SCCUR) (Pepperdine University, 2010).
Assist in the outreach endeavors of the Director for Library Advancement and Public
Affairs and the Reference Department.
Implement and manage collaborative spaces used for the collection of library statistics.
Manage information systems including library hours Access database and ORBS
Assist in maintenance of Library’s public web interface.
Contribute to Library’s outreach efforts in spaces such as Facebook, Twitter, Yammer,
and the Library Blog
Conduct outreach events such as Craft Night during Dead Week Detours and
Valentine’s Day Button-making
Pepperdine University, Payson Library
Reference Assistant, Full Time February 2006 – August 2010
Provide general reference assistance (via in-person, telephone, chat, email, and text
messaging) for undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty at Pepperdine
University.
Assist with website maintenance, online information literacy tutorial design, WASC
accreditation analysis, and assessment efforts.
Play critical role in Junior Writing Portfolio project including rubric development,
establishment of collaborative tools, portfolio review, and results analysis.
Conduct information literacy and research skills instruction for lower and upper
division classes.
County of Los Angeles, Child Support Services Dept.
Staff Attorney March 2001 – February 2006
Responsible for case preparation, court appearances, and management of non-legal
staff.
Case preparation included legal research, interviewing, and factual investigation.
Extensive use of Westlaw and Lexis.
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UCLA School of Law, Hugh & Hazel Darling Law Library
Research Assistant June 1998 – June 2000
In-depth experience utilizing Westlaw, Lexis, and other electronic databases to conduct
legal research for UCLA law faculty.
Collaborated with faculty to edit legal textbooks for publication.
PRESENTATIONS
SCIL poster session, “Writing and citing: the relationship of student portfolios to library
instruction,” Long Beach, California, February 5, 2010

SELECTED WORKS
Author of InfoGuides for Liaison area as well as for classes receiving library
instruction. http://infoguides.pepperdine.edu/profile.php?uid=31810
Author of InfoGuides based on original research (e.g., Scientific Research Misconduct)
http://infoguides.pepperdine.edu/research_misconduct
COMMITTEES
Seaver Academic Integrity Committee, Library Information Literacy Committee,
Library LibQual Committee, Library Rank, Tenure and Promotion Committee
MEMBERSHIPS
American Library Association,
California Academic & Research Libraries,
Southern California Instruction Librarians
SKILLS
Screencasting software (including Camtasia and Jing), Wiki software, Collaborative
tools (including Google applications), Social Networking tools, Digital Library software
(CONTENTdm), Dreamweaver, and Photoshop.
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MELISSA NYKANEN
Pepperdine University  24255 Pacific Coast Highway  Malibu, California 90263
(310) 506-4434  melissa.nykanen@pepperdine.edu
LIBRARY EXPERIENCE
Special Collections and University Archives  Pepperdine University  Malibu, CA
Head of Special Collections and University Archives

August 2009-Present





Oversee the management of a collection of rare books and archival materials.
Assess and acquire new collection materials.
Organize and preserve materials by assessing organizational and preservation needs, prioritizing
collections, and coordinating cataloging and creation of finding aids.
 Assist students, faculty, and researchers in use of the collection, and promote the collection through
exhibits and events.
Rare Book & Manuscript Library  University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  Urbana, IL
Graduate Assistant




August 2007-July 2009

Assisted in the day-to-day management of the public services operations of the library.
Provided reference services in-person, on the phone, and by e-mail.
Managed teams during a collection-wide re-housing project, including making preservation
recommendations and consulting with a conservator for critical needs.

EDUCATION
Master of Science in Library and Information Science

May 2009

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  Urbana, IL


Certificate in Special Collections

Bachelor of Arts in English

May 2001

Trinity International University  Deerfield, IL
SELECTED PRESENTATIONS & PUBLICATIONS
Henricks, Jamie, Kevin Miller, Melissa Nykanen, and Katie Richardson. “Catching the Wave: Using a
Milestone to Reach New Audiences.” American Library Association Annual Conference. Anaheim, CA. 23
June 2012. Poster Presentation.

Nykanen, Melissa. “Special Collections and the Community: Strategies for Collecting Local History.” Rare
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Book and Manuscript Section Preconference. Baton Rouge, LA. 23 June 2011. Conference Presentation.
Nykanen, Melissa. “Institutional Repositories at Small Institutions in America: Some Current Trends.” Journal
of Electronic Resources Librarianship 23.1 (2011): 1-19. Accessed at:
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1941126X.2011.551089#preview.
Nykanen, Melissa. “A Conversation with the Archivists of the Stone-Campbell Movement.” Christian
Scholars’ Conference. Nashville, TN. 4 June 2010. Panel Discussion.
Nykanen, Melissa. “Little Boats, Big Catch: Institutional Repositories at Small Institutions.” Association of
College and Research Libraries 14th National Conference. Seattle, WA. 13 March 2009. Poster Presentation.
SELECTED EXHIBITS
“Becoming America: An Exhibition of Colonial Documents.”
Payson Library, Pepperdine University, Malibu, CA
October 2012 – February 2013
“The Saint John’s Bible: A Gift of Sacred Art.”
Payson Library, Pepperdine University, Malibu, CA
Exhibit on loan from Saint John’s University
May 2011 – January 2012
“The Great Experiment: George Washington and the American Republic”
Payson Library, Pepperdine University, Malibu, CA
Exhibit on loan from the Huntington Library
March 2010
GRANTS
“Preserving the Past, Preparing for the Future: Building Sustainable Archival Collections”
Writer and Project Director
National Historical Publications and Records Commission Basic Projects Grant
October 2011 – March 2013
Amount Received: $110,143“Manifold Greatness: The Creation and Afterlife of the King James Bible”
Co-Writer and Co-Project Director
National Endowment for the Humanities Travelling Exhibit
August 2011 – October 2012
Amount Received: $2,500
“Special Collections & University Archives Preservation Assessment”
Co-Writer and Project Director
National Endowment for the Humanities Preservation Assistance Grant
January 2011 – June 2012
Amount Received: $6,000
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & SERVICE
American Library Association (ALA), 2008-Present
Rare Book & Manuscript Section (RBMS), 2008-Present





Seminars Committee, July 2012-June 2014
Membership and Professional Development Committee, July 2012-June 2014
Budget and Development Committee, July 2010-June 2014
Preconference Program Planning Committee and Short Papers Subcommittee, July 2011-June 2012

Society of California Archivists (SCA), 2010-Present
National Historical Publications and Records Commission Grant Reviewer, Dec. 2011-Jan. 2012
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Elizabeth Parang
Professional Experience

August 2010 to date

Electronic Resources Librarian

August 1995‐August 2010

Coordinator of Serials
Pepperdine University

December 1990‐June 30, 1995
July 23, 1990‐December 1990
June 1988‐July 21, 1990

Head Serials Librarian
Acting Head Serials Librarian
Serials Librarian
University of Nevada Las Vegas

April 15, 1984‐ July 31, 1986

Serials Librarian/Humanities Bibliographer
University of Northern Iowa

January 1982 – June 1983
April 1981 – January 1982

Serials Librarian
Serials Cataloger (half‐time)
University of Houston‐Downtown

December 1975 – June 30, 1980
(Leave of absence 3/78‐3/79)

Librarian
Farabi University Library, Tehran

July 1970 – June 30, 1972

Assistant Catalog Librarian
University of Montana

August 1969 – June 30, 1970

Assistant Librarian in Charge of Technical
Services
Western Montana College Library

Education
University of Northern Iowa, 1984‐86 (27 credits in business)
Alliance Francaise (Paris) 3/74‐7/74
University of Montana, 1970‐72 (6 credits in education)
Western Montana College, 1970 (3 credits in English)
University of Washington School of Librarianship, 6/68‐8/69
Master of Librarianship
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Western Montana College, 9/65‐6/68
B.S. in Secondary Education (English/Social Science)
Zetta Flores Scholarship Cup

Publications, Research
“Redesigning Freshman Seminar Library Instruction Based on Information Competencies” with Trisha
Stevenson and Melinda Raine, Research Strategies, v.17, no 4 (2001): 269‐280.
Electronic Journals in ARL Libraries: Policies and Procedures, with Laverna Saunders, ARL Spec Kit 201
1994
Electronic Journals in ARL Libraries: Issues and Trends, with Laverna Saunders, ARL Spec Kit 202, 1994
"The Evolving Serial", High Roller, v. 29 no. 2, April‐June 1992: 2‐3.

Book reviews:
Pre‐ & Post‐ Retirement Tips for Librarians, edited by Carol Smallwood. Chicago: American Library
Association, 2012. Submitted for publication to Serials Review.
Lean Library Management: Eleven Strategies for Reducing Costs and Improving Customer Services, by
John H. Huber. New York: Neal‐Schumann Publishers, 2011. In Serials Review, v. 38 no. 2 (2012):
163‐164.
M‐libraries 2:A Virtual Library in Everyone’s Pocket, edited by Mohamed Ally and Gill Needham. London:
Facet Publishing, 2010. In Serials Review, v.37 no. 3 (2011): 235‐236.
Libraries Without Walls 7: Exploring “Anywhere, Anytime” Delivery of Library Services, by P. Brophy, J.
Craven, and M. Markland. Facet Publishing, London, 2008. In Serials Review, v.35 no.2 (2009):
112‐113.
The Library as Place in California ,by Stacy Shotsberger Russo. Jefferson, N.C., McFarland & Company,
Inc., 2008. In Serials Review, v.34 no. 4 (2008): 317‐318.
Staffing the Modern Library : A How‐To‐Do‐It Manual, by John M. Cohn and Ann L. Kelsey. New York,
Neal‐Schuman Publishers, Inc., 2005. In Serials Review, v. 32 no.4 (2006): 290‐291.
And What Do YOU Mean by Learning? by Seymour B. Sarason. Portsmouth, N.H.: Heinemann, 2004. In
Education Libraries, v. 27 no. 1 (2004): 37‐38.
The Digital Age and Local Studies, by Peter Reid. Oxford: Chandos Pub., 2003. In Education Libraries, v.
26 no. 2 (2003): 47‐48.
JSTOR: A History, by Roger C. Schonfeld. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2003. In Serials
Review, v. 30, no. 1 (2004): 79‐80.
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Pathways to Knowledge [trademark] and Inquiry Learning, by Marjorie L. Pappas and Ann E. Tepe.
Englewood, CO, Libraries Unlimited, 2002. In Education Libraries, v. 26, no. 1 (2003): 46‐47.
Web of Deception: Misinformation on the Internet : edited by Anne P. Mintz. Medford, NJ: CyberAge
Books, Information Today, Inc., 2002. In Serials Review, v. 29, no. 1 (2003): 66‐67.
Super Searchers Go to the Source: The Interviewing and Hands‐on Information Strategies of Top Primary
Researchers––Online, on the Phone, and in Person, by Risa Sacks, edited by Reva Basch.
Medford, NJ: CyberAge Books, Information Today, Inc., 2001. (Super Searchers, v. 7) In Serials
Review, v. 28, no. 2 (2002): 164‐166.
Neal‐Schuman Authoritative Guide to Evaluating Information on the Internet, by Alison Cooke. Neal‐
Schuman Publishers, Inc., 1999. In Serials Review, v. 26, no. 3 (2000): 96‐98.
Guide for Written Collection Policy Statements, 2nd ed., edited by Joanne S. Anderson. ALA, 1996. In
Serials Review, v. 23, no. 3 (Fall 1997): 94‐95.
Price Index for Legal Publications 1996, by Margaret Maes Axtmann. ALA, 1996. In Serials Review, v. 23,
no. 3 (Fall 1997): 91‐93.
Serials Management: A Practical Guide, by Chiou‐sen Dora Chen. ALA, 1995. In Serials Review, v. 22, n.
3 (Fall 1996): 147‐148.
NASIG Conference reports:
“Honing Your Negotiation Skills”, The Serials Librarian, forthcoming in 2013.
“Web‐Based Trails and Cross‐Campus Partnerships”, The Serials Librarian, v. 46, no. 3/4, 2004: 215‐219.
“Does a Core Exist? Electronic Journals Available in Selected Fields”, The Serials Librarian, v. 44, no. 3/4,
2003: 303‐309.
“The Convergence of User Needs, Collection Building, and the Electronic Publishing Market Place”, The
Serials Librarian, v. 38 no. 3/4, 2000: 333‐339.
“Using the Web for the Public”, The Serials Librarian, v. 34, no.1/2, 1998: 17‐24.
“Using Focus Groups to Match User Expectations with Library Constraints”, The Serials Librarian, v. 30,
no.3/4, 1997: 335‐339.
“How to Plan and Deliver a Great Workshop,” The Serials Librarian, v. 24, no.3/4, 1994: 177‐180.
“The Cost Effectiveness of Claiming,” The Serials Librarian, v. 23, no.3/4, 1993: 297‐299.
Presentations:
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“Writing and Citing: the Relationship of Student Portfolios to Library Instruction” with Mary Ann
Naumann, Sally Bryant, and Melinda Raine, poster session presented at SCIL (Southern California
Instruction Librarians) Works, CSU Chancellor's Office, Long Beach, February 5, 2010.
“Reinvigorating Library Instruction: Responding to the Curriculum” with Melinda Raine,
presentation at SCIL (Southern California Instruction Librarians) Open House (theme: Setting the Stage
for Effective Library Instruction), Pollak Library, California State University Fullerton, Jan. 30, 2004.
“Redesigning Freshman Library Instruction Based on Information Competencies” with Melinda Raine,
presentation at Christian College Librarians Conference, Pepperdine University, June 17, 2000.
“Freshman Library Instruction Based on Information Competencies”, with Melinda Raine, poster
session displayed at LOEX of the West Conference, Montana State University‐Bozeman, June 8‐10, 2000.
“Redesigning Freshman Seminar Library Instruction”, with Trisha Stevenson and Melinda Raine at LIRT
(Library Instruction Round Table) Poster Session, American Library Association Annual Conference, New
Orleans, June 27, 1999.
“Information Literacy: Redesigning Freshman Seminar Instruction Based on Information Competencies”
with Trisha Stevenson and Melinda Raine at Pepperdine Faculty Current Scholarly Work conference, Oct.
23, 1998.
Grant:
AMIGOS Fellowship Program Grant, “Assessing the Impact of Electronic Journals on Technical Services”
with Laverna Saunders, 1992. http://www.amigos.org/fellowship/1993_assessing.pdf

Professional Memberships & Committees
North American Serials Interest Group (NASIG)
Secretary, 2004/05‐2005/06
Horizon Task Force/Committee 1994‐96; Awards & Recognition Committee 1996/97‐1997/99;
Continuing Education Committee, 1999/2000‐2002/03; Bylaws Committee, 2006/08‐2008/2010
(co‐chair 2008/2010); Financial Development Committee, 2010/2014 (chair 2010/2011,
2012/2013)
American Library Association (ALA)
Chapter Relations Committee (ALCTS representative) 1998/99‐2002/03
Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL)
Association for Library Collections & Technical Services (ACLTS)
Council of Regional Groups Affiliate Relations Committee member 1993‐1999; chair 1997‐1999;
Council of Regional Groups member (MPLA representative) 1992/93
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Beta Phi Mu (library honor society), 1970‐

California Academic & Research Libraries
SCIL (formerly California Clearinghouse on Library Instruction)
Southern California Technical Processes Group (SCTPG)
SCELC (Statewide California Electronic Library Consortium) Product Review Committee, 2000‐present,
Chair‐Elect 2003/04, Chair 2004/05
Pepperdine University Seaver College Institutional Review Board (IRB) 2004‐
Friends of the Calabasas Library, Secretary 2000‐2001; President, 2002‐2007; Treasurer, 2008‐2009;
Membership VP, 2010‐Apr. 2011; President, May 2011‐present
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RESUME ‐‐ MELINDA RAINE
Associate University Librarian
Client Services
Pepperdine University Libraries
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:
Associate University Librarian
Public Services, Programs and
Campus Libraries

Pepperdine University
Malibu, California

1/2006 – present

Supervise all public services at Pepperdine University Libraries, including Information Literacy,
Access Services, Interlibrary Loan, and Reference.
In addition to Payson Library on the Malibu campus, supervise the graduate Drescher Library and
three satellite campus libraries.
Working with the administrative team, develop the strategic plan for the library.
Serve on the University Library’s budget committee
Oversee all aspects of public services’ budget.
Help lead the information literacy assessment process, including implementation of the LibQual
User Satisfaction Survey and the SAILS (Standardized Assessment of Information Literacy Skills)
survey. Evaluate survey results and present those results to the Library and University
administration.
Plan and organize student and faculty focus groups, analyze focus group results, explore ways to
increase service to students and faculty, and implement improvements in response to the focus
group input.
Serve as a library liaison to the Communication and Political Science faculty. Select books in those
subject areas.
Serve as the library representative on the Seaver Academic Council.
Serve as a member of Seaver Faculty Association Academic Affairs Committee.
Coordinator of Information
Services

Pepperdine University
Malibu, California

7/98 – 1/2006

Supervise public services at Payson Library, including oversight of reference, library instruction,
circulation, government documents and interlibrary loan.
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Plan, implement, and evaluate an information literacy program for Pepperdine University students,
faculty, and staff based on identified information competencies.
Serve as a library liaison to the Communication and Political Science faculty. Select books in those
subject areas.
Provide library instruction to students, faculty and staff at Pepperdine University.
Set goals, establish policies, and develop procedures for the reference department at Payson
Library.
Train, supervise and evaluate the professional activities of four librarians and two support staff.
Chair a task force charged with evaluating library services and hours, in light of student needs and
expectations. Task force members include students, the Associate Provost, the Associate Dean of
Students, and two Associate Directors from Information Technology.
Serve on the Seaver Academic Council as a non‐voting member.
Serve on the First Book committee at Pepperdine. The First Book program provides children from
low‐income families with new books.
Teach faculty workshops on the use of electronic library resources.
Master database searching techniques for the one hundred twenty‐five databases available at the
Pepperdine University Libraries.
Evaluate databases for the Pepperdine University Libraries.
Coordinate the selection and ordering of materials for the Payson Reference Department.
Supervise Interlibrary Loan for the Pepperdine University Libraries.
Manage the Federal Document Depository Library Program at Payson Library.
Completed a Self‐Study of the Federal Document Depository Library Program at Pepperdine.
Government Publications/
Reference Librarian

Pepperdine University
Malibu, California

9/94 – 7/98

Worked with other librarians to redesign freshman library instruction based on identified
information competencies, using computer technology, online tutorials and classroom instruction.
Taught library instruction classes in many subject areas including Political Science, Public Policy,
Communication, Sports Medicine, and Freshman Seminar. These classes have been well received.
Several professors have requested that I teach library instruction for their classes.
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Designed the Pepperdine Government Information web site and Interlibrary Loan web site using
html.
Communicated with the Pepperdine faculty in order to understand what their needs are and to let
them know what government information resources are available via the Internet, Congressional
Universe, CD‐ROM, microfiche, and print sources.
Supervised the collection, maintenance, and dissemination of information from the Payson Library
government publications collection.
Wrote goals and objectives related to the government information collection.
Investigated Internet sources of government information in order to provide these sources to
Pepperdine faculty, students, staff, and the public.
Planned and organized the creation of the Government Information Center within Payson Library.
Participated in professional activities related to Government Documents Librarianship in order to
provide the best possible service to Pepperdine faculty, students, and staff.
Wrote articles for the Library Update, which discuss current issues in government information and
its dissemination.
Supervised the work of the government documents technician and Interlibrary Loan staff.
Provided reference service to Pepperdine faculty, students, and staff, as a member of the Payson
Library reference team. Utilized advanced information retrieval skills to access electronic databases
and print sources in order to provide this service.
Sharpened information retrieval skills by attending Lexis/Nexis workshops that instruct participants
in the most effective and creative ways to retrieve information from this on‐line electronic source.
Worked with the other reference librarians to define the mission and the goals and objectives of the
Payson reference department.
Reviewed the professional literature in order to recommend new purchases in the areas of political
science and literature.
Freelance Abstractor

Sage Publications
Newbury Park, California

10/93 – 10/95

Wrote 150‐225 word abstracts of articles from business and academic journals and monographs in
the areas of Urban Planning, Human Resources, Public Administration, and Education.
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Manager‐‐Engineering Library
and Data Center

Metters Industries
Camarillo, California

9/92 ‐ 3/94

Administered government contracts and related budgets of approximately $800,000.
Supervised a staff of eleven.
Directed Engineering Data Center operations at ISED, Point Mugu, providing reference and research
services, supervising data acquisition, tracking, reproduction, maintenance, retrieval, archiving,
distribution and image processing of multi‐formatted data, which includes aperture cards, technical
manuals, specifications, standards, directives, CD‐ROM databases, master drawings.
Prepared/supervised delivery of contract statistical reports, as well as, receipt and distribution of
over 3.5 million engineering drawings under cognizance of NAWCWPNS, Point Mugu. Supervised
the inventory management of ISED library assets.
Developed and implemented operation and management approaches designed
for engineering, science and technical libraries. Planned, scheduled and implemented automated
library resources resident within the Engineering Data Centers. Developed the NAWCWPNS Library
Management System and incorporated process improvements into the Engineering Data Center's
Standard Operating Procedures. Supervised daily operation of Cuadra Star and the Automated
Library System, the Engineering Data Center's primary databases.
Participated as an active member of the company's Total Quality Management (TQM) initiative and
served on the Quality Management Board.
Task Force Coordinator
Vision 2020 Project

Conejo Future Foundation
Thousand Oaks, California

9/91 ‐ 7/92

Developed professional relationships with corporate executives who served on Vision 2020 Task
Forces.
Developed the Vision 2020 library which features documents in the areas of transportation,
environment, housing, waste management, water resources, and regional governance.
Coordinated four Task Forces researching the issues of water resources, waste management,
environment, and housing.
Researched findings and projections relating to task force study areas.
Organized and presented televised Town Forums, which addressed issues in the areas of water
resources, waste management, environment, and housing.
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PUBLICATIONS, PROFESSIONAL PAPERS and PRESENTATIONS:
Using Library Electronic Resources Effectively. A full‐day workshop for Pepperdine faculty, offered
via the Center for Teaching Excellence, Payson Library, May 19th and 20th 2004.
Reinvigorating Library Instruction: Responding to the Curriculum with Elizabeth Parang. A
presentation given at the Southern California Instruction Librarians’ winter 2004 Open House,
California State University, Fullerton, January 30, 2004.
Redesigning Freshman Seminar Library Instruction Based on Information Competencies with
Elizabeth Parang and Trisha Stevenson, Research Strategies, 17 (2000) 269‐280.
Redesigning Freshman Library Instruction Based on Information Competencies with Elizabeth
Parang. A paper presented at The Christian College Librarians Conference, Pepperdine
University, June 17, 2000.
Freshman Library Instruction Based on Information Competencies with Elizabeth Parang. A
poster session displayed at LOEX of the West Conference, Montana State University‐Bozeman,
June 8‐10, 2000.
Book review ‐‐ Issues & Options: The Clean Development Mechanism, edited by Jose
Goldemberg. United Nations Development Programme, 1998. In The Journal of Government
Information, v. 27, issue 2 (March‐April 2000)
Redesigning Freshman Seminar Library Instruction, with Elizabeth Parang and Trisha
Stevenson at LIRT (Library Instruction Round Table) Poster Session, American Library Association
Annual Conference, New Orleans, June 27, 1999.
Information Literacy: Redesigning Freshman Seminar Instruction Based on Information
Competencies. (Paper presented with Elizabeth Parang and Trisha Stevenson at the Pepperdine
Faculty Conference on Current Scholarly Work, 10/23/98)
Water: Liquid Gold. Conejo Future Foundation, (Summer, 1992), 49 pages.
Solid Ideas for Solid Waste. Conejo Future Foundation, (Summer, 1992), 40 pages.
Options for Our Endangered Environment. Conejo Future Foundation, (Summer, 1992), 36
pages.
The Housing Crisis: A Roof for All Residents. Conejo Future Foundation, (Summer, 1992), 36
pages.
EDUCATION:
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

Master of Arts (Library Science)
Bachelor of Arts (English)
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California Lutheran University
Thousand Oaks, California

Foundations of Educational Psychology
Introduction to Bilingual Education

Drake University
Des Moines, Iowa

News Reporting Principles

Des Moines Area Community
College
Des Moines, Iowa

Introduction to Computer Programming
Personnel Principles

Continuing Education Credits

Personnel Evaluation
Supervising Library Staff
Performance Evaluation of Library Staff
Adult Literacy Training
DIALOG Workshop (2 days)

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS & MEMBERSHIPS
American Library Association (on‐going)
California Academic & Research Libraries (on‐going)
Southern California Instruction Librarians (on‐going)
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Marc Vinyard
Curriculum Vitae
April, 2012
Professional Experience
Information Services Librarian (Rank of Associate Librarian), Pepperdine University, 1998present.
 Liaison to the Seaver Business and History Divisions
 Provide research assistance and classroom instruction
 Coordinate chat reference service
 Select books and databases for the subjects of business and history
Reference Librarian (Business Emphasis), Glendale Public Library, Oct 1995- Oct. 1998.
Education
Master of Librarianship, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of
Washington, June 1995. Received admission to the Beta Phi Mu Library and Information
Science Honor Society.
Bachelor of Arts, Comparative International Studies, University of Washington, Bothell Branch
Campus, December 1992. Graduated Magna Cum Laude.
Library Instruction Courses
I have provided library instruction for the following Seaver College and Graziadio School of
Business Management courses:
BA 497 Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics
BA 449 Applied Portfolio Management
BA 366 Organizational Behavior
BA 352 Management Theory and Practice
BA 321 Financial Management
BA 442 Financial Markets and Institutions
BA 470 Marketing Research
BA 598 Service Leadership Project
AC 224 Financial Accounting
AC 225 Managerial Accounting
HIST 200 Introduction to Research
HIST 515 Europe in the 19th Century
HIST 581 Senior Thesis
GSHU 199 First-Year Seminars
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GSHU 199 Faith and Reason
INTS 497 Senior Seminar
MBAM 645 Marketing Research
Fully-employed MBA Student Orientations
BA 220: Accounting and Finance for Non-Business Majors
Published Written Works:
Vinyard, Marc. "eMarketer. Charleston Advisor 11.2 (Oct 2009): 23-26.
Vinyard, Marc. "All the Right Numbers." Searcher 14.8 (2006): 54-59.
Vinyard, Marc. "Online Stock Indexes: Resources for Business Researchers." Searcher 11.6
(2003): 54-58.
Vinyard, Marc. "SimplyMap." Charleston Advisor 10.4 (Apr 2009): 40-43.
Vinyard, Marc. "Cabell's Directory of Publishing Opportunities." Charleston Advisor 10.1 (Jul
2008): 18-20.
Vinyard, Marc. Rev. of Multinational Strategic Management: An Integrative Entrepreneurial
Context-Specific Process by Robert J. Mockler. Business Information Alert 16.3 (2004): 14-15.
Vinyard, Marc. Rev. of Strategic Management: Formulation, Implementation and Control in a
Dynamic Environment by Abbass F. Alkhafaji. Business Information Alert 16.7 (2004): 9-10.
Vinyard, Marc. Rev. of Internationalization, Technology and Services by Marcela Miozzo and
Ian Miles, editors. Business Information Alert 16.1 (2004): 8-9.
Committee Work
Librarian Handbook writing committee, 2003-2009.
Seaver Academic Integrity committee 10/2005-4/2007 (Secretary from 9/2006 to 4/2007
LibQual Chair Fall 2010 (. LibQual is a survey instrument used by many academic libraries to
measure the quality of their services and to learn more about the needs of their users)
Statewide California Electronic Library Consortium (SCELC) for Business Resources, March
2009 to the present.
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Information Literacy Assessment Committee Spring 2009 to the present. I evaluate many Junior
Writing Portfolios and other research intensive papers from Seaver College with a rubric
Formal instruction for colleagues, faculty, or staff:
RefWorks presentations: Oct 31 and Nov. 13, 2006.
History 304 Technology workshop: April 6, 2006.
Blackboard presentation: January 29, 2009.
Procedure manuals and in‐house publications relating to job assignments
I have created InfoGuides (http://infoguides.pepperdine.edu/profile.php?uid=31804) for the
following courses:
BA 220: Accounting and Finance for Non-Business Majors
BA 321: Financial Management
BA 494: International Management
BA 497.01: Business Policy
BA 497.02: Business Policy, Strategy, and Ethics
BA 598: Service Leadership
Business & Economics General Guide
ENG 100: Composition for ELL Students
ENG 101: English Composition
GSBA 199.01 FYS Talking Through Technology
GSHU 199.08: FYS Telling Lives
HIST 200: Introduction to Research
HIST 304: History of the American Peoples
HIST 405.01: Topics in Global History
HIST 581A.01: Senior Thesis
History General Guide
INTS 497.04 Senior Seminar
INTS 497.06: Senior Seminar
Professional Associations
American Library Association
Seaver Faculty Association
California Academic & Research Libraries Association (CARL)
Recent Conferences
American Library Association annual conference in Anaheim June 28-30, 2009
SCIL (Southern California Instruction Librarians) Works, May 4, 2012
SCELC Vendor Day, March 1, 2012
Pepperdine Faculty Retreat, October 7-8, 2011
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Gan Ye
5323 Colodny Dr. Apt. 110

Telephone : (818) 483-0033 (H)

Agoura Hills, CA
91301
USA

(310) 430-6268 (C)
E-mail:

gan.ye@pepperdine.edu
grace.ganye@gmail.com

_______________________________________________________________________

Education




Master of Library and Information Studies (M.L.I.S.), McGill University, 2002
Master of East Asia Electronic Publishing (MS), Nanjing University, 1997
Diploma of Electronics and Computer Science, Nanjing University, 1988

Major Achievements

2012


Completed ILLiad authentication using Central Authentication Services (CAS)

2011



Successfully migrated electronic resources holding data from WorldCat Link Manager to
WorldCat Knowledge Base
Assisted OCLC link resolver team on their new link resolver test

2010



2009






Library System Migration: first Voyager library in the world to use OCLC WMS. Educated
OCLC in Voyager system and Voyager database structure. Guided successful transition
from Voyager to the new OCLC WMS library system, our most mission-critical activity of
the past year.
Configured and implemented WorldCat Local Metasearch
Cleaned up Voyager records
Implemented WorldCat Local
Implemented OCLC WorldCat Link Manager
Configured ILLiad
Redesigned library new dynamic web site: I worked with our Web and Multimedia
Services department to design, test and launch new library web
site(http://library.pepperdine.edu/)

2008
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 Patrons’ Pepperdine ID updating in Voyager
 OCLC CONTENTdm initiative
 Solved the Voyager problems which existed for many years
2006‐2007






Redesigned and developed Mount Saint Mary College Library website
(http://library.msmc.edu/ )
Re-designed / re-configured Mount Saint Mary College Library online catalog
(http://opac.acc.msmc.edu/ ) and implemented many new features
Resolved the student data loading problem from a student register system to Innovative
Millennium system
Reconfigured circulation module and solved numerous Millennium System problems
which existed for long time
Fixed the electronic resources off-campus access problems.

Work Experience

2007/12-Present

Pepperdine University, Digital and Systems Librarian

Library system related experience











Working with OCLC system developers on the WMS and
WorldCat Local interface and ongoing features
implementation and support.
Working on the WorldCat Knowledge Base, Electronic
Resources License Manager and WMS e-Resources
module implementation;
Updating our electronic resources holdings at WorldCat
and WorldCat Knowledge Base and troubleshooting
access problems
Managing and updating EZproxy
Working with OCLC and Pepperdine IT on the patron
authentication projects for OCLC WMS, WorldCat Local
and ILLiad
Providing technical support to the national wide WMS
libraries who are implementing or have a plan to migrate
their system to WMS
Managing the Institutional Repository (OCLC ContentDM)
Provided technical assistance to Law School library on
their library system migration from Voyager to OCLC pilot
library system and Voyager OPAC to OCLC WorldCat
Local
Implemented ILLiad, WorldCat Link Manager and
WorldCat Metasearch
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Web related experience:


Serving as a Pepperdine University Libraries’ webmaster
and participating in continuing library web site redesign
and
administering library blog and all library website
databases
Administering Wiki Confluence
(https://wikis.pepperdine.edu/) and providing technical
support to Pepperdine community



Other





2006/1-2007/11

Mount Saint Mary College, Systems and Web Services Librarian









2005/1- 2006/1

Being a referee for Journal of web librarianship (peer
review journal), published by Taylor and Francis
Serving as a subject liaison
Managing Apple XServer system and iTunes U
Acting as a liaison with Pepperdine’s IT department in
order to coordinate links between Libraries and other
University systems.

Managed the integrated library system (Innovative)
Developed and maintained library web services
(http://library.msmc.edu) and digital library infrastructure;
Redesigned library online catalog
http://opac.acc.msmc.edu
Administered electronic resources
Supervised library IT staff
Troubleshot software and equipment
Participated in reference, instruction and collection
development
Served on Mount Saint Mary College Faculty Senate
Committee and library liaison to the Library Committee

Samra University, Librarian and System Specialist





Redesigned library website and managed the whole
university’s website;
Maintained library database;
Catalogued library resources (original).
Maintained the reference service and collection development
responsibilities
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2003/11-2003/12

Troubleshot technical problems (both software and hardware)
throughout the university.

Coutts Library Services, Inc. Cataloguer



2003/01-2003/09

Original cataloguing
Copy cataloguing

Montreal General Hospital Nurses Library, Research Assistant






Created a multimedia tutorial for professional database
searching;
Maintained library’s website;
Provided training on how to do literature searching using
biomedical databases
Controlled and maintained the library’s automatic catalogue;
Provided reference services to McGill nursing faculty, nursing
students, and nursing staffs.

1992/01-1999/12
English-Chinese Bilingual Dictionary Research Center, Nanjing
University, System Specialist







Built a small system to test the data in 1992.
Wrote a proposal based on my test system (In 1993, My boss
used this proposal to get 1 million dollar budget from the
largest and longest-standing publisher in China: the
Commercial Press.)
Designed the data structure and the whole system
Developed and tested the system
Published many articles in peer reviewed journals. One of my
articles was added to a library graduate school text book
“Chinese editing research1998” (in Chinese)

1988/09-1991/12
Library of Johns Hopkins University – Nanjing Center (Nanjing
University), Computer Specialist


Maintained computer hardware and software

Personality





Responsive
Agreeable and pleasant
Persistent and doesn’t shirk from tackling complex issues
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Computer Skills


OS: Microsoft Windows (3.0-2000 profession/server), Microsoft NT



Web & Multimedia: HTML, PHP, Java, Image Editing, Photoshop,

(3.5-4.0), Unix, Linux, DOS (3.0 – 6.0), Mac OS X server






FrontPage, Dream Weaver MX, Fireworks MX, Flash MX,
CorelDraw.
Database: SQL, Oracle, InMagic DBText, FoxPro, dBase, data
modeling
Language: C, C++, Java, JavaScript, Basic
Other: CDR/CDRW burning, scanner, OCR, PC configuration and
repairing, System installation, Excellent keyboarding

Presentations







“Cloudy in Malibu: Pepperdine Libraries’ migration to OCLC’s
Web-scale Management Service system,” LITA National Forum
2011, October 2011 (presented twice at the LITA National Forum
2011)
“Migrating to the cloud: Pepperdine Libraries at web scale,” Coalition for
Networked Information (CNI) Sprint 2011 Membership Meeting, April
2011
“Data migration from Voyager to OCLC web scale management
services,” Moving library cooperation to web scale, LYRASIS
member discussions meeting, May 2011
“Implementing OCLC’s WMS (WorldShare Management
Services) Circulation at Pepperdine University”, Back in
circulation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, October, 2012
(Travel expenses sponsored).

Publications









Dula, M., & Ye, G. (2012). Case study: Pepperdine University
Libraries’ migration to OCLC’s WorldShare, Journal of web
librarianship, Vol. 6, Iss. 2, 2012
Bryant, S., & Ye, G. (2012). Implementing OCLC’s WMS (Webscale Management Services) Circulation at Pepperdine
University, Journal of Access Services, Vol. 9, Iss. 1, 2012
Bryant, S. & Ye, G. (2011). In the cloud with OCLC- New System
at Pepperdine University Libraries, SJSU SLIS Alumni
Association, spring 2011, 13(1)
Ye, G., & Zhang, B. (1997). English-Chinese bilingual database
and the compilation of dictionary. Journal of Nanjing University,
Vol. 34(1),166-172.
Ye, G., & Ni, B. (1997). Editing and publishing under highly
technology environment. Chinese Publishing, Vol. 77(6). 31-33
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Ye, G., & Ni, B. (1997). Editing and publishing under highly
technology environment. China Publishing, Vol. 76(5). 30-32.
Ye, G., & Ni, B. (1997). The new concept of editing and publishing
under highly technology environment. University Press, Vol.
16(4), 35-36.
Ye, G., & Ni, B.(1997). Public concern – the impact of technology
development on copyright, Editing Research, Vol. 55(5). 2-5.
Ye, G., & Ni, B. (1998). Editing and publishing work in
environments of advanced science and technology. In: Chinese
editing research editorial board, Chinese editing research 1998
(pp.350-368). People’s Education Press. (It was a library graduate
school text book in China.)
Zhang, B., & Ye, G. (1995). English-Chinese lexicon database
system and dictionary editing. Dictionary Studies, No.1 2-10.
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Appendix H
Librarian’s Handbook
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PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN’S

HANDBOOK
1.

INTRODUCTION
I.

Mission of Pepperdine University1
Pepperdine is a Christian University committed to the highest standards of academic
excellence and Christian values, where students are strengthened for lives of purpose,
service, and leadership.

II.

Commitment of the Pepperdine University Libraries

It is the goal of the Pepperdine University Libraries1 to support the University’s mission by providing
our faculty, students, staff and community partners with the best possible access to information and
knowledge. We are committed to achieving this by building strong collections and patron services
that will promote teaching excellence, classroom and lifelong learning and outstanding scholarship.

The University’s librarians strive to achieve this goal by, among other things:


Selecting and building strong print and electronic collections and emphasizing patron
services to enhance and promote the University’s teaching excellence, classroom
learning and outstanding scholarship;



Providing the highest level of professional assistance to faculty and students;



Facilitating and promoting communication among librarians, faculty and students;



Providing and maintaining superior library facilities with a professional and accessible
environment to promote the use of the University’s library materials and facilities;



Enriching the University’s classroom and educational experience by teaching digital
research and literacy skills, preparing educational manuals in diverse areas of study, and
advising faculty with respect to Library resources and capabilities;



Fostering individual initiative, innovation and development of academic librarianship
within the Library organization;



Issuing annual strategic plans to enhance and further the University’s libraries;



Carrying out periodic assessments of teaching and services rendered that show evidence
of student learning;



Observing and abiding by Pepperdine University’s Code of Ethics
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III.

Employment Status of University Librarians

Librarians perform in accordance with the duties and responsibilities set forth in their position
descriptions. Job performance is assessed annually in writing by one’s supervisor who measures
performance against specific goals and objectives set forth in the Library’s Annual Plan and in
the execution of special projects assigned throughout the year. A supervisor may choose to
work with a Librarian to craft a personal work plan for the calendar year which closely mirrors
the Library’s Annual Plan. A strong annual performance assessment is fundamental to continued
employment within rank. Further, it is expressly stated that, as a basic condition of employment,
the university Librarian accepts and consistently and actively supports the policies, ideals and
procedures of the University.
Because of the unique role performed by Librarians in the university setting, Librarians enjoy
certain faculty benefits, but are not eligible for tenure consideration. Benefits include: 1) full
participation in the yearly University Faculty Conference; 2) eligibility for appointment to
appropriate University committees; 3) eligibility to apply for University research awards; 4) use
of the faculty dining room; 5) eligibility to attend University faculty meetings (e.g., Seaver
Faculty Association Meetings, etc.) with full discussion privileges and with voting rights on
matters directly affecting the Library (as so ruled by the chair); 6) eligibility to receive (upon
written request) for informational purposes only, the equivalent of faculty meeting minutes; and
7) eligibility after seven years of employment to apply for professional leave of up to four
months for purposes of renewing and upgrading the librarian’s professional
capabilities. Librarians are encouraged to participate actively in professional organizations which
occasionally entail attending conferences. University funding for such activities is made
available based on Supervisor approval, availability of funds, and approval of the Dean of
Libraries.
Full‐time librarians are employed for a minimum work schedule of 30 hours per week via annual
contracts. The standard contract period for Librarians shall be 12 months. Librarians shall
receive all University holidays. All full‐time, ranked Librarians are eligible for the Employee
Benefits Package as provided by the university under the same rules and regulations as all other
employees. Librarians shall receive four weeks vacation per year; pay for unused vacation will
be prorated in the event of termination prior to the end of the contract year. Vacation time is
not vested but may be accrued to a maximum of six weeks (i.e., up to two weeks may be carried
over to the following contract year).
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V.

Librarian Ranks and Criteria for Promotion

Librarians are employed by the University in four primary ranks: Assistant Librarian, Senior
Assistant Librarian, Associate Librarian or Librarian. The titles assigned to each of these ranks,
and the criteria by which accomplishment is to be measured and rewarded within each rank,
recognize the distinct and valuable role of librarians in the University’s setting, and provide
guidelines by which librarians may seek appointment (initial placement), reappointment and
promotion, and be fairly evaluated in that process. The policy of providing annual review of
librarians is designed to serve as a positive means of encouraging professional growth of the
individual librarian, as well as to enhance the development of Library services in furthering the
University’s mission, goals, and objectives.

2. RANKS OF LIBRARIANS
I.

Overview
University librarians hold one of four ranks: Assistant Librarian, Senior Assistant Librarian,
Associate Librarian, and Librarian. Importantly, accumulation of years of service in the
University’s Libraries is not sufficient to promote through the ranks. Librarians are evaluated for
promotion on the basis of their progressive development as a professional librarian. With each
additional year of experience within rank, librarians are expected to enhance the quality of their
skills, knowledge, and reputation. A librarian’s career path in all ranks should remain dynamic in
both growth and challenges. Excellence in job performance, continuing contribution,
professional development, achievement, and service to the University and community are
among the criteria taken into consideration when a librarian is evaluated for promotion, all as
more specifically set forth below.
A. Assistant Librarian
1. Placement. This entry level rank of librarianship is assigned to individuals who have little
or no pertinent professional experience in research or academic librarianship. To be
placed at the rank of Assistant Librarian, the candidate should hold a Master’s degree in
Library Science, or a related program, from an American Library Association (“ALA”)
accredited school.
2.

Skills, Achievement and Job Performance Required of Assistant Librarians.

An Assistant Librarian should perform at the following levels:


Professional Competence. An Assistant Librarian should demonstrate excellent
job performance, effectiveness and competence in managing and performing
assignments given to him/her, and maturation.
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Scholarly, Creative and Professional Achievement. An Assistant Librarian should
be academically trained and professionally competent to perform advanced
research assignments.
An Assistant Librarian should also consistently
demonstrate a willingness and ability to participate in scholarly, professional
and creative contributions to the librarian profession.



Professional, Community and University Service. An Assistant Librarian should
hold membership in at least one professional organization and should begin to
participate in a service capacity to the profession, community and/or the
University.

3. Term. An Assistant Librarian is eligible to apply for promotion after one full year of
successful service. An Assistant Librarian must be reviewed and promoted by the end of
the 3rd year in rank unless health or personal exceptions dictate. Examples of such
exceptions may include, but are not limited to, pregnancy, illness, or other extenuating
circumstances. An exception from applying for promotion must be approved by the
Dean of Libraries and University Administration. An Assistant Librarian who applies for
promotion and fails to qualify for promotion may (upon the Librarian Rank & Promotion
Committee’s (LRPC) recommendation to the Dean and Dean’s approval) be eligible to
apply for promotion the following year. An Assistant Librarian who is not successfully
promoted after two attempts will be separated from University employ in accordance
with procedures set forth in the terms of contract.
B.

Senior Assistant Librarian
1. Placement. To be placed at the rank of Senior Assistant Librarian, the librarian should
hold a Master’s degree in Library Science, or a related program, from an ALA accredited
school, and must have a minimum of three (3) years of academic library work, or a
combination of academic library work and comparable experience (e.g., second
graduate degree or certification, relevant practical experience, etc.), and a
demonstrated ability to perform and achieve at the levels required of a Senior Assistant
Librarian in Section 2.I.B.3 below.
2. Promotion to Senior Assistant Librarian. Assistant Librarians cannot apply for promotion
to the rank of Senior Assistant Librarian unless they have been in their current rank
since at least August 1 of the previous year. A candidate for promotion should have a
record of excellent job performance and a demonstrated ability to perform and achieve
at the levels required of a Senior Assistant Librarian in Section 2.I.B.3 immediately
below.
3. Skills, Achievement and Job Performance Required of Senior Assistant Librarians.


Professional Competence. A Senior Assistant Librarian is expected to
demonstrate consistent excellence in overall job performance, effectiveness and
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originality in developing approaches to problems or assignments, and the ability
to relate assigned functions to more general educational objectives of the
Library and the University. Additionally, a Senior Assistant Librarian should
demonstrate continuing growth and involvement in professional activities.

4.



Scholarly, Creative, and Professional Achievement. A Senior Assistant Librarian
should demonstrate the ability to perform advanced research and creative
projects by participating in the production of procedure manuals, reference
tools, and other similar materials. A Senior Assistant Librarian should also
competently perform and supervise research assignments and make scholarly,
professional and creative contributions to the librarian profession, such as
publishing articles or papers in diverse areas of library studies or speaking at
librarian conferences, or organizing and sponsoring such conferences.



Professional, Community, and University Service. A Senior Assistant Librarian
should serve on both Library and University committees, and/or have a record
of volunteering for such committees. Examples of service to the Pepperdine
university community include attendance at Seaver College Convocations,
offering a Seaver Club Convocation, attendance at University events,
participation in University service projects, such as Step Forward Day, etc. A
Senior Assistant Librarian should hold continuous membership in one or more
professional organizations.

Term. A Senior Assistant must be reviewed and promoted by the end of the 4th year
in rank unless health or personal exceptions dictate. Examples of such exceptions
may include, but are not limited to, pregnancy, illness, or other extenuating
circumstances. An exception from applying for promotion must be approved by the
Dean of Libraries and University Administration. A Senior Assistant Librarian who
applies for promotion and fails to qualify for promotion may (upon the LRPC’s
recommendation to the Dean and Dean’s approval) be eligible to apply for
promotion the following year. A Senior Assistant Librarian who is not successfully
promoted after two attempts will be separated from University employ in
accordance with procedures set forth in the terms of contract.

C. Associate Librarian
1. Placement. To be placed in the rank of Associate Librarian, the candidate should hold a
Master’s degree in Library Science, or a related program, from an ALA accredited school,
and must have a minimum of seven (7) years of academic library work or a combination
of academic library work and comparable experience; however, a librarian who has
earned a second Masters Degree in his/her subject field after six (6) years of academic
library work or comparable experience may be appointed to the rank of Associate
Librarian.
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2. Promotion to Associate Librarian. Senior Assistant Librarians cannot apply for
promotion to the rank of Associate Librarian unless they have been in their current rank
since at least August 1 of the previous year. A candidate for promotion should have a
record of excellent job performance and a demonstrated ability to perform and achieve
at the levels required of an Associate Librarian in Section 2.I.C.3 immediately below.
3. Skills, Achievement and Job Performance Required of Associate Librarians.


Professional Competence. An Associate Librarian should demonstrate a degree
of special expertise which is sought after by colleagues; a high level of
professional skills and grasp of academia and academic libraries, understanding
of current professional techniques and technologies; and effectiveness in
working with students, faculty, and staff.



Scholarly, Creative, and Professional Achievement. An Associate Librarian
should generate Library manuals and educational materials, present lectures
and publish articles in his/her area of specialization, and contribute to the
profession by being involved in advanced research or creative activity outside
the University.



Professional, Community, and University Service. An Associate
Librarian
should serve on at least one appointed Library committee and is encouraged to
serve on at least one University committee. An Associate Librarian should also
be active in other University and community service. An Associate Librarian is
expected to hold continuous membership in professional organizations and
should participate in educational or governance‐related activities of such
organizations.

4. Term. The rank of Associate Librarian is the principal professional and career librarian
rank. There is no maximum term of appointment applicable to this rank.
D. Librarian
1. Placement. To be placed at the rank of Librarian, the candidate must be an exceptional
librarian who has demonstrated outstanding leadership qualities and a resolute
investment of their professional lives to librarianship and, in particular, the Pepperdine
University Libraries and community. A minimum of twelve (12) years of academic
library work or a combination of academic library and comparable work experience is
required. A second Masters degree is strongly encouraged. A candidate with an earned
Doctorate degree is eligible to apply for promotion to the Librarian rank after seven (7)
years of service.
2. Promotion. Associate Librarians cannot apply for promotion to the rank of Librarian
unless they have held their current rank since at least August 1 of the previous year. For
promotion, a candidate should meet the criteria set forth in Section 2.I.D.1 above, and
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show an ability to perform and achieve at the levels expected of a Librarian as set forth
in Section 2.I.D.3 below.
3. Skills, Achievement and Job Performance Required of Librarians.

4.



Professional Competence. A Librarian should demonstrate exemplary
leadership, judgment, and originality when implementing managerial
planning and organization of the library. Accomplishment in human
resources management, formulation and implementation of policies,
reorganization of a department or project management is recommended.
A Librarian should develop programs, workshops and seminars that
contribute to the educational function of the University.



Scholarly, Creative, and Professional Achievement. A Librarian should have a
record of participation in research, creative or scholarly activities. Publication in
refereed scholarly, professional publications is expected. Creativity may be
demonstrated by the design and maintenance of a website, newsletter or other
media. The presentation of papers at conferences and recognition by
acknowledged professional organizations are examples of contributions to the
profession of academic librarians.



Professional, Community, and University Service. A Librarian should have a
consistent record of University committee service. A Librarian should hold
continuous membership in appropriate professional organizations and seek
election to local, regional or national committees or offices. A Librarian should
have a documented history of community service and contributions to
University life and learning.

Term. There is no maximum term of appointment applicable to this rank.
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3. Library Rank and Promotion Committee (LRPC)
I. Guidelines and Procedure
It is the responsibility and privilege of the University’s librarians to participate in the
maintenance of standards and the recognition of achievement within the library ranks
by serving on the Library Rank and Promotion Committee (“LRPC”). The primary
function of the LRPC is to objectively and thoroughly evaluate librarian candidates for
initial placement and promotion, and make recommendations to the Dean of Libraries
concerning the same. This peer evaluation process is one element of the placement and
promotion procedure. Review and approval by both the Dean of Libraries and the
University administration are additional steps, and are required for all such placements
and promotions. The work of the LRPC is to be treated by its members with the utmost
of confidentiality.

A. Composition and Appointment
1. Composition. The LRPC is composed of three (3) librarians and one (1) tenured faculty
member, each serving a two (2) year term. For purposes of maintaining consistency and
experience on the LRPC, librarian committee members shall serve their two (2) year
terms on a staggered basis.1 At all times, the LRPC should have a minimum of two (2)
librarian committee members, and at least three (3) members in total, voting on any
matter before the committee.
2. Appointment. Librarian appointments shall be made to the LRPC by the Dean of
Libraries from two (2) separate lists of full‐time librarians maintained by the Office of
the Dean of Libraries (ODL): 1) librarians with the rank of Associate Librarian or higher;
and 2) librarians with the rank of Assistant Librarian or Senior Assistant Librarian. At all
times, there shall be at least one LRPC member with a rank of Associate Librarian or
higher and no more than one LRPC member with the rank of Assistant Librarian
(referred to as the “Minimum Seniority Requirements” for members of the LRPC). The
most senior librarian member in rank shall serve as the Chair of the LRPC.
Appointment of librarians serving two year staggering terms shall occur as follows.
During years when two (2) librarian members are scheduled to retire from the
committee as of August 1, two LRPC members shall be appointed (one from each list in
alphabetical order) no later than May 1, unless Minimum Seniority Requirements
necessitate both appointments from one list. During years when only one librarian
committee member is scheduled to retire from the committee as of August 1, the Dean
of Libraries shall, no later than May 1, select (keeping in mind the Minimum Seniority
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Requirements) the third member from either list who balances the LRPC in terms of
experience and special attributes. LRPC members may not serve successive terms.
3. Faculty Committee Member. During any year when a new faculty member is scheduled
to be appointed to the LRPC, the librarians may submit nominations to the university
administration that will make the appointment no later than May 1 in consultation with,
and approval of, the Dean of the University school at which the faculty member is
employed.
B. LRPC Service
1. Excuse from Duty.
Service by librarians on the LRPC is expected; provided,
however, that a librarian may be excused from duty for a period of time up to one year
upon approval of the Dean of Libraries. Requests for excuse from the librarian or by
his/her supervisor shall be submitted to the Dean of Libraries for review and approval as
soon as possible, but no later than June 1, so that the incoming LFRC will have the
opportunity to organize and prepare for the academic year. Acceptable grounds for
being excused from duty include, but are not necessarily limited to: a sabbatical year; a
special temporary assignment; or the loss or resignation of department personnel.
A librarian’s appointment to the LRPC will be postponed if anytime during the two year
period of service the librarian, or his or her spouse, or his/her direct report is scheduled
to be evaluated for promotion.
If a librarian is due to be appointed (i.e., is next on the alphabetical list), but is unable to
serve, the next librarian on the list shall be appointed, unless Minimum Seniority
Requirements are not met by the selection of that librarian, in which case the Dean of
Libraries shall select the next librarian from that list who fulfills the Minimum Seniority
Requirements and balances the LFRC in terms of experience. The excused candidate
shall be expected to resume duties during the next term (alphabetical sequence of
appointments to resume after such excused candidate has served).
2. Conflict of Interest. No LRPC member may be present at or participate in any discussion
or vote on his or her own application for promotion; the application of his/her spouse;
the application of a candidate within his/her reporting line; or the application of any
other individual with whom there may be a conflict of interest. If there is a conflict of
interest on the part of the Chair, the LRPC shall select the next most senior librarian
committee member to serve as the alternate Chair who shall follow standard committee
procedures to complete evaluation of that application. The ODL, in consultation with
the LRPC, will be responsible for identifying all such conflicts of interest and informing
the LRPC of them in writing including when a librarian’s service on the LRPC will be
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deferred and when a member of the LRPC will be excluded from participation in
discussion or voting on a candidate’s application.
3. Limited Workload Relief. During the term of appointment to the LRPC, librarian
committee members may, upon written request to, and approval by, the Dean of
Libraries, be relieved of up to four hours of work per workweek in order to meet the
demands of the LRPC assignment. Examples of workload relief include, but are not
limited to, release from specific project work or other committee responsibility, or the
addition of student work hours.
C. Meetings
1. Calendar. The term of the LRPC shall begin August 1 and shall end on July 31 each year;
however, a newly composed LRPC may begin preparing for the upcoming academic year
anytime after May 1.
2. Notification of Meetings. The Chair, in consultation with the remaining committee
members, shall decide the times and places for all meetings and shall provide written
notice (electronic notice is acceptable) of the same to the remaining members.
3. Quorum. Three committee members constitute a quorum. Exception: See Censure or
Removal from Committee (Section 3.I.D.4 below).

4. Decision‐Making. Except as may be otherwise provided in this Handbook, the consent
or agreement of a majority of a quorum of committee members is required in all
decisions of the LRPC. Secret ballots are required for votes on, or decisions relating to,
appointment, reappointment, and promotions in rank. Secret ballots may also be
requested by any committee member on any vote, subject to the approval of a majority
of a quorum of committee members. Attendance at LRPC meetings by anyone who is
not a committee member shall be by invitation only of the LRPC or the Dean of Libraries.

5. Minutes. Minutes of each LRPC meeting shall be maintained by the ODL.

D. Duties and Restrictions of LRPC Members
1. Recommendations for Appointment and Promotion. A primary duty of the LRPC is to
conduct peer evaluations for purposes of making recommendations no later than March
1 to the Dean of Libraries regarding appointments and promotions.
2. Verification of Correct Placement and Notification of Eligibility. During the month of
August, the ODL will notify all librarians who are eligible to be evaluated for promotion
during the next academic year. The ODL will maintain records on librarian rank and
eligibility for promotion.
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3. Handbook Revision. Periodically, but no less than once every five (5) years, the LRPC
shall review this Handbook and recommend changes, if appropriate. The LRPC shall
present recommended revisions for the librarians’ approval no later than May 1. Upon
approval of a majority of the librarians the proposed revisions will then be forwarded to
the Dean of Libraries and appropriate University Administration for review and
approval. Revisions to the Handbook initiated by the Dean of Libraries or University
Administration will be submitted to the librarians for a period of review and comment.

4. Censure or Removal from Committee. The Dean of Libraries has the reasonable
discretion to remove or censure an LRPC committee member. An action to censure or
remove a committee member may, for example, be made by the Dean of Libraries upon:
(i) a recommendation by the LRPC that such censure or removal should occur (a majority
of the LRPC’s current committee members, not including the member who is subject to
censure or removal, is required for such a recommendation); (ii) a majority of votes cast
by librarians supporting censure or removal (which requires a majority of all librarians to
participate in the vote, with a majority of the votes cast being determinative of the
outcome); (iii) evidence demonstrating unprofessional conduct or violation(s) of the
LRPC’s policies and procedures by the committee member who is subject to censure or
removal.
5. Newly Hired Librarian Orientations. It is the responsibility of the Chair of the LRPC to
meet with each newly hired librarian, provide the librarian with a copy of this Handbook
and review its key provisions. The Chair of the LRPC should notify the LRPC and the ODL
that this orientation meeting has occurred.
E. LRPC Confidentiality Policy and Security Procedures
All matters before the LRPC relating to an individual’s placement or promotion are to be
treated as strictly confidential. Such matters shall not be discussed by members of the LRPC
with any third party other than as may be reasonably appropriate or required: (i) for the
LRPC members to properly discharge their duties as committee members or (ii) by the
University. Any violation of this confidentiality policy, as determined by the Dean of
Libraries, will subject the violator to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including
sanctions, removal from the LRPC or termination of employment.
The following security procedures shall also be followed by the LRPC:

1. Minutes. At each LRPC meeting, the minutes from the previous meeting will be
distributed for review and approval. Prior to the conclusion of the meeting, each
member shall return his or her copy of the minutes to the Chair (or agent, if this duty
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has been delegated by the Chair) who shall ensure that such duplicate copies are
destroyed. The originals of such minutes shall be maintained in the ODL.

2. Retention of Peer Evaluation Forms, Application, and Supporting Materials. Whenever a
review for placement or promotion is concluded, the following retention policy shall be
followed by the LRPC:

(i)

All prior evaluation forms, application materials and supporting
documents will be submitted to the ODL.

(ii)

All original peer evaluation forms shall be retained and all duplicate
copies shall be destroyed by the ODL.

(iii)

All supporting documentation including, but not limited to: (i)
confidential evaluations and references; (ii) signed statements by LRPC
members and others; and (iii) communications (including electronic
correspondence) between the candidate and the LRPC, Dean of
Libraries, Provost or University, (collectively, the “Supporting
Documentation”); shall be sealed and maintained by the ODL in a secure
file apart from the candidate’s personnel file.

(iv)

The remaining portion, if any, of the candidate’s Portfolio (not including
Supporting Documentation or any peer evaluation forms) submitted by
the candidate to the LRPC shall be returned to the candidate by the
ODL. [confer with HR regarding disposition of documentation]

4. PROMOTION PROCEDURES
I.

Librarian Appointment and Placement

A. Initial Placement
All prospective librarians for hire will undergo evaluation by the LRPC for initial
placement. The LRPC shall make recommendations for initial placement in rank to
the Dean of Libraries. The following are guidelines to assist the LRPC in evaluating
candidates for initial placement:
1. The candidate’s graduate degree in Library Science must be from an ALA
accredited institution.
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2. When determining total cumulative years of experience, post‐MLS service will be
evaluated.
3. When determining total cumulative years of experience, relevant pre‐MLS library
service may be given less than full credit (e.g., only half a year or less credit may
be given for each full year of relevant pre‐MLS service depending upon the
context and quality of such service).
4. When determining total cumulative years of experience, pre‐B.A. or B.S.
experience may be given no credit.
5. When appropriate and necessary, the determination of a candidate’s total
cumulative years of experience may involve rounding to the next full year where
more than half, but less than a whole, year of experience exists. For example, a
candidate who is given credit for 2.25 years of pre‐MLS experience, and 3.5 years
of post‐MLS experience, for a cumulative total of 5.75 years of experience, may
be given credit for a cumulative rounded total of 6.0 years of experience.
B. Peer Review of Librarians
An individual who has attained the rank of Librarian shall be reviewed by the LRPC every
five (5) years. The forms used for peer review by the LRPC will be adapted from the Librarian
rank peer review procedures.

II. Procedures for Promotions in Rank
The promotion policies of the University Libraries are designed to contribute to the
academic and scholarly excellence of the University by promoting high standards of
librarianship. It is the responsibility of the LRPC in conjunction with the ODL to maintain,
update, and communicate guidelines that provide clarity as to expectations for required levels
of performance, contribution and experience required in each rank. The criteria for promotion
are applied in progressively more exacting degrees depending on the seniority of the rank for
which the candidate is eligible.

A. Eligibility for Promotion
A librarian is eligible for promotion when he or she has met the criteria set forth
above in Section 2, “Rank of Librarians.”
B. Notification of Eligibility
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During the month of August the LRPC will notify those librarians who are eligible for
promotion to begin preparation for peer evaluation. As noted above in Section
3.I.D.2., the Confirmation of Status letter must be signed and returned to the ODL no
later than September 15.
C. Librarian Data Form
A candidate for promotion will complete the Librarian Data Form [see Appendix III]
and submit it to the LRPC along with a cover letter stating the rank and case for
promotion no later than October 15.
D. Withdrawal of Application for Promotion
A librarian who declines to submit or withdraws an application for promotion is
eligible to reapply for promotion the following year unless the librarian has served
his or her maximum years in rank. If the librarian decides to withdraw the
application during the review process, prior to the final recommendation by the
LRPC to the Dean of Libraries, the candidate should write a formal letter to the LRPC
with a copy to the Dean of Libraries explaining the reason(s) why such application
was withdrawn. Specificity in the explanation is encouraged and expected.
E. Portfolios in Support of Application for Promotion
A candidate for promotion shall provide, in addition to the Librarian Data Form and
cover letter, a portfolio of supporting materials (hereinafter, “Portfolio”). Examples
of supporting materials include, but are not limited to, the following:









Instructional syllabi and class handouts;
Tutorials;
Procedure manuals;
Evidence of scholarly research or publication;
Other published material and unpublished manuscripts;
Classroom evaluations from students or faculty;
Printed descriptions of seminars taught or attended; and
Evidence of support for the University’s Mission.

The candidate should also include any other appropriate evidence of performance of
academic responsibilities, particularly data that supports information in the
candidate’s Librarian Data Form. The Portfolio which outlines the candidate’s
achievements and justification for promotion should be submitted in electronic form
to the LRPC by October 15.
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F. Electronic Submission of Librarian Data Form and Portfolio to be Provided by
Candidate
Candidates for promotion are responsible for providing the LRPC with electronic
versions of their Portfolio and supporting documentation. Access to the electronic
Portfolio and pertinent supporting documents will be provided to all designated
peer and supervisor evaluators, the Dean of Libraries, and University Administration.
G. Obligation of Disclosure Regarding Cited Work and Achievements
Librarians are evaluated for promotion based, in part, upon the quality of their own
work and achievements as demonstrated in their Portfolio materials. If a candidate is
not solely responsible for the creation of any work or achievement that is contained or
cited in his or her Portfolio, the candidate should include a full and accurate description
and explanation of the candidate’s actual contribution to such work or achievement, so
that the LRPC may accurately evaluate the importance and relevancy of the item as it
relates to the determination for promotion. A candidate’s attempt to mislead or
misrepresent the level of his or her actual contribution to the work or achievement
listed in his or her Portfolio may be treated as an act of dishonesty and unprofessional
conduct, subjecting the candidate to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including
termination of employment.

III. Criteria for Evaluation
The following are examples of criteria for evaluation which are merely illustrative and should
not be interpreted as strict limitations or requirements for promotion. Appropriate ways of
contributing to the profession will and should vary widely among the librarians according to
each person’s skills, interests, experiences, and areas of responsibility. A major consideration in
crediting various contributions will be the impact or influence of that activity upon the
profession, Libraries and University. It is the responsibility of the candidate, in his or her
professional Portfolio, to speak to the quality and impact of his or her contributions to the
profession, Libraries and University.

A. Professional Competence and Service within the Library
Professional competence is the basis for all appointments and promotions, with the primary
job assignment as its foundation. Librarians perform a variety of services in an academic
library ranging from reference work or classroom instruction to technical processing or
database systems management. A candidate for promotion is expected to demonstrate the
required level of competence in the full range of appropriate skills according to the
individual’s position. Factors which are considered include: consistency of quality of
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performance, ability to innovate, ability to organize work, response to criticism and
suggestions, dependability, accuracy, professional commitment, adaptability, effective
communication skills, quality of decision making, leadership and the ability to relate job
functions to the more general goals of the Libraries and University. Areas of evaluation also
include:









Quality of service within the library;
Knowledge of the field of library science;
Familiarity with research needs in an academic setting;
Ability to instruct students in research using library resources;
Ability to initiate and follow appropriate policies and procedures;
Effective supervision of staff; and
Proficiency in successful communication with teaching faculty.

B. Scholarly, Creative, and Professional Achievement
The pursuit of excellence in academic librarianship is demonstrated in a librarian’s
ongoing commitment to academic, intellectual and creative activities. Areas of
evaluation include:











Publication of books, articles, research papers, exhibit catalogs, scholarly book
reviews, bibliographies, chapters contributed to published books, articles
contributed to compilations, handbooks in an area of subject/language
specialization or which relate to professional matters, manuals in journals or
university publications;
Creation of procedure manuals, newsletters, brochures and reference tools;
Editorship or acknowledged contributing editorial services for professional or
other scholarly journals, series, or compilations;
Creation, development, and implementation of courses in librarianship or in
one’s field of subject/language specialization;
Artistic and creative activities and works;
Professional lectures or presentations to the University or to learned
societies;
Presentation of papers at conferences;
Awards, grants, fellowships, honors; and
Advanced studies such as: (i) continuing education activities, (ii) completion of
advanced degrees in an academic discipline, and (iii) completion of an
advanced certificate or Ph.D. in librarianship or information science.

C. Service to the University, Community and Profession
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Service to organizations within the University, the Community and the Profession is
manifested by the quality and extent of contributions made through service on
committees, task forces, and civic organizations, even though such service may be
unrelated to the individual’s primary area of responsibility. Among the factors to be
considered are: fulfillment of basic obligations of attendance and participation,
working relations with peers, chairing of subcommittees, timely completion and
quality of committee assignments, and willingness to assume leadership role(s).
Examples of appropriate activities include, but are not limited to:










Participation in Library committees and task forces; including for
example demonstration of quality service on the LRPC as Chair or
member; designated peer evaluator, or peer evaluator for librarian
placement and promotion.
Service on University committees and task forces; demonstrated, for
example, by attendance at Seaver College Convocations, offering a
Seaver Club Convocation, attendance at University events,
participation in University service projects, such as Step Forward Day,
etc.
Professional service on boards or committees of local, state, regional
or national agencies;
Professional lectures or presentations to the University or Library, or
to library, community or civic organizations;
Service to community agencies and civic organizations;
Participation and committee work in professional organizations; and
Development of major new programs within the Library or the
University as a whole which contribute to departmental, Library or
University goals.

D. Support for Christian Values and the Mission of Pepperdine University
In his or her Portfolio, the librarian should give evidence of his/her consistent pattern of support
for generally accepted Christian values and the mission of Pepperdine University as these are
described in the Mission Statement.

IV. Evaluation Sources
A. Designated Peers Selected from University Librarians
1. No later than October 15 a candidate for promotion shall, with the approval of
the LRPC Chair, select two (2) peers from among the University librarians to
evaluate the candidate’s Librarian Data Form and supporting documentation
presented in the candidate’s Portfolio. The selection is achieved through the
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candidate’s submission of an Evaluator List for Promotion to the Chair. [See
Appendix VIII]. The selected peers should be those librarians who the candidate
and Chair agree are most familiar with the candidate’s work; however, a
candidate who supervises other librarians may not select any librarians under his
or her direct supervision as a peer because such librarians may be reluctant to
provide a candid evaluation.
Librarians not asked to complete a Designated Peer Evaluation form must
complete the Librarian Evaluation Form (see Appendix V).
2. After review of the candidate’s Librarian Data Form and accompanying Portfolio,
the selected peers shall promptly, but in no case later than January 15, complete
the Designated Peer Librarian Evaluation Form and submit it to the LRPC Chair.
[See Appendix IV].
B. Evaluation by Supervisor(s)
A candidate’s immediate supervisor(s) may not be one of the designated peers, but
shall complete an evaluation of the candidate by: (i) reviewing the candidate’s
Librarian Data Form and Portfolio; (ii) reviewing any other documentation
determined by the LRPC or Dean of Libraries to be relevant to the evaluation process
of the candidate; and (iii) completing a Supervisor Evaluation Form and submitting
the same to the LRPC no later than January 15. [See Appendix VI]. If the candidate
has had more than one immediate supervisor since the previous evaluation
preceding his or her application for promotion (hereinafter referred to separately as
“Supervisor” or collectively as “Supervisors”), all such Supervisors are prohibited
from serving as a designated peer, but shall each separately perform the foregoing
review process. If a candidate reports to the Dean of Libraries, the Dean shall be
treated as the immediate supervisor for purposes of this Section. Supervisor
evaluations should be based in part on the supervisor’s annual performance reviews
of the candidate.
C. Pepperdine University Non‐Librarian Peer Evaluators
The category of non‐librarian peer evaluators includes the University’s faculty,
administrators and heads of University departments or schools. Prior to October 15,
all candidates are required to select one peer from this category by completing an
Evaluator List for Promotion (also contained in Appendix VIII). Candidates for
promotion to the rank of Librarian are required to use two peers from this category.
After receipt of the Letter to External Evaluators [see Appendix VII], the non‐
librarian peer evaluator will submit a letter to the LRPC no later than January 15
describing his or her relationship to the candidate, his or her opinion of the
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candidate’s professional competence and/or scholarly achievement, and his or her
opinion of the candidate’s service to the University or community.
D.

External Evaluators
External evaluators are defined as academic librarians, teaching faculty and
administrators at institutions of higher education unaffiliated with Pepperdine
University. Professional colleagues not affiliated with academia, as in a public or
corporate library, may qualify as external evaluators if contextually appropriate,
subject to the approval of the LRPC. All candidates are encouraged to designate one
(1) or two (2) external evaluators by completing an Evaluator List for Promotion no
later than October 15. Upon approval, the LRPC Chair will send a letter to the
external evaluator(s) as described in Section 4.IV.D above.

V. Evaluation

Procedures

A. LRPC’s Duty of Review
The LRPC is charged with the responsibility to review all of the information regarding the
candidate’s application for promotion. Each committee member rates the candidate in
the four Criteria for Evaluation listed above in Sections 2 and 4.III.
B. Evaluation Scale
The following scale will be used to judge the candidate’s performance:
Poor
Needs improvement
Satisfactory
Good
Outstanding
Since the University regards excellence in performance of library responsibilities of prime
importance, no candidate will be recommended for promotion by the LRPC unless the candidate
achieves a score of good or outstanding in the category of Professional Competence and Service
within the Library (See Section 4.III.A.).

C. LRPC’s Use of Evaluation Form
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The following principles guide the LRPC in evaluating information received from all
sources:
1. At the LRPC’s discretion, a designated peer may be asked to clarify or expand on
comments or allegations made in an evaluation form. Failure to respond may
result in the LRPC’s decision to disregard such evaluation.
2. No new substantive information about a candidate may be considered by the LRPC
unless such information is in writing and signed by the author. The new information
shall become part of the candidate’s Portfolio and Supporting Documentation for
promotion.

D. Route of Application for Promotion
A candidate’s Application and Portfolio for promotion is reviewed by the LRPC and
forwarded, upon approval, to the Dean of Libraries. The candidate is notified by the LRPC of
the LRPC’s recommendation at that time. The Application, Portfolio and Supporting
Documentation including all evaluations will be reviewed by the Dean of Libraries and
forwarded to University administration. Upon approval by the Dean of Libraries and
University administration, the candidate is either granted or denied promotion.

5. Terms and Conditions of Employment
I.

Term of Appointment

A. Letter of Appointment

1. Initial Hiring. When offered employment at Pepperdine University, librarians shall
receive a written offer of employment from the Dean of Libraries that will include the
librarian’s rank, salary, expected hours per week, and expected months worked per
year. A contract will be prepared by the ODL and presented to the candidate for
signature on the first day of work.

2. Annual Performance Review. Librarians will receive a written evaluation of their
performance annually. In addition, they will receive in writing: notification of
remaining years in rank before eligible for peer review for promotion in rank,
salary increase, expected hours per week and/or expected months per year for
the upcoming year. An amended contract may be issued whenever a change in a
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librarian’s rank, salary, expected hours per week and/or expected months
worked per year, occurs during a period of appointment.
B. Salary Determination
Salaries for Librarians are determined annually by the Dean of Libraries. The
Dean of Libraries shall include confirmation of the salary or change of salary of
each librarian in the annual contract. With the intent of paying competitive
salaries, salary data, which may include but is not limited to, peer institutions,
local institutions, and the SCELC Salary Survey will be provided to the Dean each
fall by the LRPC or a group of librarians selected by the LRPC. The librarians will
compile information about typical salary ranges for the equivalents of Assistant
Librarian, Senior Assistant Librarian, Associate Librarian, and Full Librarian. The
librarians will provide the resulting data to the Dean of Libraries, the ranked
librarians, and University Administration.
C. Conditions of Reassignment within the University Libraries

While librarians are normally hired for specified responsibilities in named positions, the
University Libraries retain the right to reassign individuals to other duties as the changing
circumstances of the environment might dictate. Such reassignments are made only after
consultation with all parties involved and with every effort made to accommodate the
interests and skills of the individual involved.
II. Librarian Resignation or Retirement Procedures
In order to insure appropriate final compensation and recognition for departing librarians, and
to maintain consistent records in the various University offices, the following procedures are to
be followed whenever a librarian plans to terminate his or her employment with the University
Libraries, whether by resignation or retirement.
A.

Notice of Retirement/Resignation

As soon as the individual is able to confirm that he or she desires to retire or resign from
employment by the University Libraries, a letter confirming the same should be delivered to the
Dean of Libraries. For smooth transition purposes, it is recommended that this notice be
delivered no later than sixty (60) days prior to resignation or retirement. The Dean of Libraries
will send an acknowledgment of receipt of such letter to the librarian.
B.

Exit Interview
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After providing written notice of resignation or termination, the librarian should schedule an
appointment with the ODL and HR to review exit procedures, including the review of vacation
options and other scheduling matters.
C.

Termination of Employment Form or Letter

Once exit procedures, vacation options, and necessary scheduling and related matters have
been set (usually three to four weeks prior to the last working day) a Termination Form or Letter
is completed for signature by the Dean and the departing Librarian.

III. Dismissal /Non‐renewal of Contract
For procedures regarding dismissal and grievance processes, see the Policies and Procedures
section of the Pepperdine University Employee Bulletin for Full‐Time Faculty & Staff (concerning
non‐tenured track faculty) located at http://www.pepperdine.edu/hr/benefits/
Librarian contracts may be terminated by the University at any time for cause.
Librarians whose contracts will not be renewed shall be notified in advance as follows:

1. Employed with the university libraries between 6 months and 5 years – 6 month
notice
2. Employed with the university libraries between 5 and 10 years – 9 months
notice
3. Employed with the university libraries more than 10 years – 12 months notice

The policies in this Handbook governing Librarians apply to ranked librarian positions within the
University Libraries, excluding the School of Law. Individuals hired as Librarians are professional
librarians who hold an M.L.S. degree (or its equivalent) from an ALA‐accredited library school, and may
or may not hold an additional graduate degree. Employees hired as Librarians are governed by the
provisions set forth in this document. For instances not covered in this policy, please refer to
appropriate sections of the University Policy Manual for exempt employees. If the University Policy
Manual and the policies set forth in this Handbook conflict, the Handbook policies governing Librarians
will control.
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APPENDIX I
Librarian Calendar
August 1

Librarian Rank and Promotion Committee (“LRPC”) term begins; LRPC commences
work for upcoming academic year. (See, Section 3.I.C.1.)

Dean of Libraries delivers Confirmation of Status letter to each librarian, with copy to
the LRPC. (See, Section 3.I.D.2.)1

September 15

Deadline for librarians to return verified Confirmation of Status letter to Office of
Dean of Libraries (“ODL”). (See, Section 3.I.D.2.)

September 30

ODL delivers copies of verified Confirmation of Status letters to LRPC. (See, Section
3.I.D.2.)

October 15

Deadline for candidates for promotion to submit electronic portfolio to LRPC: (1)
completed Librarian Data Form1 (see, Section 4.II.C.); (2) cover letter stating rank and
case for promotion (see, Section 4.II.C); and (3) candidate’s Portfolio (see, Section
4.II.E.).

Deadline for candidates for promotion to submit completed and approved Evaluator
List for Promotion.1 (See, Section 4.IV.A.1.)

December 1

Deadline for LRPC, with the assistance of the ODL, to provide peer evaluators and
supervisor evaluators with: (1) Designated Peer Librarian Evaluation Form1 or
Supervisor Evaluation Form,1 as applicable; and (2) Librarian Data Form and Portfolio
for each candidate for promotion. (See, Section 4.IV.A. and B.)
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Deadline for LRPC to provide librarians with Librarian Evaluation Forms.1 (See, Section
4.IV.C.)

Deadline for LRPC to send Letter to External Evaluators to all non‐librarian and
external evaluators.1 (See, Section 4.IV.D. and E.)

January 15

Deadline for all completed evaluations forms (designated peer, supervisor, librarian,
non‐librarian, and external) to be submitted to the LRPC.

March 1

Deadline for all LRPC recommendations for Promotion to be forwarded to the Dean
of Libraries (See, Section 3.I.D.1.)

May 1

Deadline for Dean of Libraries’ recommendation on promotions to be forwarded to
the University Administration

Deadline for appointment of incoming LRPC member(s) by either: (1) the ODL (if two
librarians are scheduled to retire from the LRPC as of August 1) or (2) the Chair of
LRPC (if only one librarian is scheduled to retire from the LRPC as of August 1) from
the librarian lists maintained by the ODL (See, Section 3.I.A.2.)

Deadline for LRPC to nominate new faculty member for LRPC. (See, Section 3.I.A.3.)

Deadline for current LRPC’s recommendations, if any, for revisions to Pepperdine
University Librarians’ Handbook (required at least once every five (5) years.)(See,
Section 3.I.D.3.)

June 1

Deadline for appointed LRPC committee members to submit written requests for
excusal from duty from service on LRPC to Dean of Libraries. (See, Section 3.I.B.1.)
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Deadline for librarians to vote for approval/disapproval of nominated faculty member
of LRPC for upcoming year. (See, Section 3.I.A.3.)

June 30

University Administration to inform each candidate of the final decision on
promotion.

All materials submitted by candidates for promotion to be made available for pick
up/return to each candidate.

July 1

Date by which appointment(s) of faculty members to the LRPC should be made. (See,
Section 3.I.A.3. fn. 7.)
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APPENDIX II
Confirmation of Status
To:
From: Mark S. Roosa, Dean of Libraries
Date:
Re: Confirmation of Status
This notice is meant to provide you with confirmation of your status as a Pepperdine University librarian,
including your eligibility for promotion. Our records show the following:
Your current rank:
Beginning Date of Term in Current Rank:
Date of Eligibility to Promote to Next Rank:
Deadline to Promote to Next Rank:

Please review this information, and contact my office if you believe any of this information is incorrect,
or if you have any questions. Then sign this form, and return the original to me by September 15, 20__.
If you are eligible to apply for promotion this year and intend to do so, then you must complete the
entire second part of this letter as well (see below).

Sincerely,
Mark S. Roosa
Dean of Libraries
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*********
I have read the above information and agree that it is correct.
Sign here ____________________________________

Date ____________

If you are eligible to apply for promotion this year, please check one of the choices below. For full
information on application procedures, please review the Pepperdine University Librarians’ Handbook.
The Librarian Rank and Promotion Committee will work closely with you to help assure that the
promotion process is fair, that it is professionally productive for you, and that all procedures are in
accordance with the Handbook.

___

YES, I will apply for promotion this year

Initial here ________

NO, I decline to apply this year

Initial here _____
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APPENDIX III

Librarian Data Form
By October 15, all candidates for promotion are required to submit the following information in the
same sequence listed on this form. At the same time, candidates for promotion must provide a
Portfolio of supporting materials as described in Section 4 of the Pepperdine University Librarians’
Handbook (“Handbook”). When completing the information required by Sections C‐F of this form,
please refer to Sections 2 and 4.III of the Handbook for information regarding the criteria for
evaluation of a librarian candidate for promotion.

A. Education. Summarize your education, listing each school and dates attended,
degrees conferred, and special honors received. Begin with the most recent.
B. Experience. Describe your librarianship and teaching experience including:






Date of first employment with Pepperdine
Rank at which you began
List all promotions attained and dates they occurred
Total years of library experience at Pepperdine
List all schools and libraries at which you have taught or served as librarian,
including your rank and the dates of your appointment. Begin with the most
recent.

C. Promotion Criteria (See, Sections 2 and 4.III of this Handbook for more specific
information required for each rank)
1. Professional Competence

Attach a copy of your current job description, showing your position title and the range of your regular activities.

Provide an overview of your primary responsibilities in the Pepperdine University Libraries. This will include, but is not limited to, the
following: types of patrons served; supervisor/supervisee relationships; ongoing interactions with colleagues; specific skills and abilities
used on a regular basis. Include responsibilities that are unique to your position or that you see as particularly significant.

Complete all that apply:
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List courses or classes or orientations for students that you have taught since
your last review, with emphasis on the last two to three years. Provide a
statement of your teaching philosophy and approach to these classes. Where
available, provide syllabi, class handouts, assessment tools, class appraisals or
other materials related to coursework.



Describe scheduled, formal instruction sessions you have conducted for colleagues, faculty, or staff. Provide a
detailed outline or summary.



List procedure manuals you developed or revised and in‐house publications
relating to job assignments. Discuss the purpose and audience for each.



Describe any administrative responsibilities within the library that are additional to those named above,
including temporary assignments. Describe any other special assignments or projects you have undertaken
which are relevant to your professional skills or knowledge.



Reflecting on the professional activities described in Sections 2 and 4.III of this Handbook, and in this Section
C.1 Professional Competence, list two or three of your short‐term or long‐term professional goals.

2. Scholarly, Creative, and Professional Achievement



Describe activities in which you have participated, such as: presentations at
conferences/meetings, lectures to public groups, participation in colloquia or panel
discussions, applying for or receiving research grants. Where appropriate, include
the date, location, and audience for each.



List work produced, such as: published written work, unpublished manuscripts,
newsletters, electronic tutorials, web sites, brochures, extensive bibliographies or
other instructional materials. Include a copy or sample of each in your Portfolio; in
the case of electronic documents, include a sample page or pages and the electronic
address.



Provide a brief description of your professional reading. List journals read on a
regular basis; significant books, monographs, electronic resources, or other
professional materials read in the last two to three years. Include here relevant
online discussion groups in which you participate.



Describe any graduate or post‐graduate coursework you are pursuing; list and
describe continuing education courses you may have attended and electronic
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continuing education courses, seminars, or special study programs in which you
have participated since your last review.


Describe any other relevant scholarly or creative activities in addition to those
above.

3. Service

Describe professional, University and community service. Write about your professional
memberships, professional meetings and conferences attended since last review.
Describe your work with University, School, or Library committees, teams, or task
forces. In addition, list your activities in your city, community, or neighborhood; your
participation in church, service organizations, civic organizations, political organizations.

4. Support of Pepperdine University Mission and Christian Values

Give evidence of your consistent pattern of support for generally accepted Christian
values and for the mission of Pepperdine University as described in the Mission
Statement (See, Section 1.I. of this Handbook).
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APPENDIX IV
Designated Peer Librarian Evaluation Form
(To Be Returned to the Chair of the Library Rank and Promotion Committee
No Later than January 15, 200_)

Date:
Candidate:
Promotion to Rank:
Name of Peer Evaluator Completing this Form:
Signature of Peer Evaluator
Dear Peer Evaluator:
Thank you for your participation in the evaluation of the above librarian candidate. Your
evaluation of this candidate is of utmost importance to the Pepperdine University Libraries and
to the Library Rank and Promotion Committee (“LRPC”). For that reason, we request that you
thoughtfully complete this evaluation and submit it to the Chair of the LRPC no later than
January 15.
Attached is a form containing the criteria which the LRPC will consider when determining
whether to recommend promotion of this candidate to the above designated rank. Please
review the criteria and provide us your honest and objective evaluation of the candidate as to
each criteria category. We request that you use the following ranking values of 1‐5 as follows:
1=
Poor/seldom meet requirements
2=
Needs improvement/sometimes meet requirements
3=
Satisfactory/meets basic requirements
4=
Good/sometimes exceeds requirements
5=
Outstanding/consistently exceeds requirements

Please complete the attached Evaluation Form Please do not separate this page from the
attached evaluation.
Thank You,
Chair
Library Rank and Promotion Committee
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Designated Peer Evaluation Form
Criteria for Evaluation for Promotion to Rank of Senior Assistant Librarian

Promotion to Senior Assistant Librarian. Assistant Librarians cannot apply for promotion to
the rank of Senior Assistant Librarian unless they have been in their current rank since at
least July 1 of the previous year. A candidate for Senior Assistant Librarian should hold a
Master’s degree in Library Science, or a related program, from an ALA accredited school, and
must have a minimum of three (3) years of academic library work, or a combination of
academic library work and comparable experience (e.g., second graduate degree or
certification, relevant practical experience, etc.). A candidate should also have a record of
excellent job performance and a demonstrated ability to perform and achieve at the levels
required of a Senior Assistant Librarian described below.
Criteria for Promotion to Rank of Senior Assistant Librarian.
1.

Professional Competence. A Senior Assistant Librarian is expected to demonstrate
consistent excellence in overall job performance, effectiveness and originality in developing
approaches to problems or assignments and the ability to relate assigned functions to more
general educational objectives of the Library and the University. Additionally, a Senior
Assistant Librarian should demonstrate continuing growth and involvement in professional
activities. How does the candidate demonstrate an ability to perform at this Level?

Professional Competence

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:

2. Scholarly, Creative, and Professional Achievement. A Senior Assistant Librarian should
demonstrate the ability to perform advanced research and creative projects by participating
in the production of procedure manuals, reference tools, and other similar materials. A
Senior Assistant Librarian should also competently perform and supervise research
assignments, make scholarly, professional and creative contributions to the librarian
profession, such as publishing articles or papers in diverse areas of library studies or
speaking at librarian conferences, or organizing and sponsoring such conferences. How does
the candidate demonstrate an ability to perform at this level?

Scholarly, Creative and Professional Achievement

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:
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3. Professional, Community, and University Service. A Senior Assistant Librarian should
volunteer for Library and University committees, and is encouraged to serve on at
least one University committee and/or have a record of volunteering for such
committees. A Senior Assistant Librarian should hold continuous membership in one
or more professional organizations. How does the candidate demonstrate an ability
to perform at this level?

Professional, Community, and University Service

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:

Support for University’s mission and traditional Christian values Rank __ (1‐5)

Please evaluate the candidate’s consistent pattern of support for generally
accepted Christian values and the mission of Pepperdine University, as these are
described in the Mission Statement:
“Pepperdine is a Christian university committed to the highest standards of academic
excellence and Christian values, where students are strengthened for lives of purpose,
service, and leadership.”
Additional Factors

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Please state other factors, if any, which you feel should be considered.
Comments:

Promotion Recommendation (check one)
___ I recommend without reservations that promotion be granted.
___ I recommend with reservations that promotion be granted.
__ I recommend that promotion not be granted.
Please comment:
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Designated Peer Evaluation Form
Criteria for Evaluation for Promotion to Rank of Associate Librarian

Promotion to Associate Librarian. Senior Assistant Librarians cannot apply to be promoted
to the rank of Associate Librarian unless they have been in their current rank since at least
July 1 of the previous year. A candidate for promotion to the rank of Associate Librarian
should hold a Master’s degree in Library Science, or a related program, from an ALA
accredited school, and must have a minimum of seven (7) years of academic library work or
a combination of academic library work and comparable experience; provided, however,
that a librarian who has earned a second Masters Degree in his/her subject field after six
(6) years of academic library work or comparable experience may be appointed to the rank
of Associate Librarian. A candidate for promotion should have a record of excellent job
performance and a demonstrated ability to perform and achieve at the levels required of an
Associate Librarian described below.
Criteria for Promotion to Rank of Associate Librarian.

1. Professional Competence. An Associate Librarian should demonstrate an attainment
of a degree of special expertise which is sought after by colleagues; a high level of
professional skills and grasp of academia and academic libraries, understanding of
current techniques and technologies; and effectiveness in working with students,
faculties, and staff. How does the Candidate Demonstrate an Ability to Perform at
This Level?

Professional Competence

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:

2. Scholarly, Creative, and Professional Achievement. An Associate Librarian should
generate Library manuals and educational materials, present lectures and publish
articles in his/her area of specialization, and contribute to the profession by being
involved in advanced research, or creative activity outside the University. How does
the Candidate Demonstrate an Ability to Perform at This Level?

Scholarly, Creative and Professional Achievement

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:
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3. Professional, Community, and University Service. An Associate Librarian should
serve on at least one appointed Library committee and is encouraged to serve on at
least one University committee, as well. An Associate Librarian should also be active
in other University and community service. An Associate Librarian is expected to
hold continuous membership in professional organizations and should participate in
education or governance‐related activities of such organizations. How does the
Candidate Demonstrate an Ability to Perform at This Level?

Professional, Community, and University Service

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:

Support for University’s mission and traditional Christian values Rank __ (1‐5)

Please evaluate the candidate’s consistent pattern of support for generally accepted
Christian values and the mission of Pepperdine University, as these are described in the
Mission Statement:

“Pepperdine is a Christian university committed to the highest standards of academic
excellence and Christian values, where students are strengthened for lives of purpose,
service, and leadership.”

Additional Factors

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Please state other factors, if any, which you feel should be considered.
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Comments:

Promotion Recommendation (check one)

___ I recommend without reservations that promotion be granted.
___ I recommend with reservations that promotion be granted.
__ I recommend that promotion not be granted.

Comments:
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Designated Peer Evaluation Form
Criteria for Evaluation for Promotion to Rank of Librarian

Promotion to Rank of Librarian. Associate Librarians cannot apply for promotion to the rank of
Librarian unless they have held their current rank since at least July 1 of the previous year. To be
appointed or hired to the rank of Librarian, the candidate must be an exceptional librarian who has
demonstrated outstanding leadership qualities and a resolute investment of their professional lives
to librarianship and in particular, the Pepperdine University Libraries and community. A minimum of
12 years of academic library work or a combination of academic library and comparable work
experience is required. A second Masters degree is strongly encouraged. A candidate with an earned
Doctorate degree is eligible to apply for promotion to the Librarian rank after seven (7) years of
service. For promotion, a candidate must show an ability to perform and achieve at the levels
expected of a Librarian as set forth below.
Criteria for Promotion to Rank of Librarian.

1. Professional Competence. A Librarian should demonstrate exemplary leadership,
judgment, and originality when implementing managerial planning and organization
of the library. Accomplishment in human resources management, formulation and
implementation of policies, reorganization of a department or project management
is recommended. A Librarian should develop programs, workshops and seminars
that contribute to the educational function of the University. How does the
Candidate Demonstrate an Ability to Perform at This Level?

Professional Competence

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:

2. Scholarly, Creative, and Professional Achievement. A Librarian should have a record of
participation in research, creative or scholarly activities. Publication in scholarly,
professional or University publications is strongly encouraged. Creativity may be
demonstrated by the design and maintenance of a website, newsletter or other media. The
presentation of papers at conferences and recognition by acknowledged professional
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organizations are examples of contributions to the profession of academic librarians. How
does the Candidate Demonstrate an Ability to Perform at This Level?

Scholarly, Creative and Professional Achievement

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:

3. Professional, Community, and University Service. A Librarian should have a
consistent record of University committee service. A Librarian should hold
continuous membership in appropriate professional organizations and seek election
to local, regional or national committees or offices. A Librarian should have a
documented history of community service and contributions to University life and
learning. How does the Candidate Demonstrate an Ability to Perform at This Level?

Professional, Community, and University Service

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Comments:

Support for University’s mission and traditional Christian values Rank __ (1‐5)

Please evaluate the candidate’s consistent pattern of support for generally accepted
Christian values and the mission of Pepperdine University, as these are described in the
Mission Statement:
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“Pepperdine is a Christian university committed to the highest standards of academic
excellence and Christian values, where students are strengthened for lives of purpose,
service, and leadership.”

Additional Factors

Rank _____ (1‐5)

Please state other factors, if any, which you feel should be considered.
Comments:

Promotion Recommendation (check one)

___ I recommend without reservations that promotion be granted.
___ I recommend with reservations that promotion be granted.
__ I recommend that promotion not be granted.

Comments:
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APPENDIX V
Librarian Evaluation
(To Be Returned to the Chair of the Library Rank and Promotion Committee
No Later than January 15)
Name of Candidate: ______________________________Promotion to Rank:
Name of Respondent Evaluator: ______________________________________
Signature of respondent _________________________________

Date __________

To aid the Library Rank and Promotion Committee in obtaining a complete review of this candidate,
ranked librarians who do not complete the Designated Peer Evaluation form will complete this form.
Where you have specific information concerning the quality of the candidate in one or more of the areas
listed below, please describe on this form.
First, briefly describe your working relationship with the candidate i.e. how long have known this person
professionally? Do you work in the same location? How often do you interact?

Please provide your comments on the comments on the Candidate for Promotion:


Professional competence and quality of service within the library



Scholarly, creative, and professional achievement



Service (professional, university, and community)



Support for generally accepted Christian values
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APPENDIX VI
Supervisor Evaluation
To Be Returned to the Chair of the Library Rank and Promotion Committee no Later than January 15
Name of candidate _______________________________ Promotion to Rank:
Name of Supervisor _______________________________________
Signature of Supervisor ____________________________________

Date ___________

To aid the Library Rank and Promotion Committee in obtaining a complete review of this candidate, the
candidate’s supervisor will complete this form. The supervisor will provide specific information
concerning the quality of the candidate in the areas listed below.
First, briefly describe your working relationship with the candidate ‐ i.e. for how many years have you
supervised this person? Do you work in the same location? How often do you interact?

Please provide your comments regarding the Candidate for Promotion as follows (Please refer to
Sections 2 and 4.III of the Librarians’ Handbook for specific criteria):


Professional competence and quality of service within the library



Scholarly, creative, and professional achievement



Service (professional, university, and community)



Support for generally accepted Christian values and Mission of University
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APPENDIX VII
Letter to External Evaluators
(To Be Returned to the Chair of the Library Rank and Promotion Committee
No Later than January 15)
PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
Current Date
[Click here and type recipient’s address]
Dear Sir or Madam:
[Name of candidate] is being considered for promotion to the Rank of [Rank] in the Pepperdine University Libraries. A
description of the Librarian Ranks is attached. [Name of candidate] has worked at the Pepperdine University Libraries since
[Year of hire] and has held the current Rank of [Rank] for [X no.] years.
During the promotion process, librarians are evaluated by Pepperdine librarians and colleagues outside of the
Pepperdine University Libraries. Since you have had some professional contact with the candidate, the Librarian Rank and
Promotion Committee thinks your assessment would provide valuable information for this review.
Please provide a letter of evaluation for this candidate. In your letter, describe your professional relationship with
[Name of candidate] and his or her contribution to academic service, and the librarian profession, as demonstrated in one or
more of the following areas


Professional competence and service within the library
The category of professional competence and service within the library has the primary job as its
foundation. This is the most important criteria for evaluating the librarians and includes duties such as
reference work, classroom instruction, technical processing and database systems management.



Scholarly, creative, and professional achievement
Scholarly, creative and professional achievement may be evidenced by achievements such as publication in
journals, presentation of papers at conferences, production of procedure manuals or brochures and
participation in workshops.



Service to the profession, Pepperdine University, and the community.
Service to the Profession, the University and the Community includes participation in professional
organizations, serving on school or university‐wide committees, sponsoring student events, civic, charitable
organizations and church.

The Library Rank and Promotion Committee would like your candid opinion of the candidate. Your letter will be
confidential to the extent permitted by law. Please send your correspondence to the Chair of the Library Rank and Promotion
Committee, to the address below, before [Date].

Sincerely,
Chairperson,
Library Rank and Promotion Committee
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APPENDIX VIII
EVALUATOR LIST FOR PROMOTION (Sample Form)
Name:
Signature:
Approval by LRPC Chair:

Date:

Designated Peer Evaluators:
#1 Peer Name:
Address:
Telephone:
#2 Peer Name:
Address:
Telephone:
University Non‐Librarian University Evaluators:
#1 Non‐Librarian Peer Name:
Address:
Telephone:
#2 Non‐Librarian Peer Name:
Address:
Telephone:
External Evaluators:
#1 External Evaluator Name:
Address:
Telephone:
#2 External Evaluator Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Note: Promotions to the rank of Librarian require two University non‐librarian evaluators. Attach
additional sheet of contact information concerning any additional evaluators.
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APPENDIX IX
PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY CODE OF ETHICS
I. INTRODUCTION
Pepperdine University is a Christian University committed to the highest standards of academic excellence
and Christian values. Members of the Pepperdine University community ‐ faculty, staff, students, administrators,
members of the Board of Regents, members of the University’s advisory boards, and volunteers—are responsible
for maintaining the standards of the institution and of the various communities in which they live. We value
integrity, honesty, and fairness and strive to integrate these values into our daily practices.
Our ethical expectations are found in Holy Scripture, the University Mission Statement, the founding
vision of George Pepperdine, and the University Affirmation Statement. Holy Scripture provides the ultimate
source for our ethical standards, including the two great commands taught by Jesus: the duty to love God and love
one’s neighbor as one’s self (Matthew 22: 37‐40).
In this spirit, we commit ourselves to the highest standards of ethical conduct. We act with integrity; we
treat others with respect and dignity; we carefully steward the University’s resources; we avoid conflicts of interest
or commitment; we maintain confidentiality; and we comply with legal and professional obligations. We are
individually accountable for our own actions, and we are collectively accountable for upholding these standards of
behavior and complying with all applicable laws, policies, standards, and regulations. While human and therefore
fallible, we constantly strive to meet our ethical expectations. Moreover, because the Pepperdine community is
composed of many distinct constituencies, we understand that, beyond the general ethical principles outlined in
this document, we may be subject to additional rules of conduct specific to our respective roles within the
community.
II. ACTING WITH INTEGRITY
We seek to be people who are honorable, forthright, and upright at all times. Our commitment to
integrity demands more than mere satisfaction of legal and ethical obligations, although we comply with the law
and conform to the highest standards of ethical conduct. Our commitment to integrity means that we actively
discern what is right from what is wrong; that what we do flows directly from who we are; that we seek
consistency between our inner self and our outward conduct. We value people; we speak the truth; we have the
courage of our convictions; and we keep our commitments. We do not condone any form of dishonesty—such as
fraud, theft, cheating, or plagiarism—as described more specifically in student, faculty, and staff handbooks and
policies.
III. TREATING OTHERS WITH RESPECT AND DIGNITY
Members of the community are committed to principles of equality and fairness. We follow the profound
truth found in the Golden Rule, “In everything do to others as you would have them do to you” (Matthew 7:12).
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We do not unlawfully discriminate on the basis of any status or condition protected by applicable federal
or state law. Consistent with our affiliation with the Churches of Christ and our faith heritage, we do seek to hire
and promote persons who support the goals and mission of the University, including, but not limited to, those who
are members of the Churches of Christ.
We respect the inherent worth of each member of the community. We do not engage in any forms of
harassment of others. Those in positions of authority, including administrators, supervisors, faculty members, and
student leaders exercise their authority fairly and appropriately.
Other expectations about how we treat others with respect and dignity can be found in University policies
and in each school’s faculty and student handbooks.
IV. STEWARDING THE UNIVERSITY’S RESOURCES
We are good stewards of the University resources entrusted to us and we prepare accurate and clear
reports about those resources. University resources are reserved for business purposes on behalf of the University.
We exercise reasonable judgment in the use of University resources, acting with care and prudence. We do not use
University resources for personal gain.
We prepare correct and clear financial records and research reports. All entries in University books and
accounts accurately reflect each transaction. In reporting on the University’s resources, we do not hide, conceal, or
mislead; and we promptly report such misconduct when it is discovered.
V. AVOIDING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST AND COMMITMENT
We do not have direct or indirect interests or commitments, financial or otherwise, which conflict with
the proper discharge of our duties to the University. The primary professional allegiance of all full‐time employees
lies with Pepperdine University and the advancement of its mission. We do not solicit or accept any gift, service, or
favor that might reasonably influence the discharge of our duties or that we know or should know is being offered
with the intent to influence our official conduct. We do not accept other employment or engage in business or
professional activities outside of the University when such work might reasonably cause real or apparent conflicts
of interest or conflicts of commitment. We do not transact business in our official capacity with any business entity
of which we are an officer, agent, or member, or in which we own a substantial interest without the explicit prior
knowledge and approval of the appropriate senior University officer. We disclose potential conflicts of interest to
the appropriate supervisor or officer as soon as possible after we realize that a conflict may have arisen.
Additional information is located in the University conflicts of interest policy.
VI. MAINTAINING CONFIDENTIALITY
We observe and respect the confidentiality rights of all other members of the community, and this duty
continues even after we are no longer affiliated with the University. This right of confidentiality applies to all
academic, financial, health‐related, personnel, or other non‐public information protected either by law or by
University policy. However, the right does not preclude the consensual release of information or the disclosure of
information within the University when there is a legitimate need for its disclosure. Email or other uses of the
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University’s computers or computer network are for business purposes and are not presumed confidential.
Additional information is located in the University’s Computer and Network Responsible Usage Policy.
VII. COMPLYING WITH LEGAL AND PROFESSIONAL OBLIGATIONS
We comply with all state and federal laws and conform to the highest standards of professional conduct.
We transact University business in compliance with all applicable laws, regulations, and University policies and
procedures. We do not misrepresent our status or authority in our dealings with others. To the extent that we
belong to professions that are governed by standards specific to the profession (such as attorneys, psychologists,
or certified public accountants), we adhere to such professional standards. We conduct ourselves in accordance
with professional principles for scholarly work, including upholding academic codes of conduct and professional
standards for research.
VIII. REPORTING VIOLATIONS OF THE CODE
In order to maintain the integrity of the community, we report observed or suspected violations of this
code of ethics with a spirit of fairness, honesty, and respect for the rights of others. Those who report alleged
misconduct and those against whom allegations are reported are afforded all rights provided by University policies,
as well as all applicable state and federal laws. Those who are found to have violated this code will be subject to
appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including expulsion, termination of employment, or termination of
relationship. Information about reporting violations of this code may be found in the University policy “How to
Report a Violation of the Code of Ethics.”
IX. CONCLUSION
We are governed by an ethos of care and respect, virtues that transcend the provisions of this code. We
are called to something greater and nobler than mere compliance with the law or a written code of ethics. We are
called “to live a life worthy of the calling [we] have received . . . , bearing with one another in love” (Ephesians 4:1‐
2). We are called to “dedicate ourselves anew to the great cause of beautiful Christian living” (George Pepperdine’s
Dedicatory Address). We are called, ultimately, to lives of service (University Affirmation Statement). As the
University motto instructs us: “Freely ye received, freely give.”
Effective January 2, 2007
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APPENDIX X
REFERENCE1
A. Definition of Library Faculty – American College and Research Libraries
Association of College and Research Libraries
Joint Statement on Faculty Status of College and University Librarians
[Drafted by a committee of the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), the Association of
American Colleges (AAC), and the American Association of University Professors (AAUP). Approved by the
membership of the Association of College and Research Libraries, a division of the American Library
Association, June 26, 1972. Reprinted from the February 1974 issue of College & Research Libraries News, a
publication of the Association of College and Research Libraries. Reaffirmed by the ACRL Board, June, 2001]
As the primary means through which students and faculty gain access to the storehouse of organized knowledge,
the college and university library performs a unique and indispensable function in the educational process. This
function will grow in importance as students assume greater responsibility for their own intellectual and social
development. Indeed, all members of the academic community are likely to become increasingly dependent on
skilled professional guidance in the acquisition and use of library resources as the forms and numbers of these
resources multiply, scholarly materials appear in more languages, bibliographical systems become more
complicated, and library technology grows increasingly sophisticated. The librarian who provides such guidance
plays a major role in the learning process.
The character and quality of an institution of higher learning are shaped in large measure by the nature of its
library holdings and the ease and imagination with which those resources are made accessible to members of the
academic community. Consequently, all members of the faculty should take an active interest in the operation
and development of the library. Because the scope and character of library resources should be taken into
account in such important academic decisions as curricular planning and faculty appointments, librarians should
have a voice in the development of the institution's educational policy.
Librarians perform a teaching and research role inasmuch as they instruct students formally and informally and
advise and assist faculty in their scholarly pursuits. Librarians are also themselves involved in the research
function; many conduct research in their own professional interests and in the discharge of their duties.
Where the role of college and university librarians, as described in the preceding paragraphs, requires them to
function essentially as part of the faculty, this functional identity should be recognized by granting of faculty
status. Neither administrative responsibilities nor professional degrees, titles, or skills, per se, qualify members of
the academic community for faculty status. The function of the librarian as participant in the processes of
teaching and research is the essential criterion of faculty status.
College and university librarians share the professional concerns of faculty members. Academic freedom, for
example, is indispensable to librarians, because they are trustees of knowledge with the responsibility of insuring
the availability of information and ideas, no matter how controversial, so that teachers may freely teach and
students may freely learn. Moreover, as members of the academic community, librarians should have latitude in
the exercise of their professional judgment within the library, a share in shaping policy within the institution, and
adequate opportunities for professional development and appropriate reward.1 . . .
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With respect to library governance, it is to be presumed that the governing board, the administrative officers, the
library faculty, and representatives of the general faculty, will share in the determination of library policies that
affect the general interests of the institution and its educational program. In matters of internal governance, the
library will operate like other academic units with respect to decisions relating to appointments, promotions,
tenure, and conditions of service.2
1.

Cf. 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure; 1958 Statement on Procedural Standards in Faculty
Dismissal Proceedings; 1972 Statement on Leaves of Absence.
Cf. 1966 Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities, formulated by the American Council on Education,
American Association of University Professors, and Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges.

B. Code of Ethics, American Library Association
As members of the American Library Association, we recognize the importance of codifying and making known to
the profession and to the general public the ethical principles that guide the work of librarians, other professionals
providing information services, library trustees and library staffs.
Ethical dilemmas occur when values are in conflict. The American Library Association Code of Ethics states the
values to which we are committed, and embodies the ethical responsibilities of the profession in this changing
information environment.
We significantly influence or control the selection, organization, preservation, and dissemination of information. In
a political system grounded in an informed citizenry, we are members of a profession explicitly committed to
intellectual freedom and the freedom of access to information. We have a special obligation to ensure the free
flow of information and ideas to present and future generations.
The principles of this Code are expressed in broad statements to guide ethical decision making. These statements
provide a framework; they cannot and do not dictate conduct to cover particular situations.
I.
We provide the highest level of service to all library users through appropriate and usefully organized
resources; equitable service policies; equitable access; and accurate, unbiased, and courteous responses to all
requests.
II.

We uphold the principles of intellectual freedom and resist all efforts to censor library resources.

III.
We protect each library user's right to privacy and confidentiality with respect to information sought or
received and resources consulted, borrowed, acquired or transmitted.
IV.

We recognize and respect intellectual property rights.

V.
We treat co‐workers and other colleagues with respect, fairness and good faith, and advocate conditions
of employment that safeguard the rights and welfare of all employees of our institutions.
VI.
We do not advance private interests at the expense of library users, colleagues, or our employing
institutions.
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VII.
We distinguish between our personal convictions and professional duties and do not allow our personal
beliefs to interfere with fair representation of the aims of our institutions or the provision of access to their
information resources.
VIII. We strive for excellence in the profession by maintaining and enhancing our own knowledge and skills, by
encouraging the professional development of co‐workers, and by fostering the aspirations of potential members of
the profession.
Adopted June 28, 1995, by the ALA Council
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Appendix I
Sample Quizzes and Answer Keys for Graduate Students
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Research tools review – EDD OL/GAP
Summer 2012
Please Circle the one best answer…
What would you do if you needed an article or book that the Pepperdine library did not
own?
Look it up in the Worldcat worldwide library catalog
Look it up in Google Books.
Request that the library retrieve it for you via Interlibrary Loan
What would you do if you had an article citation and wanted to find out if the full text was
accessible via the Pepperdine library?
Look up the journal title in Google Scholar.
Look up the journal title using the Journals & Periodicals link
Search ERIC for the article
What characteristic of an article suggests that it is an important one within a field?
It is peer reviewed
It has been cited in other articles numerous times.
It has numerous authors
What database allows me to identify such articles (as mentioned in the previous
question)?
Scopus
ERIC
Education Full Text
How do I access RefWorks?
In Wavenet, under “tools”
Click on Electronic Databases
Navigate to RefWorks.com
Please circle ALL that apply…
Which of these communication tools can you use to contact a librarian?
Telephone
IM
Email
Smoke signals
Texting
Thank you!!,
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Research tools review – EDD OL/GAP - Answers
Summer 2012
Please Circle the one best answer…
What would you do if you needed an article or book that the Pepperdine library did not
own?
Look it up in the Worldcat worldwide library catalog
Look it up in Google Books.
Request that the library retrieve it for you via Interlibrary Loan
What would you do if you had an article citation and wanted to find out if the full text was
accessible via the Pepperdine library?
Look up the journal title in Google Scholar.
Look up the journal title using the Journals & Periodicals link
Search ERIC for the article
What characteristic of an article suggests that it is an important one within a field?
It is peer reviewed – 2nd best answer
It has been cited in other articles numerous times. – best answer
It has numerous authors
What database allows me to identify such articles (as mentioned in the previous
question)?
Scopus
ERIC
Education Full Text
How do I access RefWorks?
In Wavenet, under “tools”
Click on Electronic Databases
Navigate to RefWorks.com
Please circle ALL that apply…
Which of these communication tools can you use to contact a librarian?
Telephone
IM
Email
Smoke signals
Texting
Thank you!!,
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Appendix J
Sample Handout with Exercises for Graduate Students
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Pepperdine Library Research Resources
EdD in Learning Technologies
Maria Brahme, MLS, EdD, GSEP Liaison Librarian, mbrahme@pepperdine.edu
Library website: http://library.pepperdine.edu - or access via WaveNet
Selected Library Website resources






Ask Us
Interlibrary Loan
Electronic Databases
Library Catalog/Worldcat Local
NEW: Info Guides

Selected Databases:
ERIC
ERIC, the Educational Resource Information Center, provides access to more than 1.2 million
bibliographic records of journal articles and other education-related materials plus links to more than
100,000 full-text documents from ERIC. ERIC is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education, Institute
of Education Sciences (IES).
Communication & Mass Media Complete
provides robust, quality research in areas related to communication and mass media. CMMC incorporates
the content of CommSearch and Mass Media Articles Index along with numerous other journals in
communication, mass media, and other closely-related fields of study.
Dissertations and Theses
With more than 2 million entries, Proquest Dissertations & Theses is the single, central, authoritative
resource for information about doctoral dissertations and master's theses. Dissertations published from
1980 forward include 350-word abstracts written by the author. Master's theses published from 1988
forward include 150-word abstracts.
Scopus
Scopus offers more coverage of scientific, technical, medical and social science literature (14,000 titles)
than any other database, full text links directly from the results list, abstracts back to 1966, a full 10-year
reference backfile, daily updates, innovative tools to help you refine your search to relevant results, and
alerts for you to keep abreast of your research topic.
Business Source Premier:
Business Source Premier is the industry's most used index of business journals, magazines and other
sources, containing indexing and abstracts for more than 3,200 business-related periodicals with
coverage back as far as the first half of the 20th century.
RefWorks
RefWorks is a Web-based bibliography and database manager that allows users to create their own
personal database by importing references from text files or online databases. Users can use these
references in writing their papers and automatically format the paper and the bibliography in seconds.
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Collaborative Database Exercises:
Demonstration: ERIC Show your colleagues how to find articles on constructivist
learning and distance education. Demonstrate how to export selected citations to
RefWorks or Endnote.
Group 1 Use the Dissertations and Theses database to show your colleagues how to
find Pepperdine published dissertations on that used the Delphi method in their
research design. Show who chaired one of these dissertations. What is an easy way of
looking up some other dissertations chaired by this professor? How can you access the
full dissertation online?
Group 2: Scopus: Use the Scopus database to show your colleagues how to find
articles on communities of practice. Point out what a difference it makes to your search
when you put the phrase in quotes, like a Google search. Demonstrate how to find the
article that has been cited most within these results. Show where to go to export
citations to RefWorks.
Group 3: Journals & Periodicals link. Teach your classmates how to find the full text
of the article listed below via the “Journals & Periodicals” link on the library website.
Social Intelligence and the Biology of Leadership. By: Goleman, Daniel; Boyatzis,
Richard. Harvard Business Review, Sep2008, Vol. 86 Issue 9, p74-81
Group 4 Communication Studies Show your colleagues how to locate articles on
videogames and learning (note, this is a good topic to search using additional
synonyms). Choose one article and show how many times the author has been cited by
other authors. Show how to find other articles from this same journal issue (use the
Table of Contents link). Finally, point out how you can export references to RefWorks.
Group 5 RefWorks: show your colleagues how to create a reference list in APA6th
edition using the RefWorks database. Show how to create your own accounts and
import your own citations…
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MBA
Pepperdine University Library Resources and Services
Graziadio School of Business and Management, Pepperdine University
Lizette Gabriel, Information Services Librarian, West LA Campus
Maria Brahme, GSEP Liaison Librarian, WLA Campus
Library website: http://library.pepperdine.edu – or access via WaveNet

Selected Library Website Resources:


Library Catalog – Search for Pepperdine books, journal holdings, links to
electronic books and journals. Request books from any of the Campus Libraries



Interlibrary Loan – If the Pepperdine Libraries don’t have something you need,
order it from another library at no-charge



Journal Search- Locate and browse thousands of newspapers and journals fulltext



Business Research Wiki;
https://wikis.pepperdine.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=2130006
on the library website click on: Research Guides/Business

Selected Databases (Click on: Select A Database)


Business Source Premier – HBR, Company Profiles – SWOT analysis, Journal
Articles



Factiva – Wall Street Journal-News page, Companies/Markets



S&P Net Advantage – Stock Reports, Industry Surveys/Reports



LexisNexis Academic – Company Information, Articles



Mergent Online (Moody’s) – Historical Financials, Industry Reports, Country
Profiles



Mintel – marketing report s on products, consumers



RefWorks – Web-based Bibliography Tool

Ask-A-Librarian
Submit a research question or any kind of library-related question electronically.
Get a response within 24 hours. If you need faster assistance, use our instant
messenger chat reference service during select hours.
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PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
INFORMATION LITERACY PROGRAM
EXTERNAL REVIEW REPORT
PREPARED BY
DR. THERESA S. BYRD

INTRODUCTION
On March 11, 2013, I met with Dean Roosa and the Pepperdine librarians, as a part of my review of the
Information Literacy (IL) program. During our meeting, the basis of our discussion was the Pepperdine
Libraries’ Information Literacy Program Review/Self-Study 2012-13 report (hereafter referred to as SelfStudy) that the librarians had prepared for the review and assessment of their IL Program.
The Pepperdine University Libraries’ Information Literacy Program has been in existence for over 20
years. The librarians began developing the Information Literacy Program with a focus on
undergraduates in the 1990s and by 2009 they turned their attention to developing graduate students’
information literacy skills. The IL program is cohesive and standardized and it aims to reach all 7,539
students at Pepperdine University.
There is a direct connection between the IL program and the University’s mission and Libraries’ vision
statement. The Pepperdine University mission statement affirms that “Pepperdine is a Christian
university committed to the highest standards of academic excellence and Christian values, where
students are strengthened for lives of purpose, service, and leadership.” The Pepperdine Libraries’
Information Literacy program deeply and broadly supports this effort, both philosophically and
practically.1
The libraries’ vision statement states: “We respond to our mission by providing our faculty, students,
alumni, and community partners with the best possible access to knowledge. The libraries are a global
1

Pepperdine Libraries Information Literacy Program Review/Self-Study (Pepperdine University, Malibu,
CA, 2013), 85.

gateway to information and a cornerstone for 21st-century learning, teaching and research at
Pepperdine. Our aim is to build dynamic collections and facilities, offer personalized service, and foster
a community of lifelong learners of students, faculty, alumni, and friends.”2
The Pepperdine University librarians reviewed the literature in order to develop their Information
Literacy Program and they examined peer institutions’ (Loyola Marymount University Libraries,
California Lutheran University Library, Chapman University Libraries) IL programs. The Pepperdine
Libraries’ IL program model was based on the CSU Information Competency Project and the Association
of College & Research Libraries draft of Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher
Education. The ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards define IL this way: “Information
literacy is a set of abilities requiring individuals to ‘recognize when information is needed and have the
ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information.’”3
Like most librarians, the Pepperdine librarians’ IL terminology and program changed over the years with
the latest best practices and trends for information literacy. Leadership for the IL program is provided
by the Associate University Librarian for Client Services and Programs, Melinda Raine. Through a
collaborative work process, the librarians have made significant progress with IL on campus. While the
CSU Information Competency Project and the ACRL standards served as the model for the Pepperdine IL
program, the foundation of the program is anchored in the librarian liaison program. The connection
between IL and the liaison program is supported by this statement: “Through our liaison program, our
librarians have cultivated specialized affinities and expertise in the various schools and programs, and
they use this knowledge to contribute to the development of the information literacy program, including

2

Self-Study, 7.
Association of College & Research Libraries. Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher
Education (Chicago, IL: American Library Association, 2000).
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/informationliteracycompetency (accessed May 6, 2013).
3
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specialized learning outcomes for the various constituencies as well as learning models and practices
that fit the unique needs of each audience.”4
COMPONENTS OF THE IL PROGRAM
The IL program has been developed for both undergraduate and graduate students. The undergraduate
IL program consists of the First-Year Seminars (the Faith and Reason First-Year Seminar, the Keck
Research Seminar Program, the Social Action and Justice Colloquium, the Great Books Colloquium),
Research Intensive classes, capstone courses, subject specific courses, Special Collections IL, and
Reference at the iPoint Desk. According to the librarians during my visit to campus, they reach 92
percent of entering students through the First-Year Seminars in terms of IL instruction. Because there
are too many IL competencies to cover in one session for a First-Year Seminar, the librarians utilize the
flipped-classroom concept. This practice allows the librarians to gain efficiency by teaching some skills
outside of class by using a virtual catalog tutorial, virtual library tour, online quiz and an in-class exercise
to reinforce important skills.
Special features of IL for the “Faith and Reason” option for First-Year Seminar participants required the
librarians to analyze the syllabus and to demonstrate reliable sources for streaming videos of famous
speeches. For students participating in the First-Year Keck Research Seminar Program, which is
supported by a grant initiative entitled “Developing the Undergraduate Students as Scholar: An
Institutional Approach to Early Student Engagement,” the librarians in information literacy classes
emphasized topics such as literature reviews, annotated bibliographies, and how to identify scholarly
publications. The librarians are very successful with the First-Year Seminars but only one or two of the
Great Books Colloquium classes come to the library, so these students do not receive IL. This loophole
with IL and the Great Books Colloquium must be closed.

4

Self-Study, 6.
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In the Fall of 2009, an information literacy and instruction program was initiated in Special Collections
and several professors now have standing appointments to bring their classes to the department. This is
a growing program with new classes being offered each year. In 2011/2012, the librarians began to
work on subject specific student learning objectives tailored to each major. Each subject liaison
examined the identified research and writing intensive courses for each department, which often was
the senior seminar course. The librarians also teach IL skills for upper division and capstone classes. The
librarians’ in-person instruction sessions have increased annually from just over 100 classes taught in
2006 to over 200 courses taught in 2012. Additionally, the librarians offer information literacy
instruction through reference assistance which is provided in-person at the iPoint desk and virtually via
telephone, e-mail, chat, Skype, texting, and resource-sharing software called JoinMe, which allows a
librarians to share his/her desktop with up to 10 students at a time. The librarians use tools, such as
LibGuides marketed as electronic InfoGuides, and LibAnswers that provides a searchable knowledge
base of reference questions for both students and librarians to consult.
In 2009, the graduate students’ information literacy program began and was incorporated into the
overall information literacy plan. The librarians have successfully developed information literacy
standards specifically for master’s and doctoral level programs. The librarians met with the deans or
associate deans in each of the graduate programs to determine the best way to deliver information
literacy instruction to graduate students, and the decision was made to identify one course in each
program in which IL instruction would be introduced. The librarians consulted faculty members in each
program to help identify such an appropriate, mandatory course.
LEARNING OUTCOMES, ASSESSMENT, AND STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
As a way to establish a road map or formal connection between information literacy and student
learning, the librarians have developed a student learning outcomes (SLOs) framework that contains the
4

following: learning outcomes, criteria, assessment, and SLOs. For each SLOs, the librarians have used
curriculum mapping to indicate the desired skill level (I=Intro, D=Develop, and M= Master).
The librarians have developed SLOs for specific undergraduate disciplines and multiple courses within a
discipline and used a curriculum map to identify the proper skills level for each course. For example, for
undergraduate students, there are the Freshman Seminars, English 101, and the Great Books
Colloquium and discipline courses include International Studies, Film Studies, Screen Writing, Literature,
Psychology, Social Work, etc. For the Graziadio Graduate School of Business, there are nine courses,
e.g., International Business, MKT615, BSC1651 etc. that the librarians have completed SLOs for and
identified appropriate skill levels for a course via a curriculum map.
In the Self-Study, the librarians provide SLOs and a curriculum map for three graduate courses and 15
undergraduate courses.5 In the curriculum map, the SLOs run horizontally across the top of the page
and the type of course or activity runs vertically and the skill level is listed in columns for each SLO as “I,”
“D,” or “M” for the course. The SLOs are appropriate and range from SLO 1 to SLO 7 for undergraduates
and from SLO8 to SLO11 for graduate students. This framework is a model that allows the librarians to
assist students with developing information literacy skills to be successful in their college course work,
as well as developing critical thinking and life-long learning skills. The model also permits the librarians
to assess these students’ information literacy skills.
As early as 2002, the librarians met with the Associate Director of General Education and the Director of
Assessment to discuss information literacy standards and the new General Education Program created
by Seaver College. Dr. Erika Olbricht, the former Associate Director for General Education, said that “the
library’s information literacy program would ensure that the GE information literacy skill was achieved,
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namely, “Students who graduate from Seaver should be able to identify, access, manipulate, use, and
present information from a variety of sources and media.”6
The current Assistant Provost of the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, Dr. Lisa Bortman, stated that
the University is assessing General Education (GE) now and considering the GE curriculum in terms of
the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). She believes that IL should be its own
component of GE. Dr. Bortman wants to adopt the portfolio system campus-wide and she said that
librarians should be a part of the portfolio evaluation process. Dr. Bortman also shared that Seaver
College is moving towards more capstone projects. She asked this question: Can librarians be more
involved with capstone projects and systematize their involvement in these courses? However, because
of the number of capstone courses, she did recognize that scaling would be an issue for the librarians.
Dr. Bortman is facilitating discussion about information literacy on campus, and she is trying to ensure
that IL is not siloed in the library. She also believes that the librarians must continue to advocate within
the University for the integration of information literacy into academic programs. Dr. Bortman clearly is
a supporter of information literacy and the librarians; thus, the librarians should partner with her to
promote the integration of IL into the Pepperdine University curriculum.
In 2009, the librarians began developing a plan to assess information literacy outcomes. They developed
summative and formative assessment techniques to gage both undergraduate and graduate students’
knowledge of IL. For undergraduate students, formative assessment included in-class exercises like the
one minute challenge and peer-review play. The summative assessment tools included quizzes and
assessing student papers and bibliographies.
Pepperdine undergraduates are required to submit four papers in their Junior Writing Portfolio (JWP)
and the librarians have worked with Dr. Theresa Flynn, Director of the JWP Project, to gain access to
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students’ online portfolios. The librarians developed a rubric to use in assessing the JWP papers. Three
librarians were responsible for rating the portfolio papers. Through a process they developed inter-rater
reliability among them for rating by comparing and discussing ratings for a small number of student
papers. They then entered their data into a Google spreadsheet and assigned grades. Numbers of
portfolios viewed: Fall 2007 – 491; Spring 2008 – 2004 portfolios; and Fall 2008 – 372 portfolios.7 This
project is an excellent way for the librarians to assess student learning and to demonstrate the need for
information literacy. For a few years, the librarians ceased this very useful project but have now reengaged with it. Also, in the First-Year Seminars, the librarians ask students to develop a bibliography
and to use a LibGuide to complete this assignment and to e-mail it to them and sometimes to their
instructors too. This is time-intensive work for the librarians but it is necessary. Additional librarians
should be hired to ensure that this work is continued.
Regarding graduate students, an assessment rubric is designed and scaled for these students’ projects.
For summative assessment, quizzes are given and formative assessment focuses on having students find
an article in a database. After finding an article in a database, the students are required to present what
they have learned “teach back” to their colleagues. The librarians who teach graduate level IL courses
have effectively used quizzes as pre-test to gage students’ learning. They also, on occasion, have used
the data from such quizzes to get invited to teach an IL course. A librarian said:
“Occasionally, instructors will report to the librarian that their students feel they are adequately
informed about research tools and do not need an IL session. In such a case, the quizzes can be
used as a pre-test. Should the students score poorly on the test, the instructor can decide to
schedule an IL session regardless of the students’ claims. Of course, the students will also
realize that they aren’t as informed as they assumed.”8
This practice demonstrates effective use of quizzes and a pre-test and aids both the faculty and students
in understanding the IL skill level of the class.
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Best practices for IL promote offering an information literacy pre-test and post-test for an
undergraduate cohort. The pre-test is offered to freshman to measure students’ information literacy
skills and then the post-test is offered in the third or fourth year to determine learning. In Fall 2012, the
Pepperdine University librarians deployed the Standardized Assessment of Information Literacy Skills
(SAILS) in all First-Year Seminars and Great Books Colloquium. They tested 341 students of which 99
percent were first-year students.9 The librarians used 30 minutes of their 1.5 hours of course time to
conduct the SAILS test. SAILS is a web-based test that is based on the ACRL Information Literacy
Competency Standards and consists of 45 questions and the librarians added two questions to the test.
The librarians like SAILS because it is about IL only and they believe the report is good. SAILS (both the
pre-test and post-test) offers a snapshot of students’ IL skills. Initial Findings from SAILS assessment at
Pepperdine University (summary) are as follows:
1. The Pepperdine students performed better on all of the assessed skills than students at other
institutions in [their] cohort group.
2. The Pepperdine students scored highest on developing a research strategy and using finding
tool features.
3. The Pepperdine students scored lowest on documenting sources and retrieving sources.10
Finally, the test indicted that during high school the students most often used search engines and library
databases in writing research papers.
The librarians used the SAILS results to improve IL teaching as follows:
1.

Integrated activities into the classroom that allow students to locate materials in the library

2. Helped students navigate across databases to full-text articles
3. Implemented a flipped classroom strategy with interactive tutorials completed prior to class
sessions, allowing more time for active learning in class
9
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4. Used InfoGuides to have students create online bibliographies11
The librarians are to be commended for implementing SAILS and using the test results to improve
instruction. They should offer SAILS again to the same student group during the third or fourth year to
determine the impact of information literacy instruction.
The Pepperdine University librarians’ information literacy program includes the First-Year Seminars and
subject specific IL courses but their program broadens the scope of information literacy to include other
areas that contribute indirectly to learning, such as support centers, lecture series, and displays. The
Academic Center for Excellence (ACE), which assists students with writing, research, and speech
preparation, is located within the library. Also, the librarians have labeled the connection between
information literacy and co-curricular activities and offerings by the library as “cultural literacy.” The
Payson Library offers Special Collections and rare book displays, as well as sponsors a robust lecture
series that provides a connection between co-curricular activities and IL and introductions to research
and scholarship for students and faculty.
The librarians at the graduate campuses have organized a series of Colloquia entitled “Student To
Scholar” that creates a forum where alumni and current students can learn from presenters’ stories and
allow student-presenters a chance to practice public speaking skills. Special Collections offers events and
a for-credit internship for Pepperdine University students and local library science graduate students to
highlight the collections and to conduct research using primary source materials. While many academic
and research libraries offer lecture series and internships, I have not seen the purpose of these activities
so clearly articulated as a part of information literacy. The Pepperdine librarians are at the forefront of
this movement to connect co-curricular activities to information literacy. The next steps for the
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librarians in this area should be to link information literacy outcome goals with these co-curricular
activities.
The librarians have an Assessment Information Literacy Committee and the librarians who teach serve
on this committee. They get together as needed and they make decision together about IL and
assessment. For example, the committee will be working on a virtual tour together and the MBA
tutorial. This committee not only shows the librarians’ commitment to IL but it can ensure that they are
constantly considering ideas about how to improve student learning and how to assess instruction.
Because of the important work that this committee is responsible for, it should formalize its operational
practices (1) by hiring an Assessment Librarian to lead this work and (2) by establishing meeting dates,
such as three times per semester (once each semester and summer), to assess the IL work and program.
Standardizing meeting dates will eliminate any inertia that might set in due to librarians’ busy schedules
or competing work priorities.
Assessment is big on campuses these days because of WASC requirements and the need for academic
libraries to demonstrate their value. The Pepperdine University library is heavily engaged with IL but also
utilizes assessments methods such as focus groups, LibQUAL, a customer service survey, and a survey of
graduate students’ opinions of library services.
LIBRARIANS CREDENTIALS AND ASSESSMENT
The Master’s of Library Science that is accredited by the American Library Association is the terminal
degree for librarians, and all Pepperdine University librarians possess this degree. The librarians have a
peer review, promotion, and rank (assistant librarian, senior assistant librarian, associate librarian and
librarian) process that is similar to the Pepperdine University’s teaching faculty system but they are not
tenured. The Pepperdine Librarian Handbook outlines the review and promotion process and it lists
areas of evaluations, such as publications, presentations, grants, continuing education, and advanced
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degrees, which are typical to requirements for other library faculty. The Pepperdine University
librarians, who teach information literacy skills, all hold the MLS degree and some hold graduate
degrees. The only exception is the Encino campus library where a staff person who possesses an MA in
Education will teach a class if a librarian is unavailable to travel to this campus on a particular night on
which a session is requested.
As an outside reviewer, I met with all the librarians and there was a good espirit de corps among them. I
applaud their team spirit and collaborative work-style. All teaching librarians work full-time. The
librarians’ collaborative, team-based approach to IL has allowed them to make significant
accomplishments in developing their IL program, assessing IL outcomes, and designing IL curriculum
mapping. Without a collaborative-team-based approach among the librarians, the high-level of the
development of the Pepperdine University IL program would be impossible, given that there are only 11
librarians.
To assist with building their IL knowledge, the librarians are offered $1,000 annually and on occasion can
ask the Dean of Libraries for more professional development money to attend a conference or training
session. The librarians are active both regionally and nationally in IL organizations, such as ACRL and
LOEX of the West. They attend professional development activities, such as SCIL, LOEX, SCELC Vendor
Day, California Library Association, Coalition of Network Information, EDUCAUSE and webinars. The
librarians also make presentations and write papers about the Pepperdine University IL program.
Through my discussion with the librarians and in reading the Self-Study, the librarians indicate that they
eagerly share tips and learn from each other and that they hold meetings to discuss teaching techniques
and share best practices. For example, at a recent instruction meeting/workshop, Mary Ann Naumann,
a librarian, demonstrated how she teaches the concept of peer review via a play format that includes
participation of students in the classes.
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The librarians determine their teaching effectiveness through peer evaluations, student satisfaction
surveys, scholarship on issues of teaching, and discussions of pedagogy. The librarians list the courses
that they teach in their liaison areas on their curriculum vitaes (CV). This is not only a nice touch but it is
an indication of how serious they take information literacy. I have reviewed the CVs of many librarians
but they do not list the courses they teach on their CV.
ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
While assessment of IL is important to determine what students are learning and how librarians should
develop their IL programs, this work is time-intensive. It takes a lot of energy and time to develop
instruction assignments, quizzes, in-class exercises and to assess student’s papers, bibliographies, and
portfolios using rubrics to evaluate these documents. With only 11 librarians, the Pepperdine University
librarians will struggle to maintain the high-level of the IL program and certainly will be unable to add
additional dimensions to it, such as integrating IL into the GE Research and Inquiry Module, without
hiring more librarians. The librarians have been able to continue to enhance and grow the IL program by
collaborating and working together. However, they already wear multiple hats and are stretched thin
with their responsibilities of serving as liaisons, working at the iPoint Desk, and teaching instruction
sessions, as well as presenting and publishing at the regional and national levels. The librarians
indicated during their conversation with me that they frequently work after hours because they love
their work, but even given their dedication to their tasks, they have reached maximum capacity in terms
of workload for 11 librarians who engage in instruction and assessment of student work, along with
other duties.
FACILITIES
There are five libraries at Pepperdine University. The Payson Library located on the Malibu campus,
which serves the undergraduate student population, and four campus libraries (Drescher/Graziadio,
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West Los Angeles, Encino, and Irvine). The Payson Library is a modern building but it is small for the size
of Pepperdine University’s student population. The library contains 11 separate study rooms of various
sizes and configurations. The librarians have an information literacy instruction classroom that contains
computer laboratory for IL. Plans are currently underway to redesign and expand this laboratory by
knocking out a wall to make it suitable for more active learning in which students will be able to do
searches with librarians during instruction sessions. The redesign will allow librarians to have a clear line
of site between them and the students, as well as an opportunity to use tablet technology and use
moveable seating. The Payson Library also houses the Academic Center for Excellence (ACE). ACE, a 21st
century teaching and learning space, is designed to be both high-tech and high-touch, and it provides
comfortable seating and spaces for students. ACE is comprised of a research services Desk, Writing and
e-Publishing support, Speech Lab, Media Suite, Tutoring, and E-Scholarship. The location of ACE in the
library allows it to be accessible to students late at night. Dr. Bortman, during my conversation with her,
said that she would love for the University to understand the value of a learning commons in which the
Math Center, Tutoring Center, and Disability Center are all part of the library.
Dean Roosa is responsible for ACE being located in the library and the redesign of the IL instruction
laboratory. He wants the Payson Library renovation to include knowledge spaces and active learning
spaces that will provide students with a variety of study spaces, a theater, a café, and study pods. The
renovation will also provide spaces that will assist the librarians with delivering IL. Each of the graduate
locations has a library but not an information literacy classroom or space for other programming. At the
graduate locations, the librarians teach IL in the classroom and other programming, such as colloquia
and presentations, take place in a classroom. To promote information literacy, it will be necessary for
the University and/or the Dean of Libraries to invest in an IL classroom on the graduate campuses.
However, if space is limited, perhaps the librarians can have a laptop cart to roll into the classrooms for
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information literacy instruction. Plans are being discussed to build an ACE facility for the Drescher
Campus Library.
CONCLUSION
Over 20 years the librarians have persevered in and remained committed to developing the Information
Literacy Program at Pepperdine University. Today, due to a lot of hard work, the librarians have a very
successful, multifaceted library program that includes First-Year Seminars, capstone courses, upper
division courses, and Special Collections. The librarians take assessment seriously and demonstrate this
fact by their development of IL curriculum maps and student learning outcomes for a variety of
programs and disciplines for both undergraduate and graduate students. Prior to implementing SAILS,
the librarians considered ETS’s iSkills test, which assesses computer literacy and some aspects of
information literacy, but, after comparing the two test, decided that SAILS more closely matched what
they wanted to find out about Pepperdine students’ preparation to do research. The librarians were
thoughtful and did their research in selecting an IL assessment test.
The librarians have made good progress with information literacy for graduate students but this is an
area where they can do more work. They also want to do additional work with IL for students with
disabilities. The librarians have appropriately utilized the flipped classroom strategy with interactive
tutorials completed prior to class sessions, allowing more time for active learning in class. I encourage
the librarians to continue to work on designing short tutorials on library databases and other tools which
may be useful to students, especially busy graduate students. At the time of my campus visit on March
11, 2013, Dr. Bortman indicated that the Seaver College General Education curriculum was being revised
and that the Research and Inquiry Module is included in GE and that the faculty want to integrate IL into
this module but not use librarians. This news about a plan at the University to not provide librarians a
role in GE was a bit disconcerting. The lack of IL inclusion in GE would be a major blow to the librarians’
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efforts to integrate information literacy into the curriculum at Pepperdine University. But I understand
from an April 29, 2013, e-mail exchange with Melinda Raine that there have been several meetings of
key assessment players on campus and that the Associate Dean of Seaver College, who is a library
supporter, is advocating for librarians and IL to be included in the Research and Inquiry portion of GE.
This is, indeed, good news. I urge Dean Roosa and the librarians to be vigilant in ensuring that IL and the
libraries are a part of the new GE curriculum.
On a sale of 1 to 10, I believe that the Pepperdine University librarians’ IL program rates between a 7
and a 7.5, which is a high rating given that the libraries have a total of only 11 librarians. The IL program
has a lot of components, which is not unusual for academic libraries. The librarians have endeavored to
incorporate IL into the campus culture at every opportunity. Since their IL program is mature, the
librarians must now determine how to maintain the effectiveness of the IL program while strategically
targeting certain areas of the University’s curriculum. As a reviewer, I do like the multifaceted IL
approach that the librarians are using to reach IL integration rather than them depending on a standalone, self-contained credit course to teach students information literacy skills. However, I am
challenging the librarians to ponder and decide how to best reach full IL integration on campus. Some
obvious steps might be to:
(1) increase the First-Year Seminars from reaching 92 percent to 100 percent of students,
(2) ensure that IL is included in the GE Research and Inquiry Module, and
(3) develop a more systematic and tailored approach to subject specific IL in the disciplines.
The liaison librarians can work with faculty to replace the one-shot in upper division courses
with planned integration of IL into the course sequence for disciplines through the capstone
classes. With this approach, the librarians should aim to have IL included in the course
syllabus and to co-teach with faculty some classes in the classroom.
In a follow-up e-mail exchange on May 1, 2013, Melinda Raine conveyed to me that the librarians said
that they want to have an online First-Year Library Experience Module that can serve as an alternative to
an in-person class presentation. This online module would assist with providing the students who take
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the Great Books Colloquium and the Social Action Justice Colloquium with information literacy skills, as
well as other students whose professors do not schedule IL sessions. Regardless of switch next steps the
librarians decide to take to reach IL integration on campus, they will need at least two additional fulltime librarians to assist with the workload.
The librarians use technology and tools, such as LibGuides, LibAnswers, JoinMe, Skype, chat, texting, and
Jing, to support information literacy. They have plans to redesign the IL instruction laboratory to make it
more suitable for active learning. Dean Roosa is seeking a library renovation to expand on the ACE
concept by building a learning commons that will include collaborative learning spaces, study rooms,
study pods, a theater, etc. He believes there will be a number of spaces in the learning commons that
will be used for IL work. The focus group data and LibQUAL data also supports a need for the University
to invest in a library renovation project. The LibQUAL data further reveals that faculty and graduate
students believe the collections are weak (need improvement) and this suggests that additional funding
for collections (both print and electronic) is needed. When it comes to information literacy, it is difficult
to complete the research cycle if the appropriate resources are not available for students. The focus
groups and LibQUAL data also reveals that users are pleased with the service the library staff provides.
The focus group data specifically noted that the helpfulness of librarians was appreciated by every
constituency group. Most importantly, the librarians have a successful information literacy program
because they have established a good relationship with faculty.
From talking with the librarians and reviewing the Self-Study, it is evident that they have a robust and
viable information literacy program. To ensure continuous improvement of their IL program, the
librarians must formalize the Assessment Information Literacy Committee by having scheduled meetings
throughout the academic year. Once they have read this report, they must meet, review the strengths,
weaknesses, and recommendations, and then they must decide which ones are important for the
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Pepperdine University Libraries information literacy Program and for students. Next they must develop a
systematic plan, with a timeline, for incorporating and completing the recommendations that they
identified as important for their IL program. The librarians must also continue to monitor IL trends and
best practices taking place in academic libraries. Ultimately, they must maintain their enthusiasm for
information literacy and seek IL integration into the curriculum on campus.
STRENGTHS
1. The librarians have been developing an IL program for over 20 years.
2. The librarians reached 92 percent of first-year students with IL classes.
3. The librarians are working on IL for graduate students.
4. The liaison program and librarians’ strong relationship with faculty.
5. The information literacy program is designed to reach students in-person and virtually.
6. The librarians’ collaborative, team-oriented work-style has enabled them to do more with IL.
7. The librarians have designed SLOs and curriculum mapping, rubrics to assess bibliographies and
papers, as well as selected SAILS as the assessment test for students.
8. The formal inclusion of Special Collections in the IL program.
9. The Business Librarian is experimenting with the embedded librarian concept.
10. The librarians are connecting co-curricular library lectures and displays with IL.
11. The desire of the librarians to focus on IL and students with disabilities.
WEAKNESSES
1.

The librarians do not have access to the first-year students who take the Great Books
Colloquium and the Social Action Justice Colloquium.

2. The library, at the time of my visit, was not included in discussions about the revision of GE and
the inclusion of IL in the Research and Inquiry Module.
3. The librarians do not have a formal assessment plan.
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4. The librarians must incorporate just-in-time tutorials and just-in-time support for IL to be
effective to meet the needs of all students.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations below are based on my conversations with librarians and administrators on
campus and the information contained in the Self-Study.
Directly Related to Information Literacy – Preface the statements below with “The librarian must . . .”
1. Decide, with a campus-wide perspective in mind, how to not only focus but integrate IL efforts
so that this work is scalable for the librarians
2. Advocate to get IL incorporated into the GE curriculum revision
3. Seek 100% IL inclusion for first-year students by having information literacy included in the
Great Books Colloquium and the Social Action Justice Colloquium
4. Develop a formal assessment plan for the library
5. Increase librarians’ involvement in upper division courses and capstone courses by integrating IL
into the course sequence of a discipline
6. Team-teach with faculty on the integration of IL into the course sequence of a discipline, and/or
work with faculty in collaboratively designing effective library assignments
7. Hire two additional full-time librarians: an Assessment Librarian (first priority) to assist with
instruction, assessment, and reference duties, and an entry-level librarian to assist with the
work at the graduate campus libraries (second priority)
8. Hire one part-time (permanent) reference/instruction assistant to provide continuity in assisting
with reference, instruction and portfolio assessment12
9. Undertake further assessment of IL and use of SAILS (ensure that SAIL is deployed to first-year
students and again in the third or fourth year to measure student learning) and form
partnership with Institutional Effectiveness and IT to accomplish this goal

12

Note: This position is needed along with hiring the two new full-time librarian positions because of the
workload involved with an information literacy program. The positions are justified because of the librarians’
success with information literacy and WASC values IL.
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9. Make librarians formal reviewers, alongside of the faculty, for the General Education Junior
Writing Portfolio Assessment project
10. Proceed with plans to redesign the instruction laboratory to make it more suitable for active
learning
11. Continue to enhance and develop the graduate student IL program and move instruction from
the classroom level to the curriculum level
12. Link co-curricular activities with student learning outcomes and, if possible, design a curriculum
map
13. Include transfer students and students with disabilities in IL program
14. Develop a database of IL assignment/activities that would allow for the scaffolding of
assignments for various courses, especially the integration into the course sequence
15. Plan to incorporate IL into distance learning courses (designing tutorials may be a part of this
work)
16. Send a librarian to the ACRL Immersion Program and to the 2014 Library Assessment
Conference, Seattle, Washington. If funding is a problem for these expenses programs, seek
special funding from the Provost’s Office
17. Increase professional development (PD) funding from $1,000 to $1,200 annually. Also, every
other year, award 3 to 6 librarians $2,000 PD funding because the average national conference
costs $1,200 to $1,500 and it is increasingly important for librarians to attend several
conferences in one year
18. Present at a conference about the connection with co-curricular programming (cultural literacy)
and IL, and later present at a conference about IL and meeting the needs of students with
disabilities
Indirectly Related to Information Literacy – Preface the statements below with “The Dean of Libraries
must . . .”
19. Seek funding within the University to build a learning commons with collaborative spaces as part
of the library renovation project (The focus groups and LibQUAL survey data indicates a need for
improvement in the Library as Place)
20. Request funding from the University to continue to purchase electronic databases and to
improve the book collection (focus groups and LibQUAL indicated a preference for e-databases
and the LibQUAL survey revealed that faculty and graduate students thought the book collection
was weak)
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